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Abstract

A comprehensive review of the published performance data and proposed
acceleration mechanisms of the magnetoplasmadyn_amie (MPD) plasma accel-

erator has been made to estimate its capacity to operate in a spacecraft propul-

sion system. The ability of the MPD thrustor to perform a specific space mission
is compared with that of the ion engine for a Mars-orbiter mission for which

mission analyses have been made by others. This comparison is based primarily

on the reported performance data; however, other required characteristics, such
as lifetime, rch'ability, compatibility with a solar electric power supply, and tile

associated weight requirements of the power-conditioning equipment, are dis-

cussed. The best results have been obtained with lithium, ammoria, and hydrogen;
however, many of the data are of questionable validity because of entrainment
or other interactions with the test environment.

The definition and attainment of the proper test environment remain one of

the biggest problems. Tests conducted at low pressure are less likely to be in
error; however, no reliable method exists to determine whether or when entrain-

ment occurs. The thrust-production mechanisms are poorly understood, as indi-

cated in the number of conflicting assumptions, approximations, and processes
that have been proposed. The theoretical difficulties stem from the complexity

of the analytical problen, the possible masking of the true operating character-

ist._es by experimtmtal ambiguities, and the difficulty of performing the necessary
diagnostic measurements with sufficient accuracy.

In spite of the uncertainties associated with the MPD engine, it may be con-

cluded that the ion engine operates more efficiently than the MPD, with the
possible exception of operation at a specific impulse of less than 300s. If

the MPD thrustor is to compete w._th the ion engine as a spacecraft propulsion

system, the weight savings gained with the MPD must be enough to offset thL.
highcr overall efficiency that can be obtained from the ion engine at present.

Before such a comparison can be meaningful, however, the experimental uncer-

tainties surrounding the MPD thrustor must be eliminated and its true perfor-
mance established.

JPL TECHNICAL REP_.,_T 32.1196 ix
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A Critical Review of the Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) Thrustor

for Space Applications

• Part I. Application of the MPD Thrustor to Solar Electric Space Missions

h Introduction from the sun, the determination of the optimum space-

craft trajectories for specific missions using these sources
The potential of electric propulsion systems for sig- is more complicated than for those using the previously

nificantly increasing the scientific payload of specific considered nuclear power sources. In addition, this char-
space exploration missions over the payload attainable acteristic of the solar power supply imposes the require-
with a pure chemical propulsion system has been dem- meot that the propulsion system be capable of throttling
onscrated in several recent studies (Refs. 1-3). The mis- efficiently to match the changing supply of electrical
sion analyses were based on the use of existing launch power.
vehicles, existing ion engines, and the current technology

for the design and development of large, deployable

solar panels to power the ion engines. These analyses The feasibility of using ion engines on prolonged mis-
show, for example, that the useful payload that can bc sions has been demonstrated 1)y endurance tests of both

put into Mars orbit may be nearly doubled if the chore- the thrustor and the power-conditioning equipment

, 1 propulsion system used to provide the heliocentric under vacuum conditions. Several thrustors have ex-
xV is replaced bv an electric propulsion system (Ref. 4). ceeded 2000 h of operation and one has exceeded 8000 h

of vacuum operation (Ref. 5).

The possibility of applying electrical propulsion to

space missions in the very near future has resulted from Two factors contribute to the advantage of electric

recent developments in lightweight solar photovoltaic propulsion for space missions. The first is the high spe-

power sources. Because the power available from the cific impulse at which an electrically powered engine

solar panels depends on the distance of the spacecraft may operate, and the second is a consequence of the low

_ JPL TECHNICAL REPORT32.1196 1
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level of acceleration, over long periods of time, that can favorable characteristics of the MPD thrustors are (1) the

be obtained. Because of the second factor, the approach ruggedness and simplicity of the engine, (2) the poten'.ial
velocity of the spacecraft at the destination is signifi- for efficient, high-specific-impulse operation, (3) the

cantly reduced from that which would result from the throttlability of both the propellant feed rate and

usual chemically powered spacecraft trajectories. Using the power level, (4) the adjustable operating voltage
the Mars-orbiter mission as an example again, it is level, and (5) the capacity for much higb.er thrust densi-

typically found from mission analyses that the weight ties than are possible with ion engines. The high thrust
of the chemical propulsion system needed to achieve density is not of particular advantage for the relatively
capture at Mars is reduced from 60_ of the total space- low-powered engines considered in the missions referred

craft weight for an all-chemical system to only 20% for to above, but could be a very definite advantage in fu-

the electrical propulsion system. It is largely because of ture missions that may require greater power levels.

this saving in the weight of the propulsion system that

the increased payload is gained. For other missions, This survey evaluates the current status of the MPD

e.g., a Jupiter flyby mission, the high specific impulse arc, outlines its operating problems, and attempts to

represents the primary advantage (Ref. 4). determine the course of its future development, particu-

larly its potential as a solar electric thrustor. A parallel
All the systems and mission analyses conducted to objective of the study is a realistic assessment of the

date have assumed the use of ion thrustors because the potential of the MPD arc as a thrustor suitable for

ion thrustor is in an advanced state of development and application to more general types of spacecraft propul-
no other electrical propulsion systems have, as yet, dem- sion systems.
onstrated the performance and reliability to compete
with the ion engine. However, there are two major limi-

tations to the solar-powered ion engine propulsion sys- Ill. Solar Electric Spacecraft Characteristics
terns. First, the ion thrustors show a rapid fall-off of

efficiency at a specific impulse below 4000 s. This To illustrate the power supply characteristics of the
characteristic drives the mission-required specific im- solar electric spacecraft, a typical mission profile will be

pulse above that which would be optimum if the effi- described (Refs. 1, 4). A chemical booster is used to
ciency remained constant. Second, ion thrustors are launch the spacecraft to earth-escape velocity and, per-

characterized by high-voltage (kV range), low-current haps, to supply a small exceo+s velocity to optimize the

(mA) power requirements. Because the solar-array mission. After the spacecraft is free from the influence
power supply is typically a low- to moderate-voltage of the earth, the thrustors are activated. The analysis of

(<200 V) and medium- to high-current (A) source, a the Mars-orbiter mission shows flight times of between

i considerable amount of dc-to-dc power-conditioning 150 and 400 days to be typical. The flight time depends

equipment has to be employed to properly match the upon the excess velocity desired at Mars, the propulsion

solar panels to the ion thrustors. A thrustor system that efficiency, the specific weight of the power plant, and

does not share these disadvantages, that demonstrates the specific imoulse of the thrustor. Once in the vicinity
performance which is competitive, or nearly so, with the of Mars, the electric propulsion system, having operated

ion engine, and that meets the mission requirements of continuously (or quasi-continuously with modest periods

reliability and lifetime could be employed to advantage of coasting), is jettisoned and Martian orbit is obtained
on space exploration missions, by means of chemical propulsion.

During powered transit to Mars, the mean solar energy

Ih Purpose of the Survey reaching the solar panels decreases as the inverse square

A thrustor that may be competitive with the ion en- of the radial position of the spacecraft from the sun.
gine is the MPD arc, which has indicated some potential However, as the spacecraft proceeds away from the

for high specific impulse, efficiency, and lifetime. Be- sun, the solar cells become cooler and, as a consequence,

cause this continuous thrustor is characterized by low more efficient. Analysis indicates that for typical light-
voltage (< 100 V) and high current (> 100 A), it is more weight solar panel construction, solar cell efficiency

easily matched to the solar panel power supply and should continue to increase out to approximately 3 AU.

would require less power-conditioning equipment than This increase in efficiency is manifest as an increase in
does the ion thrustor. Other potential advantages and solar-cell voltage. Therefore, as the spacecraft travels

2 JPL TECHNICAL REPORT32.1196
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toward Martian rendezvous, the solar cell current de- the Mars-orbiter mission would be achieved if the ion

creases and the voltage increases. The overall effect is engine were to operate at a specific impulse of approxi-
such that the net solar cell output varies not as the in- mately 4000 s. The efficiency of the ion engine used in
verse square of the distance from the sun but rather the analysis was about 60_)', at 4000 s.
approximately as r 17, where r, the radial distance from
the sun, is measured in astronomical units. The thrustor efficiency and the specific impulse are

defined by Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively:
q_e power level of the solar electric spacecraft de-

pends on the specific mission and on the size of the ¢nv2 T z
launch vehicle. It may vary from as low as 2.5 kW for a _ = _ _ = I/2_ (1)
Mars-orbiter launched by an Atlas/Agena to more than Pi rhPi
50 kW for a Jupiter flyby spacecraft launched with a

_aturn 1B/Centaur (Ref. 1). I, = --v= mT (2)
g rhg

IV. Requirqments for a Solar Electric Propulsion where

System Thrustor rh = propellant mass feed rate

To be compatible with the solar electric power supply
and the mission requirements, a thrustor must satisfy a v = average axial jet velocity
number of requirements that include lifetime, reliability,
thrust levels, throttlability, and matching of the thruster's P_ = input power to propulsion system
operating characteristics with the power supply charac-
teristics. The studies referred to above have shown the T = accelerator thrust

feasibility of matching the ion thrustor to the solar elec-
tric power system. The general requirements that an g = gravitational constant I
MPD thrustt,r has to satisfy in order to be not only
compatible with the solar electric spacecraft but also The performance a competing thrustor must have to

• competitive with the ion thrustor can be inferred from equal the capacity of the ion engine, operating at the

these studies. These requirements are based on a de- optimum specific impulse, to deliver a payload into Mars
tailed analysis of the Mars-orbiter mission with a space- orbit has been calculated (Ref. 1). The results are shown
craft using ion thrusters; the ability of the MPD thrustor in Ref. 1 as a curve of specific impulse versus the mini-
to meet the requirements could possibly be improved if mum overall efficiency required to deliver an equal pay-
the analysis were made using the characteristics of the load. Two of the parameters which were used to make
MPD thrustor. For the present comparison, it is assumed this comparison, and which may vary for different pro-
that the trade-ells among the various system parameters pulsion systems, are the system specific weight al, taken
determined from the studies using the ion thrustor are as 34 kg/kWe, and the power conversion efficiency,
applicable to a system using the MPD thrustor, which was assumed to be 93%. A decrease in the specific

weight or an increase in the power conversion efficiency

A. Lifetime of a competing system will lower the required minimum
overall efficiency. The result of this trade-off is shown

With indicated flight times in the range of 150 to in Fig. 16 of Ref. 1 by a second curve of specific impulse
400 days, thrustor life (defined as the time before a sig- versus the required minimum efficiency for a specific
nificant change occurs in the operating characteristics) weight of 0.8 of that assumed for the ion engine? The
should be equal to, or in excess of, 10,000 h. value of a_, _ kg/kWe, includes the specific weight of

the solar panels, which was assumed to be 23 kg/kWe.
B. Pg:formance The remaining 11 kg/kWe comprised the specific weight

of the propulsion system and was assumed to consist of
A propulsion system may be considered competitive

with the ion engine if it can deliver an equal or larger 'Both of the curves, for a -- _, and for a _- 0.8 a_, are included on

payload at the mission destination. The mission analysis each of the graphs, Figs. 22-28 of the present report, depicting
referred to above _owed that the maximum payload for the MPD performance.

JPL TECHNICALREPORT32.1196 3
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3 kg/kWe for the thrustor system, I kg/kWe for the pro- thrustors of opposite torque, a potentially serious objec-
peUant tankage, and 7 kg/kWe for the power condition- tion to the use of this device can be eliminated.
ing and controls.

Although the throttling requirements couki be signffi-

C. Thrust Leveland ThrottlabJllty cantly reduced for a Jupiter mission by using a number

Because of the variation of the solar panel output, the of thrustors, this is not necessarily true for a Mars mis-

electrical power will vary during the com'se of a typical sion. If two thrustors are used for the Mars mission, the
mission. For the Mars-orbiter mission, this variation of second engine must be able to double its thrust at

electrical power for propulsive purposes is approximately the time the first engine is turned off. Thus, the throt-
a factor of 2.2. That is, only about 45,_/c of the electrical tling requirement for two engines calls for the ability to

power available at earth orbit is produced at Mars orbit, operate an engine over a 50% range of thrust, which

At the distance of Jupiter, only about 6_ of earth or- may be compared with the 45_ range required of a
bit power is available. Therefore, if one were to consider single engine. In general, unless more than one thrustor

using but a single thrustor, the normal variation of avail- (or thrustor pair) is to be in use at the destination, the

able electrical power during the course of a mission engine, assuming all are alike, must be capable of throt-

would set rather stringent throttling requirements. This tling to at least 50_ of the maximum thrust produced
is particularly true for Jupiter missions, by that engine.

Considerations of overall propulsion system reliability The power levels of the power systems under discus-
would argue for a modula, ":ed thrustor system with a sion range from less than 3 kWe to more than 50 kWe
modest degree of redundancy. Furthermore, in order to at earth orbit. As will be discussed later, most of the

minimize problems associated with thrust-axis control, it MPD engines that have been tested operate at an input
_ may be desirable to employ pairs of thrustors. The use power level considerably greater than the minimum power5
i of thrustor pairs carries with it a subtle benefit. Should level contemplated in the mission analyses. Conse-

the thrustor produce a torque, as there is some evidence quently, the ability to scale the experimental engines to
to suggest that the MPD thrustor does, then by pairing smaller sizes becomes of some importance.

t
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Part II. Scope of the Survey

I. Sources of Information produces thrust by ionizing incoming propellant and
• then accelerating the resulting neutral plasma to high

The primary sources of the information used in this exhaust velocities. The acceleration results primarily
survey have been the results of NASA and United States from electromagnetic forces.
Air Force contracts and the results of investigations at
the NASA Lewis Research Center and the NASA I

Langley Research Center. The primary recipients of the The electrode geometry of all of the devices eonsid-
agency contracts were Giannini Scientifie Corporation, ered consists of a central tungsten cathode that is sur-
Santa Ana, California; Electro-Optical Systems (EOS), rounded by a coaxial anode. The propellant is generally
Pasadena, California; Avco Research Labor_ ory, Everett, injected into the annular region between the cathode
Massachusetts (Avco-Everett); and the Space S/stems and anode well upstream of the cathode tip. (Propellants
Division of the Avco Corporation (AVSSD), Wilmington, that are normally _tored in a condensed state, such as

lithium and ammonia, are vaporized before injection intoMassachusetts/ A number of other investigations, not
necessarily devoted to the development of a propulsion the discharge region.) The external magnetic field, which
device, have also been reviewed and are included in the is a part of most MPD thrustors, is supplied by a sole-
following discussions, noidal coil that surrounds and is concentric with the

electrodes. The devices are steady-state, direct-current
engines that are operated at current levels usually above

II. A Description of the MPD Thrustor 100A and are characterizedby operatingvoltages,gen-
erally below 100 V, that are relatively insensitive to the

The MPD thrustor is an electrically powered engine current level.
that has potential for spacecraft propulsion. This _ngine

=For most of the time covered by this s_trvey, the last named labor- Although the individual thrustor power levels required
titorywas calledthe ResearchandDevelopment Divisionof the for some of the missions discussed in Part I may be as
Av(_) Corpor;ttion (AVCO/BAD). low as 1 kW, nearly all the experimental thn_tors have

:_ JPLTECHNICALREPORT32.1196 $
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r
been operated at much higher levels; consequently, this were stated (Ref. 8) to aid both the acceleration and the |
survey is primari!y concerned with thrustors designed to containment processes. In later work, described in !
operate in the range of 10-200 kW. In addition, the data Refs. 10--17, externally applied magnetic fields were
indicating performance in excess of about 2000 s at rea- used, and other propellants were investigated.

sonably high overall efficiency command most of the

interest. The last-named factor limits the preponderance A quantitative relation of the discharge pressure and
of the performance data considered to only a few pro- the desired diffuse arc attachment has not been ob-

pellants. High values of specific impulse have been ob- tained, and recent tests (Refs. 15 and 16) at Giannini in-
tained with hydrogen, deuterium, ammonia, and lithium, dicate that the chamber pressure can be higher than the

Other propellants have been investigated, and, although 1963 results. The variation in the chamber pressure was

the high performance capabilities of these propellants the result of changes in the electrode geometry, which,

are probably limited, very wduable information concern- in some respects, resembles the constricted geometry of
ing the acceleration mecbanisms has been obtained from the conventional thermal arc jet. An interesting develop-

experiments with argon, nitrogen, and alkali metals other ment at Giannini has been the observation that the effi-
than lithium, ciency is increased as the arc chamber pressure is

increased (Ref. 16). This observation followed the recent

investigation of the effects of varying the electrode
III. History geometry at a fixed value of the feed rate. The increased

W_th one exception, the laboratories listed in Section I pressure, which was found to be proportional to the

above as having participated in the development of the power level, resulted from decreasing the throat diam-
MPD thrustor were, prior to 1963, investigating plasma eter. The maximum value of the chamber pressure re-

accelerators whose geometry and mode of operation dff- ported was about 200 torr (Ref. 16), and the limitation
on the chamber pressure was a consequence of the dam-fered significantly from the MPD thrustor of today. The

investigations that preceded the present effort at each age to the anode that occurred at the higher power
levels. These tests were conducted with a strong appliedof these laboratories were devoted to studies of either
magnetic field.the conventional thermal arc jet or accelerators that were

designed to exploit primarily electromagnetic forces.
The first published results of MPD thrustor research

• At two laboratories, Giannini and AVSSD, the primary at AVSSD (then AVCO/RAD) appeared in 1964. In the
effort was devoted to the development of the thermal initial report (Ref. 18), one of the listed goals was "to

arc jet. The first reperts of the attainment of very high explore increases in specific impulse and efficiency

values of specific imptdse with a steady plasma accel- which appear to be associated with operation at lower
erator, which was called a Thermo-Ionic Accelerator, propellant mass flow rates and high current levels." In

were published by Ducati in 1963 (Ref. 6). Values of this initial work, both ammonia and hydrogen were used

specific impulse up to 10,b_0 s at an overall efficiency as propellants, and tho research was concerned primarily
of 46_ were obtained with a hydrogen-fed engine by with the self-field effects; however, a weak (less than

500 G) externally applied magnetic field was found nec-the end of 1963 (Refs. 7, 8). qlaese very encouraging re-
suits rewarded the efforts to improve the efficiency and essary to obtain arc stability and reasonable lifetimes of

extend the performance of the thermal arc jet. A primary the electrodes. Strong applied fields were used in nearly

reason given (Refs. 7, 9) for this accomplishment was all the subsequent work, which included the testing of
other propellants, particularly lithium and cesiumthe lowering of the arc chamber pressure, by increas-

ing the anode throat diameter, from several atmospheres (Refs. 19-29). The most recent investigations have been

to a fraction of an atmosphere. A typical maximum devoted almost exclusively to the _, _ting of ammonia
(Ref. 29).chamber pressure was about 50 torr. Another reason

given was the removal of the supersonic n,,_zzle that had
At both Avco-Everett and EOS, the use of eleetromag-

been used to expand the electrically heated plasma
netic forces to accelerate the plasma has been empha-

(Ref. 9). The stated goal of obtaining a uaiform dis-
sized3 Hall currents and plasma rotation, caused by

charge of very high current (greater than 3000 A) is
credited to the lowering of the pressure, thereby obtain- 'The mmlediate predecessor (Refs. 80 and 81) of the present
ing diffuse arc attachment at the cathode. The electro- Avco-Everett accelerator, which is called the MAARC (magnetic
magnetic effects associated with the large are ct_rrent annular accelerator) is shown in Fig. 2a.
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J × B forces, were identified as being important in the recent effort at EOS has been devoted to investigations

production of the high-energy plasma stream. A strong of lithium and other alkali metals (Refs. 48--53). The

magnetic field was used, and helium and argon were the electrode configuration of the alkali metal thrustors has

first gases investigated (Ref. 31). By 1962, the configura- evolved from an open design that resulted in very low
tion which, with but very minor modifications, was used pressures at the cathode to a more constricted design

in all subsequent experiments was adopted (Ref. 32). with a minimum flow area, or throat, between the anode

The reasons given for choosing this configuration and and cathode. The most recent investigations have been

operating with a magnetic field were to increase the sta- made with a hydrogen-lithium bipropellant (Ref. 51).
bility and the electrical impedance of the arc, to reduce The EOS engines are now designated ALPHA for

energy transfer to the containing walls, and to add mo- "'Alkali Plasma Hall Accelerator."

mentum, both azimuthally and axially, to the plasma by _

J × B forces. The initial experiments were made with In 1960, Hess (Ref. 54) reported experimental evidence
argon, and the performance was inferred fiom measure- of continuous steady acceleration of a low-density l
merits made with impact pressure probes and other plasma in a Hall accelerator. Using air as the propellant,

probes. In later experiments (Refs. 3.3-40) results were Hess reported operating voltages between 500 and
obtained with hydrogen and ammonia. 1200 V at a current level of about 1.0 A. The exhaust

velocity was inferred from the deflection of a thin mica

During the period of 1961 to 1964. the group at EOS vane placed in the exhaust jet, and the axial acceleration
conducted experiments on a Hall Current Accelera- was attributed to the interaction of Hall currents with

tor (Ref. 41). In this device, the applied electric field an applied magnetic field. The confining force to be

was axial and the applied magnetic field was radial in expected, as well as the rotation of the plasma by J × B
a wall-confined annular channel. The thrustor was de- forces, was also discussed. In later experiments, current

signed to operate by Hall acceleration of the plasma in levels of up to 40 A were used (Ref. 55). In more recent

the annular channel. The overall efficiency of the device experiments with Hall current accelerators (Refs. 5d-58), _.

was poor (Refs. 42 and 43), and it was concluded that the thrustor configurations that were investigated at i
most of the energy and momentum contained in the ex- NASA Langley were typical of the MPD thrustors dis

haust had been transferred to the gas downstream of the cussed in the present report. For most of the experi-
accelerator and not to that in the annular channel. As a ments, argon has been used as the propellant, and the

consequence of this conclusion, design changes, which experiments have emphasized diagnostic measurements.
included the elimination of the annular channel and a More recently, hydrogen and ammonia have also been

revision of the electrode and magnet configurations, tested (Ref. 61). The behavior of engines using a hollow

were made to enhance Hall acceleration in the region cathode and a porous anode, through which part of the
downstream of the accelerator. The devices that were argon was injected, has also been investigated (Ref. 59).

developed with these design changes, all of which have Hassan (Refs. 60 and 61) and others (Refs. 62 and 63)

been designated as Hall accelerators, incorporate the have repert_d theoretical and experimental investiga-
features that are used here to describe the MPD thrustor, tions of engines very similar to those tested at NASA

The first configurations (_efs. 42 and 44) were designed Langley.

for high-power operation (about 100 kW) with hydrogen

and were characterized, along with other features, by an The testing of engines developed by AVSSD and EOS

open electrode configuration that had no minimum flow at NASA Lewis has produced much useful information

area that could be identified as a throat. However, concerning thrustor operation at very low pressure
hydrogen-fed accelerators that were designed for opera- (Refs. 64-68). In addition, the group at NASA Lewis has

tion in the range of from 1 to 10 kW were constructed designed and tested a low-thrust continuous plasma

with a constricted flow area to increase the pressure at accelerator that typically operates at about 2 A (Ref. 69).
the cathode tip (Refs. 44 and 45), The studies on This device was originally described as a "magnetic ex-

hydrogen-fueled MPD accelerators at EOS are described pansion engine;" however, in a recent publication, it is

in Refs. 42-47. designated a "low-power MPD engine" (Ref. 70). The

operating characteristics of this engine are very different

Because of the potential advantages (which include from those of the engines described above. For example,

low frozen-flow losses and easy storability) of the use of the voltage is a very strong function of the current. This

lithium as a propellant for space missions, most of the engine, designed for low-power station-keeping duties,
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has been operated on argon and xenon. Very thorough sient mode of operation allows thrustor operation at very
diagnostic measurements, including the measurement of low pressures and aiso permits the use of diagnostic
the ion density and the electromagnetic field configura- techniques not applicable to steady-state operation.
tions, have been made.

Becent surveys and summary articles that include or
The operation of MPD engines under transient condi- are devoted to MPD accelerators may be found in

tions has also been reported (Befs. 71 and 72). The tran- Befs. 73-77.
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Part Ill.Existing Technology

I. Early Development The early progress in increasing the specific impulse
was phenomenal, and a large amount of performance

In the early stages of the MPD thrustor development, data was published that enhanced the future predicted
experimental tests were almost entirely devoted to ob- for the device as an efficient engine for space flights.
taining performance data, and the emphasis was placed The early optimism was quickly dampened, however,
on increasing the overall efficiency, the range of specific when it became apparent that, at least for some operat-
impulse, and the lifetime of the electrodes. A number of ing c.nditions- particularly those that produced the
propellants were investigated. The parallel theoretical highest performance- the measurements were signifi-
studies, in varying degrees of thoroughness at the dif- cantly influenced by the interaction with the test envi-
ferent laboratories, have been notably ineffective in im- ronment. Hence, the calculated performance was not the
proving the initial designs. Rather, the changes in performance to be expected from an engine operating in
thrustor design, made almost entirely on the bas;.s of the space. Attention was then directed toward defining the
experimental results, have been tor the purpose of im- proper test environment, and increased emphasis was
proving the arc stability, increasing the electrode life- placed on purely diagnostic measurements to further the
time, and increasing the overall efficiency of the engine, theoretical effort and to providt, verification of the mea-

sured performance.
The scaling of engines to operate at different power

levels has also proceeded with little theoretical guidance. In the following sections the development of the exist-
TILebasic axisymmetrie engine configuration of a central ing MPD technology will be described, including the
cathode and coaxial anode has remained unchanged, engines tested, the test procedures, and the performance
The major variables in the development have been the reported with the various propeliants. In Section IV the
strength ef the applied magnetic field, variations in important trends in the theoretical studies are discussed,
the gecmetry of the electrodes, and the type of propel- and the results of these studies are compared with the
lant tested, experimental observations.
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II. Propellant Selection where T is the measured thrust, _h is the propellant feed
rate, I is the applied current, and V is the thrustor volt-

The major considerations in tile selection of propel- age, Another measurable efficiency, the thermal effi-

lants for eleetlic propulsion systems are the achievement cieney, is deiined by
of high overall efficiency at the optimum spe_.ifie im-

pulse, reliable operation, and the ease of stolage during total power in e.,_aust

the time required for a particular mission, l he eondens- _/,, = total electrical fllput power (4)
able propellants that have been tested, ammonia and

some alkali metals, require less weight for tankage than Because the total power in the exhaust beam is seklom
do the gaseous propellants, llowever, hot alkali metal measured, the ther:,al efficiency is usually calculated

vapors are much m_,._e reactive with the materials nor- from the cool_.r,g losses to the electrodes, according to

mally used for electrodes and insulators than are the Eq. (5):
gaseous propellants, and achievement of the required
lifetime may be more of a problem with the alkali met;:!:, (oct,._T

(Refs. 15, 48, and 51). Furthermore, with the easily con- _,, = I IV (5)

densable exhaust products (Ref. 15), there is a greater
possibilit_¢ of interference with normal spacecraft opera- where tb, cj,, and AT are the flow rate, heat capacity, and

tions, if any deposition of the propellant on the vital tempt'rature rise, respectively, of the electrode coolant

components of the spacecraft should occur, fluid. When the thermal efficiencies of radiation-cooled
engines are measured, the coolant is passed through a

Because of the lack of an adequate theoretical descrip- radiation shield that is located to intercept the radiant
tion of the MPD engine, it is not possible to select the cnergy from the anode (Refs. 15 and 47).

optimum propellant for maximum efficiency on the basis
The ratio of the overall efficiency and the thermalof the known properties of the propellants, and the vari-

, ous propellan.ts must be compared experimentally. How- eff.;ciency defines a partial efficiency that is sometimes

ever, some qualitative information is obtained from a called the thrust efficiency:consideration of the different losses that limit the
total thrust p_wer

thr,lsto_ 'efficiency. For example, it is not antieipeted '/r = _,,/'/t_. = total power in exhaust (6)' that much of the energy invested in ionization or dis-
sociation will be recovered as useful thrust, ttowever, as

discussed later in this report, it is no _ obvious at present That part of the propellant power that is used to dis-

that only charged particles may be effectively aceeler- sociate and ionize the propellant and is not recovered as
ated in MPD thrustors. Many of the experimental data useful thrust is called the frozen-flow loss. The partial

to be discussed indicate that the ionization of the pro- efficiency that reflects this loss is the frozen.flow effi-
pellant may be far from complete at the lower values of ciency rlr. Because the exhaust composition cal,not be

the specific impulse range, correlated with the engine operating parameters at pres-
ent, it is not possible to predict the frozen-flow losses

with any degree of accuracy. To obtain some qualitative
In addition *o the ionization losses, the fraction of the information, the calculation of the frozen-flow efficiency

input power that is lost to the electrodes, which is is frequently made with the aid of the assumption of
the detelxnining factor for the thermal efficienc:', ap- complete, single ionization of the pr'_pellant. With thi_

pears to be a function of the propellant type. as,_umption, the expression for r/r becomes

For the purpose of identifying losses, a number of 1

partial efficiencies have been defined. The propulsion :'2 _h v_ I_

efficiency, as defined in Part I, is gener,lly called the 'lr = 1 Dhr _ + V0 I_ +overall efficiency and is given by Eq. (3): _: 2g"V_ (7)

1 T _ _dtere V, and M are the ionization potential and molec-

= total thrust power a d_ (3) ular weight, respectively, of the propellant. The di._oeia-
,I,, total electrical input power -- I_,--'7'' tion energy is added to V_ for molecular propellants, but
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the heats of fusion and vaporization of _he condensed included, in a very approximate manner, to estimate the
propellants are seklom included. The ionization poten- fiozen-fiow losses of ce,_ium (Refs. 20 and 21).

tials and the value of I, at which _/r is equal to 0.5 are

listed for a number of propellants in Table 1. The frozen-flow efficiency is part of the thrust effi-

ciency. To account for the differ,-nce between T/r and !

The assumption of complete, single ionization is prob- _,., another partial efficiency, called the expansion effi-
ably unrealistic for light propellants at low values of I, ciency (Refs. 19 and 21), is sometimes introduced.
because it overestimates the loss, and for heavy propel-
lants at nearly all values of I, because it underestimates

the loss. For example, spectroscopic observations have The terminology and nomenclature used in the lit-
indicated the presence of atomic species in the exhaust erature to describe the different efficiencies are not stan-

dardized. The terms "overall efficiency" and "thermalof hydrogen- and ammonia-fed engines (Refs. 65 and 66)
efficiency" invariably refer to the definitions given byand the presence of multiply ionized species in the ex-

haust of argon-fed engines (Rcf. 56). Furthermore, the Eqs. (3) and (4), respectively. However, other terms are

performance with hydrogen indicates that the degree of also used for these efficiencies. Some of the more com-
monly used expressions are listed in Table 2.ionization may be as low as 5',f (Ref. 39), and with am-

monia the performance indicates that the degree of
ionization may be between 2 ,and 20__, (Ref. 19). To The molecular weight of the propellant may also influ-

minimize frozen-flow losses, a propellant with a low first ence the performance. The directed kinetic energy of a
ionization potential is desirable if the second ionization thermally expanded hot gas is proportional to the stag-

can be suppressed, ltowever, the use of this same cri- nation temperature and inversely proportional to the

terion to select a propellant for maximum overall effi- molecular weight. If a temperature limitation exists,

ciency is not universally accepted. Patrick (Ref. 39), for higher values of specific impulse may be obtained with

example, has suggested that high performance is more the lighter gases. Although MPD thrustors are designed
easily obtained with a propellant having a high ioniza- to eliminate the necessity of high temperatures, at least

tion potential (Part IV, Section II-C-2). near the physical confines of 'the engine, Cann (Ref. 49)
._ has suggested that the accelerztion mechanism of the

Frozen-flow losses have been calculated by other electromagnetic accelerators may still impose a maxi-

• methods also. For example, the equilibrium composition mum kinetic energy per unit particle or a maximum tern-
of hydrogen (Refs. 7 and 21), at a specified pregsure, has perature. If this is true, it would be advantageous to use

been used to relate the frozen-flow efficiency to the spe- a propellant with low molecular weight. A collisional
cific impulso. In addition, multiple ionization has been energy addition process, in which the momentum is

_. Table 1. Some properties of commonlyused propellant_

lanlzation potential, eV Dissociation

Atomic weight M, tnmflly D0 V �Dh, s

Propellant g/@ mob Yt V: V_ eV/atom M (itr _ 0.5)*

H: 1,008 13.6 2.26 15.86 5600

H• 4 00_ 24,58 54.33 6.14 3500

NH _ 4.25 _ 13,83 _ 3. I Sb 3.99 h 2800

Li 6.94 5.39 75.62 78 1,'/50

N: 14.008 14.54 5.$9 1.435 1700

N= 22.991 5.14 47 29 0.22 660

K 39.100 4.34 31.81 46 0.1 | 470

Ar 39 994 I $.76 27.62 40.9 0.39 000

Cs 132 91 3.87 23.4 0.029 240

• 1, at @r == 0.5, calculated occordln@to |q. (7).

i bAverage vaI,Je per dlssocloted portlcle.
i
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Table2. Nomenclatureusedto describevariousefficiencies

!

ThruSt pvwer Propellant power ThruSt power I Available propellant power

Source Electric power Electric power Propellant power J P¢opellont power

T2 & c,_T
Method of c*lcvlation" 1 - _ Various

2m IV IV 2_t (IV -- _v C_T)

I

This report Overall efficiency _1o Therm*l efficiency 7;_h Thrust effieiency _r Frozen.flow efficiency qr

Giem,;ni b Overall 71"* Thermml 7;"g Thrust ,¢gl

AVSSD Overe'l r, Arc or the,msl r,_ Propulsion rprep Frozen r_

AVCO-EVeTe _t _7orrr4| | _l&,rsf] ,;l_-vtº

L, , ,

Thrust 7/T or overeJl

EOS (sometimes iccelera- 7t,A Frozen-flow Tit

elan) "_n

NASA Lewis_ Thrust _/T Energy 7;_ Beam 7Is

*where

T = thrust ; m flow rate of coolant

_t _ mass feocl rate ¢_ m hoot capacity of coolant

l, V m arc current and voltage _T m temperatvre rise of coo|ant

bSuperscripts may be interpreted as "electrlc.tO-gas," "electric.to-klnetic," and "gos_tO-k|neflc."

CAn eXl_nsion efficiency _,_p' defined by ex, orm rr r,,p, is also used.

dThe thrust obtained by expelling the vnheatacl peope|iant is subtracted from the total thrust to obtain T.

transferred from electrons to ions in a prescribed direc- _l"w 0UT--_
tion irLsteadof randomly, was discussed by Cann (see _TERIS7 /

GAS IN--_ /

Part IV, Section II-B-1). CATh<X:Y_ _, L_ _

WATER OUT, hOLDE: ' _ @__ _.

lit. Thrustor C.nfiguration. _ _-_:_i_ __)
The MPD thrustor consists of a central cylimirical __i_ :_ f_i ._ _ _ -_

cathode made of tungsten and a concentric axisymmetric \ _,r___r.,___
anode that is usually surrounded by a solenoidal mag- W_T_,_,N _ t__i_-,_'_ ] ff_ |_-coPp(_

TUNGSTEN- \ I .'., _'_.._;L,'J -;L'_ T_INGnetic field coil. The anode is either made of copper and T=_o_OCATHO0(-_ _ ___'

water-cooled or made of tungsten and radiation-cooled. _
The propellant is injected radially, axially, or tangentially /--_ NITRIDIESPACER

upstream of the electrodes,or it is injected either
through the c_'hede tip or through the anode. The varia- Rg. I. AVSSDX-2CMP_.thmst_r mad ,.vtth
tions in the geometry of engines designed for operation hydrogen and ammonia (Rsf. 19)
with a given propellart and of comparable power levels

are mainly concerned with the position of the cathode, with anodes having a straight-through channel, the work.
relative to the anode, and the general configuration of ers at AVSSD found that better pedormanee (Bd. 18)
the anode, wa- obtained with the design shown in Fig. 1 that fea-

tures an anode throat. This design has been used with
Some typical geometries of hydrogen-fueled engines beth strong and very weak applied magnetic fields and

are shown in Figs. I-9. After preliminary experiments with ammonia a_ well as hydrogen. In the most recent
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('_) WATER ] /_ ....IN I OUT l]

SOLENOID SOLENOD ,I _/ _S :"

,; CO,L I CO,L A i

_-I ',L t _Cj,_> I -----u FEED :I I r/.///_ _._ THROUGH t

_..,\ 1.5cm
//_/_'"_CATHODE

INSULATORS] _\ ELECTRODES
\'-SEARCHCOIL ANOI:)E

(b) AR.

CURRENTS/4_.'_'_\'_/"
-_ / Fig. 4. EOS H:-I hydrogen-fed Hall currentT-WATER-

\ COOLED FIELD Jdl_'_,'_ _/ accek rotor (Ref. 47)

\CAT.ODE
TUNGSTENLII'JER_ ANODI

Lo6 _/ COPPERCONDU

o .....
Fig.2. Avco-EverettMagneticAnnularArc:(a)Early(1961) _././__/f////_,v_._.._ _ tconfiguration used with argon and helium (Ref. 31) and y/_j r/////////////////_fff .......

• (b) present MAARC used with hydrogen and _ F-///////////////,,_. :::.v/////,ammonia (Ref. 40) .;_S._A

MAGNETCOIL_ 2.250 In.

GAS _ -

CAT.OOE
_NOE--_ _ _i.Y,,] _ Fig.5.Oianninihydrogen-fedThermo-lo.icAccelerator

D __,_ _ with lungsten-lined anode (Ref. 10)

engine shown in Fig. 1. The Avco-Everett design of
Fig. 2b, which followed a less efficient, earlier model in
which the anode had a smaller divergent angle (Ref. 32),

Icm_ //_crn" was found to operate in one of two different voltage
modes (Refs. 37 and 40), depending on the axial position
of the cathode. One of the earliest MPD engines oper-

Fig.3, Early(1964)modelof EOShydrogen-fed ated at EOS i_ shown in Fig. 3 (Ref. 42), The electrode
MPDaccelerator(Ref.42) configuration of the later versions was more open. A

tungsten anode insert was removed from a previous de-
investigations conducted by the group at AVSSD sign to give the EOS H=-I engine shown in Fig. 4
(Ref. _9), the need for a throat was not demonstrated. (Refs. 44 and 47).
The performance of the AVSSD engine shown in Fig. 10,
which was designed for the recent experiments with The tungsten liner shown in the anode of the Giannini

ammonia, was comparable with the performance of the engine of Fig. 5 was added to improve efficiency
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ANODE
r-D=OSO0in _2_../j 0 125in

..... l .:..;.........,.
I._,/./_ ._---_ 0.800.... ...... ...................... l/_'-'_/-/-6zAII//I//_ ;5;////il/.V//v/A

I ' '

__N_xN_ l L INSULATOR

'm:_ -_I I'-"

- 4 000 in geometry was used for a systematic study of the

_J engine configuration for a number of anode• " 3.842 in. throat diameters and L/D ratios (Ref. 15)

Fig. 6. Giannini hydrogen fed Thermo-lanic Accelerator.

This model was used for one of the early 50-h

endurance tests (Ref. 11) _ MAGNETIC
FIELD COIL

i

[
i

I
i

l cN°::
I E

I
i

L

Fig. 8. Low-power 15 kW) Giannini hydrogen-fed
accelerator (Ref. 12)

MAIN MAGNET
COIL

Fig 9, Low-power (10 kW) EOS H=-4 hydrogen-fed ____,'-__',_',_._.",_',_,_'_.__._-'_

Hall current accelerator. A tungsten buffer --_i_ll_i_l,_ DIAM
was placed between the anode and the - _ | .It . t 1750-in

cathode to increa_ the pressure i_ I //1_ i,_ DIAMat the cathode tip (Ref. 47) L,

CATHODE J

(COPPER) /CATHODETIP

(TUNGSTEN)BUFFER
(TUI_GSTEN)
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(Ref. 10) but was later discarded (Ref. 11) to improve A much greater variation in the electrode geometry
lifetime (Fig. 6). More recently (Refs. 15 and 16), the is apparent among the engines designed to operate on
group at Giannini has begun an experimental program alkali metal propellants. To insure stable arc attachment
to evaluate the effects of engine geometry by a system- (Ref. 48), the alkali metal vapors must be injected in a
atic variation of the anode throat diameter and the throat manner to prevent the introduction of a condensed phase
L/D ratio. The basic geometry of this series of engines into the discharge region. The group at AVSSD used
is shown in Fig. 7. Two engines designed for low-power cathode-tip injection (Ref. 20), Figs. 12 and 13, for both
operation (less than 10 kW) with hydrogen are shown in cesium and lithium, whereas the group at EOS reported
Figs. 8 (Refs. 12 and 15) and 9 (Refs. 45 and 47). better perfma_aance for radiation-cooled, anode-fed lith-

ium engines than for cathode-fed engines (Ref. 49). The
The thrustors shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 7 have also been increase in the length of the cathodes, as depicted in

used w_th ammonia propellant. Two engines (Ref. 29) Figs. 14 and 15, was made in an effort to force arc
designed by AVSSD specifically for operation with am- attachment on the cathode at a point away from the
monia are sketched in Figs. 10 and 11. The design shown insulator placed between the anode and cathode. A de-
in Fig. 10 has been used primarily for endurance tests to termining factor of the eLgine lifetime was the rate at
demonstrate the feasibility of ammonia-fed, radiation- which the insulator eroded.
cooled engines. Most of the parametric studies were per-

formed with the water-cooled thrustor (Fig. 11). Various A hydrogen-lithium bipropellant was used with one of i
anode diameters, of from 0.4 to 1.25 in., have been tested the earlier (Ref. 49) cathode-fed engines des'.'_ed at
with the water-cooled design. EOS and also with the later anode-fed models. Longer

life and increased arc stability were reported for the
buffered-cathode design shown in Fig. 16 (Befs. 50 andINSULATORS(BORON

NU_r*'n_'_ '.;iOVE(TUNGSTEN'//'--51). In this model, an electrically neutral tungsten buffer

was placed between the anode and the cathode, and the

alkali metal propellant was fed into the cathode region
in vapor form. Because of the increased pressure at the
cathode, the arc attachment was at the cathode tip. Spot

_ _ attachment at the cathode tip was found to be more

• _ " satisfactory than diffuse attachment because the cathode
_E losses were smaller, the discharge was more stable, the

erosion was less severe, and the maximum current capac-
ity of the engine was larger.

CATHODE (TUNGSTEN)--_
The EOS thrustor (Ref. 51) shown in Fig. 17 was de-

Fig. 10. AVSSDX-7CRradiation-cooled MPDthrustor used signed to take advantage of both anode feed and spot
with ammonia (Ref. 29) attachment of the arc at the cathode tip. In this model,

_ ATHOI)[
Fig. 1I. AVSSDX-7CMPDthrustorusedwith ammonia. __--__r _ (TUNGSTEN)

Thisconfiguration was usedto testtheeffectsof "_"-F_/_ ////////////'//A_"_%_tv/JH_'H///; _ _ ANODE

varyingthethrustorthroatdiameter GASIN (COPPER)
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........... _ _ I I l"- DIAM
Rg. 12. AVSSDalkali metal MPDthrustorusedwith __..[ T .

cesiumandlithium(Ref.24) T
NITRIDE "-J __ "-'-TUNGSTEN

MODEL LA J-AF-2

/-_ 0.195-in.
Rg. 13. AVSSD radiation- (TUNGSTEN) CAL

coaled alkali metal MPD _ RS%IEUR;

thrustor (Ref.21)
CATHODE

i _ (TUNGSTEN) MODEL LAJ-.AF-4

(IDENTICAL TO MODEL LAJ-AF-3,
EXCEPT AS INDICATED)

Rg. 14. EOSlithium-fed Hall currentaccelerators(Ref.49)

GRAPHITE
/--MAGNET

COIL

_///_ _ _ I_J_ ANODE

PROPELLANT _ (TUNGSTEN)
I_ILET

I. 250-in. DIAM

INLET

WATER (TUNGSTEN)
OUTLET

STARTING
GAS INLET

Fig. 15. EOSalkali metalHall currentaccelerator.Uthlum,sodium,and potassiumwere testedin

_! thisconfiguration,designatedLAJ-AF-6D(Ref.501
.J
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STARTING GAS _ _ _ the alkali metal vapor is injected through the anode, and

INLET_ _ _/ [ a gaseous propellant, either hydrogen or nitrogen, is in-

_ _//_.__ _/ jected into the buffered-cathode region. Additional slightmodifications of the design shown in Fig. 17 have been

__L_[_ _CATHODE made and constitute what is now eaUed ALPHA. Addi-

/ (TUNGSTEN) tional major modifications, such as the addition of an-
other ionizing electrode downstream of the anode, are

...... /_'ANODE alluded to in Ref. 51.

Wr/ The engine used at Giannini (Ref. 15) for both lithium

(TUNGSTEN)

__ and potassium is shown in Fig. 18. Only thermal effi-

!_ ciency data have been reported for this engine.

BUFFER
(TUNGSTEN)

An argon-fed engine (Ref. 56), used at NASA Langley
Z-MAGNET for diagnostic studies, is shown in Fig. 19. A pulsed MPD

COIL engine (Ref. 72), also operated on argon for diagnostic

Fig. 16. EOSlithium-fedHall currentaccelerator,Model studies, is shown in Fig. 20.
LAJ-BF-I.Thisbuffered-cathodeconfiguration

was designedto increasethe pressure IV. Test Facilities
at thecathodetip (Ref.50)

A. PowerSupplies
•-_ r_,_,_-_- ANODE RADIATOR

t_ - _! I (GRAPHITE) The powerfor the experimental MPD engine is sup-
BUffER | I I _-INSULATOR SEGMENT plied by either electric arc welding machines, usually(MOLYBDENUM)-----.

"_ [._ (BORONNITt,dDE) ac rectifiers, or batteries. When batteries are used, aINSULATOR

(BORON L--'T"3L-'__ ballast resistor is placed in the circuit to obtain the
NITRIDE)----_ _._z_D,_.._]-"t---2-eraDIAM "drooping" I-V characteristic of the po,,'-r supply that

STARTING "1:_1_ is necessary for stable arc operation. The current fromGAS

INLET--_ _--'_ 1_..._'_- ANGOE(TUNGSTEN)the welders has an inherent tipple of a few percent, but
• /_ _ _ VAPORIZERBUFFERNOZZLE/ no obvious advantage has been demonstrated for the

(TUNGSTEN)_'I _ smoother battery power.LITHIUM

INLET _ P/I-_ MAGNET B. Vacuum Systems

_' Rg. 17. EOSHall currentaccelerator,Model LAJ-AF-BG-1. The typical facility in which the gaseous propellant is
Thisconfiguration is oneof a seriesdesignatedALPHA. tested consists of a 4- to 6-ft-diameter tank that is evaeu-

Hydrogenor nitrogen is injected into the cathode ated by a pumping system of about 5000-elm capacity.

region, and the alkali metal is fed through For hydrogen feed rates of 10 to 50 mg/s, the tank pres-
theanode(Ref.SI) sures are in the range of 0.1 to 0.5 tort. An exception is

WATER-COOLED RADIATION SH;ELD

0.250 in.
I.O-k DIAM

_ Rg. 18. Giannlni lithium4_l MPDthrustor. No thrust
-:" )250-in. DIAM

data wereobtained(Ref.15)

-:_ INSULATOR
L/D,I.5
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contained in the exhaust. For a given thrustor geometry
and propellant type, the directly controllable operating

_o parameters are the propellant feed rate, the arc current,

DE and the current to the exterior magnet coil. To a limited
extent, the pressure in the test tank is also controllable,

SOLENOlO but this control is seldom exercised.

I 1 "/_.._LATOR The current to the magnet coil is a directly control-

S[ __ ._ lable variable. Correlation of the strength of the mag-I netic field and the current is made through a calibration,

o _ using conventional gaussmeters, that is made when the

CATHODE O /_ engine is not operating. Complete profiles of the field

o. strength and direction have been made (Refs. 24 and 52),

L---_ I[ bttt the value of the field strength specified nearlyalways refers to a point, usually near the cathode tip, on
I | the engine centerline.I
I

"- Although the propellant feed rate is a controllable
variable, it is not necessarily the correct value of rh to

b----------------q
I i,. use in the calculation of the specific impulse, Eq. (2), or

the overall efficiency equation, Eq. (1). The mass accel-
erated may be different from that fed to the engine, and
considerable discussion has been devoted to the correct

Rg. 19. AcceleratorusedbyNASALangleyfor diagnostic value of rh to use in the calculations. This subject is dis-
studieswith argon(Ref.58) cussed in Section VI-A below and in Part IV, Section II-C.

the NASA Lewis Space Environment Facility (Ref. 64) in The ambient tank pressure has been varied, indepen-
• which a pressure of 10-_ torr may be maintained in their dent of the propellant feed rate, by bleeding additional

15-ft-diameter tank at a hydrogen flow rate of 10 mg/s. gas into the vacuum tank (Rets. 21 and 65). More corn-
The tank pressure is greatly reduced, with very modest monly, however, a minimum tank pressure is desired,
pumping capacity, when alkali metal propellants are and the pressure is a function of the feed rate and is
tested. The exhaust products condense on cooled baffles determined by the vacuum pump characteristics and the
(and the tank walls) and diffusion pumps are used to associated plumbing that connects the pump to the test
maintain the pressure of noncondensable leakage gas at tank. When alkali metal propellants are used, the tank
a low level. Although pressures as low as 10-r torr have pressure is a weaker function of the feed rate than when
been achieved during the test period (Ref. 50), the pres- gaseous propellants are used, and the vacuum pump,
sure at which most of the data were taken was about usually a diffusion pump, serves primarily to remove
10-s ton'. noncondensable gases. This is also apparently true when

alkali metals plus either hydrogen or nitrogen are used
as a bipropellant, because the addition of the gaseous

V. Test Procedures and Pedormance propellant to the accelerator does not significantly alter
Measurements the test pressure. The process by which these gases are

removed has been called "chemical pumping" (Ref. 51)
A. EngineOperatingVadables since the gaseous exhaust products are believed to eom-

The performance parameters of overall efficiency and bine with the alkali metal and eon6ense on the cool
specific impulse are obtained from the measured operat- surfaces of the vacuum tank. With alkali metal propel-
ing parameters of propellant feed rate, input electric lants, independent control of the tan!: pressure has been
power, and thrust. The thermal efficiency is obtained achieved (Ref. 49) by bleeding in a noneondensable gas.
from measured values of the input electric power and With the gaseous propellants, the bleed gas is usually
the power that is either lost to the engine electrodes or the same material as the propellant.
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Fig. 20. PulsedMPD accelerator investigated by Lovberg (Ref, 72)
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B. TestProcedures ha_ been directed toward reducing tare forces exerted

When independent control of the tank pressure is not on the thrust stands to a minimum. Magnetic forces that
attempted, the usual test procedure is to fix two of the result from currents are reduced by using concentric or
three variables (propellant feed rate, arc current, and twisted leads and by using nonmagnetic materials wher-
magnet current) and to vary the remaining variable, ever possible. Current connectiens to the thrustor arc
When the propellant feed rate and the current to the frequently made through mercury pots with the surface
magnetic coil are fixed, the arc current may be varied to of the mercury covered with an oil having a low vapor
a desired thrust or a desired power level, in addition pressure, The thrust stands and supporting structures arewater-cooled to minimize thermal effects.
to a desired level of the current itself. In general, the
arc voltage is a weak function of the arc current, and

2. Power. The input is generaily calculated from the
the volt-current characteristics of the engine depend

are current and voltage, both of which are measured by
unpredictably on the thrustor geometry, the propellant conventional meters, shunts, and/or recording devices.
type and flow rate, and the strength of the magnetic Both the arc current and the magnet current are gen-

field. Unexplained voltage excursions, at presumably erally determined by measuring the voltage drop across
steady-state conditions, have been frequently reported
(Refs. 20 and 49). In addition, rapid changes between a precision shunt.
two distinct voltage modes at a single setting of all of 3. Flow rate. Conventional rotometers or sonic orifice
the controllable variables have been noted (Refs. 36 meters are used to measure the feed rate of gaseous

and 65). The arc voltage increases with increasing mag- propellants. The alkali-metal feed rate is determined
netic field strength at a rate that depends, in part, on the from the displacement of feed, in liquid form, by a bel-
propellant type (Refs. 36 and 40). Most of the power lows or piston or by sonic meters used to measure the
supplies used are suited to operation at which the cur- flow rate of the metal vapor. Conventional rotometers
rent is nearly constant. At a fixed setting of the power are also used to measure cooling water flow rates.
supply, voltage changes are accompanied by a very small

change in the delivered current, 4. Temperature. The temperature rise of the electrode
coolant is measured with conventional thermocouples or

The reported data are usually tabulated, at fixed values with specially designed thermistors (Ref. 40).
• of the feed rate and field strength, for specific values of

the arc current, although the tabulations have also been 5. Pressure. Pressure measurements are made with
at fixed values of the specific impulse or total input conventional bourdon tube gages and McLeod gages, as

power. The magnet power is seldom included in the per- well as thermocouple and ionization gages. Some diffi-
formanee calculations, culties in the interpretation of readings obtained for con-t

densable vapors are experienced when ionization or
C. Measurementof OperatingVariables thermocouple gages are used. Alkali metal vapors also

A brief description of the various measurements made have a deleterious effect on the conventional gages, and
_ to determine the performance, in terms of the overall special methods (Ref. 15) have been employed to over-
_ and thermal efficiency and the specific impulse, is given come this problem.

in the following paragraphs. In addition to these mea-
surements, a large number of measurements have been Vh Environmental Factors
made to aid in the understanding of the thrustor oper-
ating mechanisms. These measurements, generally re- Mission studies, such as those discussed in Part I,

ferred to as diagnostic measurements, are discussed in are predicated on a knowledge of the operating charac-
Section VII-C below, teristics of the propulsion system in space. Because the

only available realistic description of the MPD thrustor
I. Thrust. Thrust is determined directly by mounting is empirical, it is necessary that the laboratory test con-

the engine on a thrust stand and measuring the reactive ditions adequately simulate the space environment. It
force, or indirectly from the force exerted on a target has become evident that at some operating conditions

._ placed in the exhaust beam. It is, of course, not possible the calculated values of the specific impulse and overall
to completely isolate the engine and thrust stand from efficiency are grossly in error because of inaccuracies of
the cooling water and the power leads, and much effort the measured quantities caused by interactions with the
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test environment. One identifiable interaction is the in- tlowever, the prediction of the actual performance of the
gestion of material (other than the metered propellant) engine if entrainment occurs i.s much more difficult be-

into the discharge region where it is accelerated cause there is no way to determine the correct value of

along with the propellant and contributes to the mea- 1h to use in the calculations of 7. and I,.
sured thrust. This interaction is discussed below under

the heading "Entrainment." Other interactions with the The most satisfaetory solution to minimize the effects

test environment have also been suggested as po_sible of entrainment appears to be to operate the engine at

sources of error, either in the measurements directly or very low tank pressures. Pressures as low as 10-_' to
as factors that significantly modify the operating charac- 10-r torr may be obtained if the propellant is a condens-

istics from those that would occur in space. The able material, such as the alkali metals, that may be

interactions other than entrainment are discussed in cryopumped. To obtain similar pressures when gaseous |

Section VI-B below, propellants are used would require an immense pumping
capacity. For example, a pt_,_pmg speed of 20,000,000 cfm

A. Entrainment would be required t,_ obtain 10 _ torr at a hydrogen flow

MPD engines have been observed to operate on either, rate of 10 mg/s. The Space Environment Facility at
or both, eroded electrode material or entrained ambient NASA Lewis (Ref. 64), which can maintain a pressure

tank gas when the propellant feed rate was reduced to of 10-_ torr at a hydrogen flow rate of 10 mg/s, has been

zero (Refs. 17 and 21). It is very likely that when the used to test engines designed by both AVSSD and EOS.
same engines were operated with a finite feed rate, at Because entrainment appears to be associated with cur-

similar operating conditions of current, magnetic field, rent loops that extend downstream of the electrodes into
and tank pressure, some fraction of the measured thrust the exhaust jet, Dueati (Ref. 15) has suggested that a

was contributed by the acceleration of eroded or en- thrustor design which confines the current within the

trained material. Consequently, much of the reported electrode region may alleviate the entrainment problem.
performance data probably are not applicable to thrustor

operation in space. For a test of sufficient duration, the The existence of entrainment was conclusively demon-

maximum possible contribution of eroded material to strated by the group at AVSSD in a series of experiments

the o',zerved thrust may be determined by a measure- (Ref. 21) during which the engine continued to operate,
• ment at the weight loss of the engine components. Thus, with very little change in the measured thrust, when the .

while erosion poses a problem of thrustor lifetime, the propellant feed rate w_s reduced to zero. The data ob-

performance data may be corrected to realistic values, tained from these experiments are reproduced in Table 3,

Table 3." Comparison of MPD arc jet voltage and thrust for propellant injection

through the engine and propellant injection outsidethe engine _

Hydrogen .4re Tank Arcb .Arcc _:.,
flow rate current pressure voltage, V thrust, g

_, f, P,..,,

mli/s A tort V,, Vo_, T,, To,, !"
?

10 500 0.10 62 58 42 42 _

30 500 0.20 72 55.5 45 36 /

50 500 0.30 78.5 61.5 55 42 -_"

I0 800 O.10 60 66 70 78 ,_'*

30 800 0 20 70 63 75 73

30 11O0 0.20 69.5 74 106 96

•Tokenfrom Table II of L_ef.21.
c

I'Y._ _ voltage with flow throughengine. *.*

'_ _ voltagewith flo'N through"ankwall.our ,_

'T. _ thrustwith flow thzoughengine.

r i m thrustwith flow throughtank wall.
i
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The tank pressure, which was maintained constant at ceeds) the thermal efficiency of the engine. In addition,
each feed rate by diverting the feed from the engine the presence of entrained gases probably alters the op-
into the tank through the tank wall, had very little effect erating characteristics the thrustor would have in the !
on the thrust o,,_r the range of 0.1 to 0.3 torr. absence of entrainment.

Because the loss of electrode material during the The extension of the acceleration volume into the

_xperiment described above was much too small to ac- exhaust plume has been demonstrated by the measure-
count for the observed thrust, it was concluded that the ment of axial currents far downstream of the engine
engine operated on entrained gas. Additional evidence (Refs. 25 ,and 46). The magnitude of the current and the
that the engine does entrain ambient gas was obtained distance the current paths extend downstream appar-
by lowering a thin tungsten wafer into the exhaust ently vary considerably with the different engines. The
plume a short distance downstream of the anode. At variation of the extent of the acceleration volume with

feed rates of less than 5 mg/s of hydrogen, the wafer tank pressure is, in general, not known.
first moved toward the engine, and then, as it was lowered

further, was swept downstream. These observations were Unfortunately, there is no way to determine the quan-
interpreted to indicate that ambient gases were flowing titative effects that entrainnlent may have had on the
into the engine around the outer edges of the exhaust performance of the experimental engine. Estimates of
jet and then being accelerated and expelled along the the maximum amount of entrainment that may occur are
centerline. The backflow was not observed at mass flows based on the assumption that ambient gas enters the
greater than 5 mg/s; however, with the engine operating exhaust jet by random thermal motion across an area
on nitrogen at higher feed rates, trace amounts of hydro- that is estimated from the visual observation of the
gen were introduced through the tank wall and ob- plume. Based on this model, the ratio of metered flow
served, by the appearance of hydrogen line radiation, to to entrained material would decrease as the tank pres-
mix with the exhaust within 1 in. from the anode. John sure is reduced, provided, of course, that the area of the
(Bef. 21) points out that if the acceleration region ex- acceleration region did not increase at the same rate as
tends downstream of the anode, entrainment can influ- the density of the background gas decreased. In one set
ence the results even if backflow into the engine does of experiments reported by EOS (Ref. 42), the propor-
not occur, tionality of thrust to _h was interpreted to indicate that

some interaction v_ith the test pressure was occurring,
Using a pu probe', Patrick (Ref, 40) has shown that the because the tank pressure was also proportional to fn.

total mass flow in the exhaust iet greatly exceeds that In other results obtained at EOS (Ref. 47), the thrust _ :,s
fed to the engine. In a series of experiments (Ref. 40), in found to be independent of th_ and this observation
which a quartz shroud was placed at the nozzle exit to was attributed to the almost entirely electromagnetic
prevent entrainment in that portion of the exhaust im- nature of the acceleration mechanisms. However, as an

mediately adiacent to and for 6 in. downstream of the examination of the data published by AVSSD reveals,
exit, both the mass entrained and the total thrust were the absence of dependence of thrust on Thdoes not nec-
reduced. The thrust was measured with a 0u'_probe that essarily mean the absence of entrainment.
is described in Section VII-C below.

The performance of the AVSSD X-2C engine, oporat-
Mixing of ambient gas with the exhaust after the pro- ing on hydrogen with a strong external field, shows a

pellant has been accelerated will net invali-.tate the ex- linear relationship between _,, and Io that is independent
perLmental results. However, as noted above, the gas of the thrustor operating variables of mass flow, arc
entrained into the acceleration volume of the thrustor, current, and magnet current. An expression relating ';o
which is the region where currents exist and J x B forces to I, may be obtained by combining Eqs. (9.) and (3) to
act, will affect the performance. When entrained particles, eliminate the mass feed rate lb. This expression, Eq. (8),

in addition to the metered propellant, are accelerated, shows that a linear dependence between _o and I, re-
the calculated values of both _. and I, are fictitiously quires that the ratio of thrust to power remain constant
high because of the use of a value of _h that is too small, for all operating conditions:The occurrence of entrainment is not obvious from the

data unless the calculated efficiency approaches (or ex-

'SeeFig. 42. _offi (_ • --_---)I. (8)

i
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A consideration of the energy equation reveals that this the points obtained from these runs fit in with the other
ratio cannot remain constant for arbitrarily small values data ve_ closely. Because of the constant value of T/IV
of rh if energy is to be conserved. This is evident from at all operating conditions, including zero feed rate, it
Eq. (8), which indicates that the overall efficiency will must be concluded that the amount of gas that was
exceed 100'/, at values of I, greater than 21V/gT if the accelerated is, in general, an unknown quantity for all

thrust-to-power ratio remains constant, runs, and, therefore, the calculated values of I, and _7o
have no predictable relationship to the actual value.

The data obtained at zero feed rate obviously cannot

be displayed on a plot _,f efficiency versus specific im- The engine described above was also operated on both
pulse. However, the thrust-to-power relationship ob- hydrogen and ammonia in the low-pressure facility at
rained from experiments with zero feed rate and those NASA Lewis (Ref. 65). The results of the tests with by-
with finitt feed rates can be compared. This has been drogen are shown in Fig. 22. At pressures above 0.04 ton',
done here for the hydrogen performance data reported the data obtained at Lewis are in very good agreement
by AVSSD (Refs. 19 and 21) and is displayed in the with those reported by AVSSD. It was anticipated
form of thrust versus power in Fig. 21. The data ob- (Ref. ¢k5)that if entrainment had occurred at the higher
tained at zero feed rate (Ref. 21), which are indicated pressure, the results at very low pressure would indicate
in Table 3 as the data obtained with flow through the lower values of both I, and _7,,for a given operating point.
tank wall, are also included in Fig. 21. Note that However, at a pressure of 10-_ ton., the efficiency is sur-

prisingly higher at the lower values of specific impulge
z7_ and appears to approach the high-pressure data only at

ra higher values of I,. A rough extrapolation of the data
c_ indicates that the curves would cross at a specific im-

pulse of about 4000 s. Higher values of specific impulse
A were not obtained, because the maximum current avail-

_25 ra able was only 500 A. These data are discussed furtherO

n _ in Part V, Section I-A.
zoc & tx

• zx Except at the lowest values of the external magnetic
_rs _ field, the tests conducted at NASA Lewis (Bef. 65) indi-

cated that the thermal efficiency was insensitive to the
cP pressure level and that the increased overall efficiency

was the result of increased thrust as the pressure was
_x lowered. The are voltage at the low pressure was only

o_O i._FEEDRATE a few percent higher than that at the high pressures.mg/s
coo, o _o

_oo • o 2o The correlation of I, with ,/,. for the tests made with

/_ "_ 3o ammonia at NASA Lewis (Bef. 65) with the X-2C en-

t3 5O

7s o so.1oSYM_a.SREP_StNr gine is complicated by the apparent existence of an
OPERATIONWITHZERO optimum magnetic field and a tendency of the are to

ever, the same general trend of increased efficiency at
very low pressures was observed. Good agreement with

• z AVSSD's data was obtained at pressures above 0.04 ton'.
An error in the measurement of the ammonia flow rate

I l _ ' -- reported in Bef. 65, which resulted in calculated valueso so IO0 IIlO 6,0O

of the overall efficiency that exceededthe thermal effi-INF_/TPOWER,kW
cieney, has been corrected (Refs. 87 and 68).

Fig.21. Thrust vs input power of the hydrogen-fueled
AVSSDX-2C engine. The data show a constant Because of the large increase in the size of exhaust

lh_st-to-power ratio for all operating conditions, plume, Jones (Ref. 65) concluded that the possibility of
indudingzerofeed rate (Ref.21) entrainment being a factor in the thrustor performance
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Fig.22. Overall efficiencyvsspecificimpulseof hydrogen-fueledengines

could not be ruled out. The expectation is that if a sig- B. InteractionsWithTestHardware

nLficant amount of entrained gas is accelerated at high In Ref. 15, Dueati discusses a number of possible
pressures, a decrease in entrainment at low pressures sources of interactions of the MPD thrustor and the test
would be indicated by a decrease in the calculated o, er-

environment, m addition to entrainment, that may pro-
all efficiency. An extrapolation of the low-pressure per- duce anomalies in the measurements. Some of these are

formance curve of Fig. 22 suggests that the efficiency at postulated to occur ol_ly during operation and therefore
values of I, greater than about 4000 s will be lower than cannot be detected by calibration procedures eithez
the eff_ciencies reported by AVSSD. Continued tosting before or after the test. It is suggested that the resulting
at higher power levels is planned when a larger power elrors can be minimized only by careful design of the
supply is available, various components. A partial listing of the possible

interactions discussed in Ref. 15 is given below.
The performance discussed above is not characteristic

of all MPD engines. Patrick (fiefs. 35 and 40) was unable
to operate the MAARC if the feed rate was reduced to 1. Thermal effects. Water-cooled parts attaehud either
zero. He also fL,und a very large effect of _ hydrogen to the thrust stand or to the thrustor itself may =drift" as
feed rate on the performance, the result of ,meven thermal expansion as the cooling

,_,,,_te-heats; this may lead to erroneous thrust r_din_.
i_._ause these effects are quickly "washed out" when

Some problems associated with the use of condensable the arc is turned off, they cannot be easily detected.
propellants should _.i;o be noted. Ducati (Rd. 15) con- Ducati recommends that the ten_perature differential of
tends that the use of cryogenically pumped condensables

the coolant not exceed a few degrees of temperature.
does not necessarily eliminate the possibility of ent_ain-

A number of devices to compensate for this effect are
merit since an appreciable vapor pressure of the alkali also discussed.
metal may exist in the immediate vicinity of the exhaust
plume. In addition, Cann (Ref. 51) has noted that deposi-
tion of lithium, followed by subsequent evaporation, may _. Mechanical _ec_. Any movement d the magueuc
c_use problems in the vicinity o[ the accelerator, field coil, relative to the thrustor, that may be caused
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either by thermal effects or by electromagnetic forces T
may shift the center of gravity and produce a false thrust 1, = ----r- (2)gm
reading.

T _

3. Electromagnetic effects. The visual appearance of 71°= 2_nlV (3)
the exhaust plume at high values of the applied field
strongth, particularly the appee.rance of glow discharges The specific weight is of little concern in the develop-
on the tank wall and some portions of the engine, sug- ment of the MPD thrustor to date and will not be
gests that part of the current travels from the anode to discussed further. Experimental performance data are
the cathode by way of the tank wall. This condition was usually presented as a plot of 71ovs Is. An expression re-
also accompanied by an increase in the measured thrust, lating _, to 18 may be obtained by combining Eqs. (2)
When a current of a few hundred amperes was applied and (3) to eliminete either the feed rate rh to yield Eq.
between the points on the tank wall where the discharge (8) or the thrust T to yield Eq, (9):
was observed, a false thrust reading resulted. Ducati

recommends the use of larger, insulated tanks and the I_
use of insulating material on all exterior surfaces, except 7o = (9)

(_'_)for the electrodes, of the thrustor.

Means of deflecting the exhaust beam by 90 deg and Some of the important operating characteristics of a
thereby obtain;,_g a "zero" for the thrust measuring de- developmental engine- such as unexplained changes in
vice under actual operating conditions are also discussed the voltage - are masked when the data are presented
by Ducati. A "thrust killer," which had proved successful in this form, but such a presentation fills the require-
when no external field was applied, could not be used ments of mission studies and simplifies comparison of
when a strong field was applied because the engine op- the different propellants and thrustor geometries.crating characteristics were affected.

A. Pedormance
Cani, (Ref. 49) ha_ also investigated the effects of the

• proximity of the tank walls on the accelerator perfor- For the purpose of this discussion of the reported per-
mance. When the exhaust plume is observed to reach the formance of MPD engines, the data are categorized by
tank wall, Cann suggests that one of two types of inter- either individual propellants or certain groups of pro-
fere_'-.cemay c_cur. Either the current path may be pellants and are displayed as plots of overall efficiency
shortened by the existence of a cool, insulating boundary versus specific impulse. Separate figures are shown for
layer next to the wall, or the wall may carry part of the hydrogen, ammonia, the alkali metals, and a miscella-
current between the anode and cathode, neous grouping that includes helium, nitrogen, and ar-

gon. The overall efficiency is defined by Eq. (3), in
which the input power includes neither the power to the

VIh Experimental Results external magnet nor the power used to vaporize the con-
densable fuels. This is the common procedure followed

Electric propulsion systems arc usually defined in in the cited references and is justified, particularly for
terms of specific impulse I,, specific weight a, and effi- the purpose of a comparison of the performance obtained
ciency _1,. The specific weight is not a significant factor with various fuels and engine configurations, on the
in the development of MPD thrustors but becomes an basis that no attempt has been made to optimize the mag-
important parameter when the capability of the MPD net conqguration, and, presumably, the power lost to the
thrustor to perform a specific space mission is evaluated, anode may be used to vaporize the incoming fuel in a
In this survey, the reported performance of the MPD flight engine. It is obvious, of course, that a final corn-
thrustor is compared with that of the ion engine for a parison of the performance of the MPD engine with that
Mars-orbiter mission for which solar panels serve as the of the ion engine will require inclusion of the magnet
rower source. The specific impulse and efficiency are power.
related t, the thrustor operating parameters of thrust T,
prop-llant feed rate fi_, and input power IV by Eqs. (2) In addition to the experimental data, the frozen.flow
and (3): efficiency of each propellant, as well as curves that allow
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comparison with the ion engine, are displayed on each to perform an important role in the acceleration process

plot. The frozen-flow curves were calculated for corn- (Ref. 18).

plete single ionization avd include the energy of disso-
ciation of molecular fuels but not the energy of fusion Giannini. The early performance reported by Ducati
of the alkali metals. This is discussed in more detail in (Ref. 7) for the thermo-ionic thrustor, which operated

Section II above. Two curves are shown for comparison with no externally applied magnetic field, ranged from
2600 s at 147; overall efficiency to 10,000 s at 46%.with the ion engine. The first curve, lobeled a --- a;,

where a_ is the specific weight of the ion engine propul- Fifty-hour endurance tests of a modified design (Ref. 10),

sion system used in the study of the Mars-orbiter mis- shown in Fig. 5, demonstrated that severe electrode ero-

sion, is the minimum performance the MPD engine must sion occurs at the operating conditions of the test. The
have to compete with the ion engine if the specific probable cause of the erosion was thought to be local-

ized arc attachment on the anode. Subsequent tests were
weights of the two propulsion plants are equal. The sec-
ond curve, labeled a = 0.8 a,, illustrates the tradeoff conducted with an external coil (Refs. 10 and 11), con-

between efficiency and specific weight that is possible if nected in series with the arc circuit, to rotate the arc
and thereby prevent the damaging effects of concen-the specific weight of the MPD propulsion system can
trated arc spots. The reported performance with no ex-be reduced to 80_ of that of the ion engine, The two

comparison curves were taken from Ref. 1 and are dis- ternal field is included in the region labeled "weak
cussed in Part I. fields" on Fig. 22, and the result of the endurance tests

at 3000 s is shown.

In order to achieve some degree of clarity in the AVSSD. The performance obtained by the AVSSD

graphic presentations, the performances are usuallyshown group (Refs. 18 and 21) with the X-2C MPD engine
as shaded areas that are representative of certain defin- (Fig. 1) was in good agreement with that reported earlier

able operating conditions, propellant type, or ongine by Ducati, and nearly all the data points fall in the area
configuration. These areas contain about 95_ of the marked "weak field" on Fig. 22. An external field, which

data reported by the referenced source. Some individ- was less than 500 G at the cathode tip, was used to pre-

ual data points are plotted when the data are well cor- vent local melting of the anode. Although the intended

related as 70 versus L, or if the data are unusual with purpose of the field was to prolong the anode life, there
• respect to the most commonly reported trends. In addi- were some indications (Ref. 19) that the weak field may

tion, the results of endurance tests are shown as indi- have contributed to the acceleration process. "llae results

vidual points. Although all the data reported by the of these experiments were used to demonstrate the elec-
cited sources have been reviewed, not all the data have tromagnetic nature of the acceleration process. This is
been plotted. These exceptions are generally noted in discuss,_d in more detail in Section IV-B-1. Additional

the discussion, tests, made with a pressure tap placed at the cathode tip
to gain information on the mechanism of the accelera-

1. Hydrogen and deuterium. The performance data tion by self-magnetic fields, yielded performapce results

from hydrogen-fueled MPD engines are shown in that were about 40_ lower than those made without the

Fig. 22, in which an attempt is made to classify the re- pressure tap. In more recent experiments performed with
ported performance according to the magnitude of the a very similar engine, Malliaris (Ref. 28) found that the

externally applied magnetic field, the power level of thrust w,-s not degraded by the presence of the pres-

the engine, and the ambient pressure in the test cham- sure tap.

' ber. For some conditions, considerable overlap among The operating conditions of ambient tank pressure

the various areas indicated in the figure does exist; how- (0.5 to 1.0 torr), power level (80 to 260 kW), and feed
: ever, some important trends are apparent in the classi- :ate of the AVSSD engine were similar to those of the

fication shown. Only a very limited amount of data has Gia._nini engine. No dependence of performance on

been obtained for deuterium, and these data are not the propellant feed rate trom 10 to 50 mg/s was found

plotted, by the AVSSD group. The data reported by Oiannini
were obtained with a single feed rate of 25 mg/s. One

a. Weak magnetic fields. Weak fields are defined here difference in the operating characteristic was that the

as being less than 500 G. The stated purpose of weak X-2C operated at about 80 V, while the typical voltage

fields is to prolong the life of the electrodes rather than for the Giannini engine was about 40 V.
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b. Strong magnetic _ields. Most of the reported per- the operating conditions at which most of the data were
formance data for hydrogen-fueled MPD engines have obtained was clearly demonstrated (see Section VI-A
been obtained with strong externally applied magnetic above).
fields. The two groups, at AVSSD and Giannini, found
that strong fields increase the electrode lifetime, but only Giannini. The results (Refs.10 and 11) of the early
the group at AVSSD concluded that strong fields signifi- experiments with strong external fields that were per-
canzly increase thrustor performance. The engines at formed at Giannini are shown in Fig. 22 as the points
Avco-Everett and EOS were initially designed as ttall labeled 'qffe test." For the 50-h test, a 4-turn coil was
accelerators, for which the external field plays a vital connected in series with the are circuit at about 6000 s,
role in the acceleration process. Unlike the results ob- and, at 10,000 s, the field was strengthened to about
tained with weak fields, the results obtained with strong 2500 G (Ref. 11) by the addition of four more turns to
fields have shown large variations in the performance of the coil. The electrode configuration for the test at
MPD engines. 10,000 s is shown in Fig. 6. As may be observed from

Fig. 22, no substantial improvement in performance was
Avco-Everett. The highest performance shown on achieved by the addition of the external field. However,

Fig. 22, about 85'_ overall efficiency, was reported by a significant decrease in the amount of erosion was
Patrick (Ref. 40) for a feed rate of 50 mg/s. The engine observed.
developed at Avco-Everett, called the MAARC, for "mag-
netic annular arc," is shown in Fig. 2. A major difference The most recently reported performance results ob-
in the data obtained with the MAARC and those ob- tained by Ducati (Refs. 15 and 16) have resulted from
tained with the other engines is the marked dependence a systematic study of the effects of the electrode geom-
of engine perf'Jrmance on the hydrogen feed rate. As etry and the magnitude of the magnetic field. For these
may be seen from Fig. 22, the performances obtained at tests, the field was continuously variable, independent
20 and 10 mg/s are widely separated and far below that of the arc current, up to a maximum of 20,000 G. The
obtained at 50 mg/s. The data points at the highest primary geometric variables were the anode throat
efficiency are significantly above the frozen-flow curve, diameter D, the anode throat L/D rati'-, and the cath-

i and for these points a maximum ionization fraction of ode diameter. Most of the data were obtained at a single
: 0.05 was calculated (Ref. 39). L/D ratio of 1.5 and a fixed cathode diameter• A typical

" electrode geometry is shown in Fig. 7. At the lower
Measurements with the pu probe (see Section VII-C) values of specific impulse, and at constant feed rate and

demonstrated that substantial (up to 15 times greater field strength, a noticeable increase in the performance
than the feed rate at a feed rate of 10 mg/s) (Ref. 39) was observed as the anode throat diameter was de-

_._ entrainment of ambient tank gas into the exhaust plume creased from 1.0 to 0.125 in. At higher values of the
occurs at all operating conditions. That part of this en- specific impulse, a limitation on the anode energy flux

/i_ trainment may contribute to the measured thrust was density that could be tolerated without destructive ef-
subsequently demonstrated in experiments in which the fects was observed to occur at abo., 2 kW/mm 2. There-

MAARC was operated with a quartz shroud placed at fore, at the feed rate tested (10 mg/s), the higher values
| the thrustor exit. With the shroud in place, the measured of specific impulse were obtained with the larger throat

thrust was reduced by 40_ and the amount of entrain- diameters. The overall efficiency at 8000 s was found to
ment w_s reduced by a similar amount, increase significantly as the magnetic field was increased

to 8000 G. Further increase in field strength, to 1(3,000G,

All the thrust measurements at the Avco-Everett fa- produced a slight degradation of the performance. The
cility were made with a thrust plate, or pu_ probe (see reported performance is shown in Fig. 23. In general,
Section VII-C). the best performance was obtained with the smallest

i throat diameter used at each specific impulse magnetic
,_ AVSSD. The performance of the X-2C engine was field strength.

substantially higher with a strong magnetic field than
with weak fields (Ref. 19). The magnitude of the field From a limited amount of data, the performance with
was varied from about 700 to 1800 G for the data shown deuterium was found to be similar to that reported for
in Fig. 22. No dependence of performance on the feed hydrogen. The overall performance is stated (Ref. 15) to
rate was observed. However, that entrainment occurs at be about 5% higher than that of hydrogen.
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Fig 23. Overall efficiency vs specificimpulse of Giannini thrustors showing the effects of variations of the anode
3 throat diameter and very strong applied magnetic fields

EOS. The performance reported by EOS (fiefs. 44 The performance of the 5-kW thrustor is described as
and _7) for the H=-I Hall current accelerator (Fig. 4) is similar (Ref. 12) to that of the high-power engines. How-

,_ lower than that reported by either AVSSD or Avco- ever, only a single point, 9100 s at 39%, was published.
Everett, and, as may be seen from Fig. 22, lies almost

._ completely within the weak field area. Earlier results EOS. A number of engines designed to operate at a
obtained at EOS (Ref. 42) with the engine configuration nominal power level of 10 kW were designed and tested

shown in Fig. 3 were higher than those obtained with (Refs. 44 and 45); the best results obtained from the con-

_, the H._-I engine; however, the earlier data were obtained figuration are shown in Fig. 9. This engine (fief. 45),

with a thrust target. For some later experiments (Ref. 49), designated the H2-4, has a radiation-cooled anode, and,
the results obtained with the target were believed to be to maintain a high pressure at the cathode tip (which

less reliable than those obtained with a thrust stand, was necessary for stable operation), has an electrically
_._ insulated tungsten buffer between the anode and eath-

c. Low power. Low-power (less than 10 kW) hydrogen- ode. The results obtained with this engine are included
_: fed MPD engines have been operated by EOS and by in the area labeled "low power" on Fig. 22.

"__ Giannini. Both groups used strong magnetic fields.

._, d. Low pressure. Two of the engines described above,
._. Ciannini, To evaluate the effect of thrustor size on the X-2C (AVSSD)and the H=-4 (EOS), have been tested

_ performance, the configuration shown in Fig. 8 (Refs. 12 at 1o_ pressure at the Space Environmental Facility
_o_, and 15) was designed to operate at an input power level (fiefs. 47 and 65) at NASA Lewis. The engines were
"_ of about 5 kW. The scaling criteria used to scale from operated both at high pressure (0.04 to 0.9. tort), for com-

_' high to low power were to hold the following parameters parison with the results reported by the developer, and
7_, constant: at a lower pressure of about 10-' torr to more closely

_ (1) The power density in the throat, simulate space operation and minimize entrainment.

_ (2) The throat L/D ratio. Remarkably good agreement with the results reported

,_ (3) The magnetic field strength, by AVSSD was obtained at Lewis with the X-2C engine
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at the higher pressures (Ref. 65). Contrary to expectations cate that a hydrogen-fueled MPD engine is likely to be
(Ref. 65), the performance at low pressure was much competitive with the ion engine for the missions eonsid-
better than that obtained at the pressure range of 0.04 to ered in Part I.

0.2 torr. As may be seen from Fig. 22, the low-pressure :_

performance at 1000 s is more than twice that obtained 2. Ammonia. Nearly all the reported performance data :
at high pressure. The difference in the two curves de- of ammonia-fueled MPD thrusters are shown in Figs. 24
creases as the specific impulse increases, and at about and 25. The engines used to obtain the data shown in ¢
4000 s the data obtained at the low pressure nearly equal Fig. 24 were the AVSSD X-2C thrustor and the Avco-
those obtained at the higher pressure. Because of power Everett MAARC; that is, the same engines as those used "
limitations at the Lewis facility, data at higher values of to obtain the hydrogen performance data discussed in
specific impulse, where the effect of entrainment is ex- the previous section. All the data shown in Fig. 25 were
pected to be more pronounced, were not obtained. For obtained at AVSSD with a series of engines designated
this reason, the tests are inconclusive in demonstrating X-7C (Ref. 29). This series consisted of a number of
the effect of entrainment on the performance of the water-cooled engines (Fig. 11) with different throat
engine, diameters and a radiation-cooled engine (Fig. 10) which

was designated X-7CR. The AVSSD engine, the X-2C,
The performance obtained at Lewis with the 10-kW was tested with ammonia as well as hydrogen at the

engine developed by EOS was much lower than that Space Environmental Facility at NASA Lewis at exhaust
reported by EOS at comparable pressure levels (Refs. 45 pressures as low as 10-:' torr. The X-7C engine has also
and 47). At the one comparison point (a feed rate of been tested at NASA Lewis (Ref. 78), but the performance
1.24 g/s, an arc current of 140 A, a coil current of 500 A, data were not available at the time of this writing. High-
and a tank pressure of 10-'_ton'), EOS obtained a spe- pressure data were obtained at all three laboratories in
cific impulse of 6900 s at 25_ efficiency, whereas the the pressure range of from 0.1 to 0.5 torr.
value obtained at Lewis was 3850 at 7.8'_. The notice-

able increase in efficiency at low pressure, which was so A limited amount of ammonia performance data was
apparent with the AVSSD engine, was not obtained with published by Giannini (Ref. 15). The overall perfor-
the EOS i0-kW engine, mance, not shown in Fig. 24, was lower than that re-

, ported by either AVSSD or Avco-Everett.
e. Summary. A variety of engine configurations have

been operated with hydrogen propellant over a wide a. High pressure. The operation of MPD engines at
range of operating conditions that includes power levels test pressures above 10-_torr is classified as high-pressure
from less than 5 kW to more than 200 kW, magnetic operation. Most of the ammonia data were obtained atfield strengths from 0 to more than 16,000 G, feed rates

test pressures that exceeded 0.1 ton..from 0 to 50 mg/s, and tank pressures as low as 10-' ton..
Values of specific impulse greater than 10,000 s and
overall effieiencies greater than 85% have been re- AVSSD. The X-2C engine was operated on ammonia
ported. The influence of the magnetic field in enhancing at both high and low values of the external magnetic
the performance, beyond a strength necessary for arc field (Befs. 18 and 19). For both conditions of exter-
stability and long life, is presently being debated. Strong hal field strength, the overall efficiency was higher with
fields appear to be necessary for the operation of very- ammonia than with hydrogen. The maximum specific
low-power thrusters. The reported results of changes of impulse reported for ammonia was 6500 s with a weak
the propellant feed rate on the performance range from field and 3860 s with a strong (nearly 2000 G) field. The
no effect to a very significant effect. Some engines have data for high fields e.,daibit more scatter than do simi-
been demonstrated to operate, in part or in whole, on lar data for hydrogen. Two feed rates, 29 and 58 mg/s,
entrained or eroded materials. As a consequence, many were used with the X-2C.
of the data, and particularly those data obtained with
strong magnetic fields that indicate the best perfor- The water-cooled X-7C thrustor series, Fig. 11
mance, are of questionabh validity. (Ref. 29), designated X-7C-1 through X-7C-5, included

engines with anode throat diameters of 0.85, 1.25, 1.05,

With the exception of the data obtained by Patrick 0.6, and 0.4 in., respectively. The radiation-cooled anode
(Ref. 40), none of the reported performance data indi- of the X-7CR engine, Fig. 10, was constructed with a
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throat diameter of 0.8 in. The X-7C engines were oper- ment was less of a problem with ammonia than with
ated over a much larger range of feed rates (1.25 to hydrogen (Ref. 40). When the MAARC was operated

68 rag/s) than was the X-2C. At the lower feed rates with ammonia on the thrust stand at the AVSSD facility,

(below 20 mg/s) the performance of the thrustors was the thrust measurements were in better agreement with

generally lower than at the higher feed rates, as shown those determined with the thrust plate than a similar
in Fig. 25. No significant differences in the overall per- comparison, with hydrogen as the propellant, had af-

formance of the radiation-cooled engine and the water- forded (Refs. 35 and 40).

cooled engines were observed when the engines were

operated at comparable conditions of applied magnetic b. Low pres._re. The low-pressure operation of the

field, feed rate, and power level. However, the arc volt- AVSSD X-2C engine with ammonia at NASA Lewis pro-
age of the radiation-cooled engine was about 10 V less dueed results very similar to those obtained with hydro-

than that of the water-cooled configuration of compa- gen (Ref. 65). Good reproduction of the AVSSD data

rable throat diameter. The arc voltage, in general, in- was obtained at tant: pressu,'es of from 0.017 to 0.40 torr,

creased with increasing throat diameter, and higher cfficiencies were observed at tank pressures
from 2 × I_J " to 5 × 10-_ torr. The engine was observed

The shaded areas of Fig. 25 include nearly all the data to operat. ,n either a high- or low-voltage mode at all
published in Tables I through V of Ref. 29. The indi- pressur, aad field strengths. The results also indicated

vidual points illustrating the comparison between the the ex" :e of an optimum field intensitT, at a value of

radiation-cooled and water-cooled engines were taken less th: 1400 C when the engine was operated at the
from Fig. 15 of the same reference. A life test of 75 h lowest t,,_k pressure.
duration, which is indicated by the triangular point on

Fig. 25, was obtained with a radiation-cooled engine at a The resul's obtained with the AVSSD X-7C engine at

specific impulse of 3600 s and overall efficiency of 345;. NASA Lewis will be published at a later date (Ref. 78),

Some data not included in Fig. 25, which were oh- c. Summary. Two engines, the Avco-Everett MAARC
tained with very small feed rates, were clearly affected and the AVSSD X-2C, have been operated both on am-

by entrainment (Ref. 29), inasmuch as the calculated monia and on hydrogen. For both, the efficiency is

overall efficiency exceeded 100_. generally higher with ammonia than with hydrogen;

however, the maximum reported value of specific im-

Avco-Everett. The performance of the MAARC was pulse is less than that obtained with hydrogen, Both
generally higher with ammonia than with hydrogen engines, designed initially for operation with hydrogen,

(Ref. 40). However, at the maximum specific impulse re- were more likely to operate at different vol.tage modes

ported for ammonia, about 2700 s, the efficiency obtained with ammonia than with hydrogen. Stable, single-mode

with _ hydrogen feed rate of 50 mg/s was comparable, operation was obtained with one engine (Avco-Everett)
as the result of a small change in the engine configuration.

The MAARC was observed to operate in either of two

modes at different voltages, with the higher voltage mode The results obtained (Ref. 29) with the AVSSD X-7C
the less efficient (Refs. 37 and 40). It was found that series indicate erratic operation for engines with anode

continuous stable operation in either mode could be throat diameters larger than 0.85 in. and relatively poor

achieved by moving the cathode either upstream or performance for feed rates below 20 mg/s. The perfor-
downstream of the "normal" position. When the cathode mances of radiation-cooled and water-cooled engines

was in the downstream position, the discharge operated were comparable. The range of operating variables was
consistently in the low-voltage mode, and when the cath- the following: propellant feed rates from 1.25 to 68 mg/s;

ode was moved upstream, the discharge operated in the input power from 20 to 80 kW; external magnetic field
high-voltage mode. Patrick and Schneiderman (Ref. 40) strength from zero to 4000 G; and ambient tank pressure

report an optimum magnetic field intensity for both hy- from 5 × 10-:' to more than 0.5 torr.
drogen and ammonia as well as an effect of the field

configuration on the performance. 3. Alkali metals. The alkali metals have received
attention as propellants for MPD thrustors because they

From the measurements with the pu'-'probe and opera- are easily stored for long sp_,_e flights and because the

tion with a quartz shroud, it was concluded that entrain- frozen.flow losses should be small. Multiple ionization of !
t
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,: the easily ionized material decreases the latter advan- EOS. A large variety of electrode configurations for the
tage, particularly for the heavier atoms that have low lithium engine have been tested by EOS (Refs. 48--51).
second-ionization potentials. In the first series of models, the propellant was injected

through the cathode tip; however, better performance
The alkali metals that have been tested are lithium, was obtained from configurations in which the propel-

sodium, potassium, and cesium. The thrustors are gen- lant was injected through the anode. Only the data ob-
erally of moderate power (less than 25 kW) with tained with anode-fed models are included in the region
radiation-cooled tungsten anodes, and all have strong on Fig. 26 labeled Li (EOS). Because of severe erosion
external fields. Because the exhaust products are con-. of the insulatoc placed between the cathode and the
densable, the tank pressures were low, even with only anode, a number of cathode configurations were tested
modest pumping capacities, avd, therefore, entrainment in an attempt to achieve stable arc attachment at the
was less likely than with gaseous propellants. The per- cathode tip and away from the insulator. The models
formance of MPD thrustors operated with alkali metal shown in Fig. 14 were more efficient than the versions
is shown in Fig. 26. with extended cathodes (Fig. 15), but the erosion was

more severe. The point labeled "life test" represents the

a. Lithium. Because of the very high (about 65 eV) average performance obtained in a I0-h endurance test
second-ionization potential of lithium, the energy in- of Model LAJ-AF-6D, shown in Fig. 15.
vested in multiple ionization should be minimal. For this
reason, most of the performance data of MPD engines In further attempts to force arc attachment to the
operated with alkali metals have been obtained with cathode tip, the buffered cathode configuration shown
lithium as the propellant. Giannini (Refs. 15 and 16), in Fig. 16 was tested. The purpose of the buffer was to
AVSSD (Ref. 21), and EOS (Ref. 51) have operated increase the pressure at the cathode tip and thereby ob-
lithium-fueled MPD thrustors. The largest effort de- tain arc attachment at the cathode tip. Altho . h the
voted to developing lithium-fueled engines has been desired cathode tip attachment was achieved, no l_ti',ium
expended by EOS. data were obtained with the buffered-cathode engine
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because of problems associated with the lithium feed AVSSD. The experiments at AVSSD with a lithium-
system (Ref. 51). fueled engine were made with the thrustor shown in

Fig. 12. The performance results, shown in Fig. 26, are
Performance data were obtained v`'ith the bipropellant, slightly lower than the results reported by EOS (not

t)uffered-cathode engine shown in Fig. 17, and with a shown in the figure) for the models in v`,hich the lithium

slightly modified model in which the cathode was moved was injected through the cathode tip.
downstream a small distance. The results, obtained with

either nitrogen or hydrogen injected into the cathode Giannini. Only thermal efficiency data have been re-
region, are shown in Fig. 27. (The data were published ported by Giannini for the lithium-fueled engines

as Table II of Ref. 51.) The gaseous feed constituted (Fig. 18) because the thrust measurements did not show

roughly 10', of the total propellant for most of the tests, sufficient reproducibility for publication (Ref. 15). The
The best performance was obtained with total feed rates thermal efficiency varied between 30:,'` and 40'/', for arc

greater than 10 mg/s. Higher values of specific impulse input power between 3 and 9 kW with lithium feed rates

were obtained with the hydrogen-li'.hCum combination between 05 av.d 3.0 mg/s (Ref. 15).
than with the nitrogen-lithium combination. As shown

in Fig. 27, the performance obtained with feed rates of
less than 10 mg/s (from 4 to 6 mg/s) was consistently b. Sodium and potassium. Both sodium and potassium !lower than the performance obtained at the higher fee:l have been tested at EOS (Refs. 47, 50, and 51) with the
rate. These accelerators are nov,' called ALPHA, for conLguration shown in Fig. 15. With the exception that
Alkali Plasma Hall Accelerator. higher values of specific impulse were obtained with

sodiur,_, tl.e performances of the two fuels were similar ._

A scheduled endurance test was postponed because of and the results are shoss_ in Fig. 26 as the single area
instabilities believed to be associated with the lithium labeled "K, Na." For both propellants, the efficiency in- _

feed system (Ref. 51). creased linearly with specific, impulse and leveled off at
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_ rh=4.5 TO 79 m,/s f a=a2" / ... o o o:.o.o.//

o o o . :._:_:".-I 0,,_ 40
n-
I.iJ

.,el_

0 _i _ i i _ i I i I I
0 1000 _000 3000 4000 5000 eooo 7000 Qooo 9ooo I0,000

SPECIFIC IMPULSE, s

Fig. 27. Overall efficiency vs specificimpulse of engines operated with U-H_, and U-N= bipropellants. Data are from
EOSALPHA (Alkali Plasma Hall Accelerator). The lithium was fed through the anode, and the gaseous propellant

through th_ cathode region
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the higher values. The efficiency remained nearly con- somewhat better. The maximum reported specific im- !
stant at about 30"_ for values of specific impulse above pulse for potassium and for sodium was 1200 and 1800 s,

1200 s for potassium and at about 40'; above lS00 s for respectively. Of the four alkali metals, only lithium has
sodium. The onset of second ionization was suggested been tested to obtain thrust data at more than one lab-

(Ref. 51) as a possible reason for the leveling-off of the oratory, and it has received, by far, the most attention.
performance curve. Potassium was also tested at Giannini The reported performance, as well as the engine geome-

(Ref. 15); however, no performance data were reported, tries and the methods of propellant injection, varies
greatly among the various investigators. The maximum

c. Cesium. A cesium-fueled MPD engine wa:: test_.d reported efficiency of lithium-fed engines (over .¢_)";)

by AVSSD with the water-cooled engine shown in was with an anode-fed, radiation-cooled engine.

Fig. 12 (Refs. 20 and 24). An attempt to test cesium in The most recent investigations with alkali metals

the radiation-cooled engine (Fig. 13) was also made; |)ave included studies of lithium-nitrogen and lithium-

however, stable operation could not be achieved and hydrogen bipropellants in which the gaseous propellant
performance data were not reported (Ref. 21). The per-
formance of cesium, which is the lowest of any obtained was injecttd into the cathode region. Although some-

26. what lower performance was obtailJed with the bipro-
with alkali metal propellants, is indicatod on Fig. pellants than with pure lithium, a number of advantages

were reported for hipropellant operation. These advan-

d. Summary. The alkali metals lithium, potassium, tages included longer life of the engine components,
sodium, and ces,dm have been tested in radiation-cooled increased arc stability, and detreased heat losses to the

MPD engines, all of which used externaUy applied mag- cathode. Better pcrfoA'mance was obtained with high
netic fields. Cesium has also been tested in a water- feed rates (>10 mg/s) than with lower feed rates.
cooled engine. Of these four propellants, the cesium was

reported to have the lowest pcrfor,nance. The perfor- 4. Miscellaneous propellants. The reported perfor-

mance of potassium and that of sodium, which were manccs obtained with engines operated on nitrogen
tested in engines designed for operation with lithium, (Refs. 40 and 47), argon (Rcfs. 18, 40, and 47), and

were very similar, hut the performance with sodium was helium (Refs. 15, 19, and 47), are shown in Fig. 28. As

I00 I I T T r T I ! i l

80 - /// i_//'_ _ (:!=¢21

>r // /// "jffe
tJ a=O 8a X
Z 60

" //w

J //40 _ _ _'qF"
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o I / • HeI i

/
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o / (_ o o

_'_ce° o o 5b _0 I I I I L I I I
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Fig. 28. Performance of miscellaneous propellants
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indicated in the figure', the performance of these propel- Tile term "convection" has been used by different
lants is much lower than that obtained with the pro- authors to describe both of the last two mechalJisms

pellants discussed above, listed above. The kinetic energy carried by the elec-
trons into the anode is energy convected across the

B. Thermal Efficiencies boundary by the mass motion of the electrtms. Using
"heat" in a broad sense, l)ocati (Ref. 16) has described

I. Energy loss measurements. An u_per limit to the the mechanism listed as item (2) above as "convective

MPI) thrustor's overall efficiency is olwiously the thor- heat transfer." th, at traosfer through the boundary layer
real efficiency of the engine. Because the median range is then ref,,,rred to as conduction. 'Which meaning of

of the thermal efficiencies of many of the more tech- "convection" is intended is usually made clear from the
nically pr_mising engines is around 50 to 60',,_, reduc- context of the discussion.
tion of the electrode losses provides one of the most

potentially profitable methods of increasing the perfor- Of the three mechanisms listed above (primarily be-

mance of MPI-) accelerators. The cathode loss is usually cause of the o's)served correlation between anode losses
less tha..a !0'; of the total loss; th_,refore, experimental and the applied arc current), the con_ t,tion of the ki-

and analytical studies emphasize the anode loss. One netic energy of the electrons into the anode by the cur-

t.xception is that Cann (Ref. 50) found the cathode loss rent is nearly alwa)s reasoned to be the dominant
to constitute from .SO to 45',i of the total electrode energy-transfer mechanism. One method of expressing

losses tor tests made with a potassium-fed accelerator, the energy of the electrons is to equate the average elec-
tron energy to le! V,, v here V,, is an "effective" anode

The power loss to water-cooled electrodes is deter- voltage drop that is defined by

mined by measuring the steady-state temperature rise of
a known flow rate of electrode coo,ant. Nearly all the V_ = t'cc_T/_ (11)

accelcra:ors operated with alkali metal propellants were
The use of Eq. (11) implies that all other energy trans-

radiation-cooled, and the anode losses of these engir;cs for mechanisms, such as, for example, the more familiar
were seldom measured. The thermal efficiency is calcu- convective heat transfer of aerodynamic flows, are as-

lated from the measured arc power and the power lost sumed to be negligible. A convenient concept that has
to the coolant according to been used (Refs. 19 and 21) is that V_ is ,- constant that

t'cc_T is irtdependent of the engine operaUng conditions and
P - P_ = 1 (10) the propellant used. Another approximation is to some-

7;t^ = P !_,' how relate V,, to the ionization poten'ial of the propel-

lant (Ref. 49). The data on the anode heat transfer rates
2. Energy loss mechanisms. The different modes of indicate that the use of a c_nstant effective anode volt-

energy transfer to the anode that have been discussed age drop is not justified for alkali metal propellants
are the following: (Refs. 24 and 47). As will be discussed below, other

methods have also been used to correlate the anode loss

(1) Radiative energy transfer from the hot plasma to and the thermal efficiency with the engine operating
the anode surface, parameters. Theoretical calculations of ,,node losses have

been made by Hassan (Ref. 63).
(2) Transfer to the anode of the kinetic energy of the

electrons that carry the arc current into the anode. 3. Thermal eOiciencies o_ gaseous propellants. Nearl)

Also associated with the current is the potential all the MPD engines operated with gaseous propellants
energy, which is called the work function or the have been designed with water-cooled anodes. The rou-

condensation energy (Ref. 44) of the free elecuons tine tests generally included the measurement of the

: relative to the conduction electrons in the anode, anode losses, and the subsequent _ata reduction included
the calculation of the thermal efficiency. Some develop-

(3) lleat transfer from the hot ptasma through the mental effort has been devoted to correlating the thor-

boundary layer and into the anode. This mocha- real efficiency with the engine operating parameter.
nism is usually called "convective heat transfer" in

r: keeping with the well-established nomenclature of a. AVSSD. John (Refs. 19 and 21) has correlated the
heat transfer studies, anode cooling losses of the X-2C engine (Fig. 1) with
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the arc current for a numt)e[ of propellants, For hydro- eo , _ ,

gen, the anode heat transfer rate was found to be inde- '_t," I-9
pendent of the feed rate and the magnetic field strength, 7s /c--- _.- .--:

and to increase nearly linearly with the arc current over J...zx--'/..-A A
a range of from 200 to 2000 A. The feed rate was varied _ ...-At o
from 20 to 50 rag/s, and the magnetic field strength was _ 70 zx ° _- oI D

varied from 500 to 2000 G, A smooth curve was drawn >: ....D--"to
z _ 0 0

through the hydrogen data and superimposed on a "' 6s t o
similar plot that contained the data obtained with am- _;r / / o o
mania, The line drawn to represent the hydrogen data t,. ottJ

fitted the ammonia data as well as it fitted the hydrogen .J Go
< •

data. The data obtained with helium, nitrogen, and :_
argon were more scattered than the data for either

_- 55 •
hydrogcu or ammonia; nevertheless, tbe line drawn to rh=50 mg/s 1"42

represent the hydrogen data provided an adequate fit, CURRENT,a
• 600

50 0 I000
John found that the data, which were plotted as the o 1500

logarithm of the anode cooling loss versus the logarithm A 16oo _i
of the arc current, could be approximated by a single 4s _ ;70 I;0 90 I00 i

straight line of trait slope for all values of feed rate and A_Cvo_TA_, V
field strength for all of the gaseous propellants tested. !
Therefore, it was concluded that a constant anode volt- Fig. 29. Correlationd the thermal efficiency ottt.a AVSSD
age drop could be used to account for the anode loss. hydrogen-fedX-2Cen_mewith the arc voltage.The
The value of the constant anode voltage drop was found curve drown on th.- figure is the predi¢le_ thermal
to be 26 V. Thus, sin,'e the anode cooling losses are efficiency if the anode losscan be represented
fixed by the arc current, John concluded that the thermal byn constanteffectivevoltagedropof 26 V
efficiency "s determined essentially by the arc voltage.

The thermal efficiency for beth hydrogen and ammonia suggests that the use of a constant anode voltage drop to
were then plotted as a function of the field strength and represent the anode loss i_ a questionable approximation.
shown as a family of curves with the arc current and Inspection of the data obtained at 50 mg/s and at con-
the feed rate as parameters. The engine operated at a stant current levels (Table C-1 of Re[. 21) reveals a
higher voltage with hydrogen than with ammonia; con- systematic increase in the power loss as the magnetic
sequently, the thermal efficiencies were higher with field is increased. At fixed current levels of 600, 1000,
hydrogen (up to 75;; ) than with ammonia (up to 50_ ). and 1300 A. the anoue loss increased by about 20% as

the magnet cod current was increased from 700 to 1200 A
If the anode lc _ is expressed as W_, with V_ txlual to (B = 2000 G at a toil current of 1200 A). The increase in i

26 V as determined by the method described above, the anode power loss was less at the nighest arc current, !

Eq. (10) can be cast into the form 1600 A. I

26 The experiments (Re[. 29) conducted at AVSSD with t
_,h "" 1 - X--S- (12) the X-7C engines indicated that the anode voltage drop 1

was a function of both the apdlied current and the ap- l'

The most direct test of Eq. (12), which states that the 9lied magnetic field strength This is shown in Fig. 30, *,
thermal efficiency is a [unction of the arc voltage only, which was _akenfrom Ref. 29.
is to plot the thermal efficiency as a function of V. This
has been done here for the data _Bef. 21) published for b, EOS, The results obtained at EO$ with the H_-I i-
a hydrogen feed rate of 50 mg/s (Table C-1 of Re[. 21) ac_:elerator (Be[. 44), with hydrogen as the propellant,
and appears as Fig. 29. Superimposed on the data is were similar to the results otRahled at AVSSD with the *'
the curve given by Eq. (12). It may be seen from Fig. 29 X.2C engine. The anode power loss P, was found to b'.'
that the t,ermal efficienc_ varies with arc curre_,t as indepenoent of the magnetic field strength for v dues
much as, or more tha,., it varies with arc voltage. This of B up to 3060 G, and to depend linearly on the arc

:16 JPt TK_HN/CALIIEPOI_ 3_-IIN
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4s where VI is the ionization potential, _h0 is an arbitrary
reference feed rate, and no is an empirical constant. The

m" 36 mgls NH3
O a=o.oa3 kG energy of the electrons, given by lel [no(_ho/rh)'/_] V, is

40 ._ a = 1.66kG assumed to be the same a_:the anode surface as in the

/x a: 2 s kG downstream accelerated plasma stream. This restaiction
was relaxed in a later report _Ref. 52).

>

Avco-Everett. From the results of experimentalC. an

study of the thermal efficiency of the MAARC (Fig. 2)
o 30 operated on ammonia, Schneiderman and Patrick (Refs.

37 and 40) postulate that the ei.erg_ loss to the elee-
o trodes can be associated with an effective anode voltage<C 25-

drop Vo that is related to tie arc voltage as a constant
fraction a of the quantity Vo that appears in the empiri-

zo cal expression for the arc voltage given by

V = Vo + UcB[ (14)
t5 I l I I I

zoo ,oo eoo 5oo ,ooo _zoo _4oo
where Uc is the propellant critical velocity (see Part IV,ARC CURRENT, A
Section II-C-2).

Fig.30. Anodevoltagevsarccurrentfor the X-7C-4
engine(fromFig.6 of Ref.29) Tl_us,

current over the range of from 400 to 900 A. However,

unhke the results ob'a;re _ AVSoD. the anode loss was where the heat transfer rate 0 was determined from the
found to depend on the reverse square root of the feed temperature rist of a _nown flow rate of anode cooling

• rate. The thermal efficiency varied from 0.60 to about water. Usir.g Eqs. (10), (14), and (15), Schneiderman for-
b.78. mulqted the following expression for the thermal effi-

ciency:

These data are stated to correlate well with a convec-

tive heat t'_'asfer me, .I similar to one used previously in a
arc jet technol_gy ( ,. 44). However, the concept cc ,It = 1 UcB[ (16)
th;s cou -._ti'._ ,eat tran'der model was not developed 1 + V----_
further Ior., :tcatiop to the MPD device. When the

obse_'wationslisted above apply to accelerators in which Experimental verification of the applicability of Eq.the arc attachment to the anode occurs on the front face
(16) was complicated by the observation that the arc was

of the anode, they ale taken to indicate that the power able to operate in either of two distinct voltage modes
transferred to the anode is primarily convected ioto the (Ref. 37). The changes in the voltage modes, which were
anode by the electrons that carry the arc curr_.nt. The accompanied by variations in the anode heat transfer
concept of an effective anode voltage drop, with the rate, were attributed to changes in the quantity Vo. It
energy carried into the anode by the electrons, is asso-

was subsequently determined that when the cathode was
elated with an e!ectro1_temperature which has been ele- moved a short distance downstream of the initial posi-
vated in the anode sheath. In one analysis (Ref., 49), the tion, the arc always opelated at the low-voltage mode,
electron enthalpy at the :node surface is related to the and, conversely, when the cathode was moved upstream
ionization potential of the propellant, and the anode of the initial position, the arc always operated in the
power loss is given by

J. high-voltage mode. At a fixed field strength, V0 varied
by as much as 50 V as the cathode was moved about

P_ = I nox _hz Vx (13) ½ in. Although the heat transfer data appeared to seat-; ter considerably as the voltage mode cl-.anged, the value
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of the ratio Vo'/V,,, which is the constant a of Eq. (15), Table 4, which is taken from Table II of Ref. 37, was It

was between 0.5 and 0.8 for nearly all values of V,,. constructed to compare measured thermal efficiencies of
other propellants, in addition to ammoma, with the

The experiments were conducted by varying the values predicted by Eq. (16). The listed values of Vo and

strength of the magnetic field at a constant feed rate and the thermal effieiencies were obtained from earlier tests
nearly constant arc current. The results were summa- at Avco-Everett (i_efs. 31, 32, and 39) or from the sources

rized by a plot of the thermal efficiency as a fm;ction of indicated in the table. The table shows that the maxi-

arc power. Considerable data scatter is apparent when mum therr, al efficiencies increase with increasing values

the results obtained from all voltage modes are included; of U_/V,, ratic. Schneiderman and Patrick concluded that i
however, correlation of the thermal efficiency with arc higher values of the B/product are necessary in order to

power was achieved (Ref. 37) for data obtained from obtain high efficiencies of propellants when lower criti-
tests in which the value of V,, had a single fixed value, cal speeds are used.

This is shown in Fig. 31, taken from Ref. 37, on which the

lines are drawn to connect data points obtained during a
d. Giannini. Partial results of a systematic study of the

single run in which the quantity V,, remained constant as effects of engine geometry, magnetic field strength, arc

the field was varied. The higher values of efficiency of power, and propellant feed rate on the thrustor perfor-
each curve correspond to higher field strength, and the mance have been published by Ducati (Refs. 15 and 16).

curves of higher efficiency correspond to smaller values The general configuration of the electrodes is shown in
of V0. No dependence of the mass feed rate, which was Fig. 7. The published results are for an anode throat

varied from 20 to 50 mg/s, was found. L/D ratio of 1.5 and a hydrogen feed rate of 10 mg/s,
Anodes with four different throat diameters of 0.125,

90 0.25, 0.50, and 1.00 in. were used. The magnetic field
was varied from 1000 to 16,000 G, and the arc power was

20 mg/s NH3 _ _ LOW-VOLTAGEHIGH-VOLTAGEMoDEMODE 2000,adjusted4000,tOandPrOduce8000s.Values of specific impulse of 1000,
80--

_7 Table 4. Comparison of thermal efficiencies

• _ _lr _ with predietod values_
c_ Approximate
U.I U_ × 10-_, (UJVo) X 10-a, maximum

Propellant m/s Vu, V m/e/V observed 7;,_,,mu.
U. 60 _ . near 4000 G, %

<1 H2 5.5 45 1.22 90
:£
_' _ k"7_ vl NH3 2.6 36 0.72 75
w 50_ %F- Ar 0.87 15 0.58 70

Lib 1.2 22 0.55 35, 116b' _

40 -- _7_7 _7 N: 1.6 30 0.53 55

Na Ref. 50)a 0.65 13 0.50 40 (Ref. 50)_

K (Ref. 47) 0.46 10 0.46 30 (Ref. 47)_
5o I I I

5 IO 15 20 :)5 Cs (Ref. 24) 0.23 16 0.15 38 (Rof. 24)

ARC PC)WE_ I kW "Takenfrom TableII of Ref.37.

hFrornS. Bennett,AVSSD,private communication,
Fig. 31. Summary of the thermal efficiencies vs ,nput

_Data for radiation.cooledengineswhere _t*_r,,_ Is not known.The values
power, showing the dependence on voltage modes g_,en are r_oximum 7;..... I_ and hencerepresent the minimumpossible

(from Fig. 23 of Ref. 40). The _.urvesare drawn _,_.... , forthesecases (i.e.,T;,_r,,,ass.meal tobeunity).
through data for which no change in the _The referencenumbersconform to thoseused In the presentreport.Data netrefe:_ncedwere obtainedat Avco-Everett.

voltage mode was observed
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The thermal efficiency was found (Ref. 16) to depend or _ ]x

linearly on the throat diameter when the specific im- "*g.
>- 06-

pulse and the field strength were held constant. At a t, _ ZgX

specific impulse of 1000 s, the thermal efficiency ob- z _ A
tained with the 0.125-in. throat was independent of the _. o._- _, /xt, tin- zk
field strength over the full range (over which the applied __
field was varied), but the thermal efficiency obtained _ 04- MAGNETICFIrLO,I-ZOkG

a- THROAT DIAMETERS, O.125-1.OOOin.UJwith the larger throat diameters increased significantly z
(from 34_ to 60f/, for the 0.50-in. anode) as the field _" 03 I I 1
was increased. At 2000 s, the efficiency of the 0.125-in. zooo 4000 eooo sooo

throat was greater (from 48% to 55_) than at 1000 s and SPECIFIC IMPULSE,s

remained independent of the field fro,n 4000 to 16,000 G. Fig. 32. Correlation of the thermal efficiency of the
The smallest anode, with a 0.125-in. throat diameter, was Giannini thrustor with the specific impulse (ROf. 16)
not operated at values of specific impulse greater than

2000 s, or at field strengths less than 4000 G at 2000 s,

because anode failure was likely at the excluded condi- o.01 _ _ _ , i i , |
tiara. At values of specific impulse greater than 2000 s, J
the thermal efficiencies of the larger anodes were also ,_ o r _ ^ _

independent of the applied field strength. The data used _, . ,4_X.._AO _xr----'_-"_
to correlate the engine performance were generally re- _ o
stricted to those obtained with the smallest throat used _. ! 0 _ t

at each magnetic field and specific impulse. Fig. 32, _ o
taken from Ref. 16, shows the poor correlation obtained _
by plotting the thermal efficiency as a function of the ua_ I

= 4i
specific impulse. _ o /x zo mq/s H2 (AVSSO)

0 to mo/s H2 (GIANNINI)
03 I I I I I I I

The dzta (Ref. 16) published by Ducati do not corre- iooo zooo sooo 4000

late well with a relation of the form given by Eq. (12), SPECIFIC ENTH/R.PY, kJ/g

• which makes use of a constant effective anode voltage
drop. The arc voltage was observed to increase linearly Fig. 33. Correlation of the thernlai efficiency of Giannini
with field strength up to 8000 G, but the thermal effi- thrusters and one set of data from the AVSSD X-2C

ciency leveled off at fields of much lower strength. At engine with the plasma specific enthalpy. The
fields greater than 8000 G, arc voltages greater than correlating parameters are discussed in
200 V were measured, but the increase with field strength the text (from Fig. 53 af Ref. 16). The

occurred in a very irregular manner. The voltage levels l O-mg/s data are far the smallest
throat size at each specificobserved by Ducati were generally lower than those re-

ported by John (Ref. 21). A possible reason for tl,:s may enthalpy and magnetic
be that Ducati operated with a lower feed rate, and field strength
John's data, as well as those of others, indicate that the

voltage increases as the feed rate is increased, strength. The two curves were drawn through the data

by a curve-fitting technique that is described below.
Dacati suggests that the efficiency does not depend

explicitly on either the arc voltage or the arc current, and The basis fur the curves shown in Fig. 33 is the as-

that a better correlation may be obtained by plotting the sumption theft the electrode power loss could be ex-

thermal efficiency as a function of the stagnation specific pressed in the form
enthalpy of the heated propellant as shown in Fig. 33,

which appeared as Fig. 53 of Ref. 16. Included in Fig. 33 P, = xrhV,, + Krhh (17)

! are some reference data published by John (Refs. 19 and
21). These data, obtained at a feed rate of 20 nag/s, were where )t and Kare constants, _h is the mass flow rate, h is

described in Refs. 19 and 21 as showing very little sys- the specific enthalpy, including the ionization and disso-
tematic variation with either current or magnetic field elation energies, and V, is a constant associated with
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the average excitation energy of tile atomic hydrogen the expression for the thermal efficiency is written
(Ref. 16).

V,
1 - --

The first term of Eq. (17), XmVe,_,is identified with V (19)
the radiation emitted by the atomic species and absorbed ,/th - rh_ha

by the electrodes, and the second term is associated with 1 - rh-'---h-
convective and conductive heat transfer to the elec-

trodes. With the electrode loss given by Eq. (17), the where V is the total voltage drop and where _h and h
thermal efficiency is expressed as are the average values of the total propellant flow rate

and specific enthalpy, respectively. Comparison with Eq.
1 (18), with XVez/h < < 1, reveals that

_th = (18)
1 + K+ (hVc._)/h _h,,ha

The values of the constant k and Kare adjusted to give V, rhh (20)
the best fit of the data as shown in Fig. 33. Actually, --V" - _ + 1
XV,_ is adjusted instead of X, since no criteria are given
for assigning a value to Ve:. Because of a typographical or

error (Ref. 79), the value given for XVe_on the figure in V_ rhah,

Ref. 16 is in error and should read 155 kJ/g. This is V rhh
equivalent to 1.6 eV per particle, a .._ (21)

Va

Because the data can be fitted with a constant value V

of K,Dueati interprets the correlation to indicate that the
heat transfer is primarily due to the convection of energy Ducati found the measured value of 9th to be inde-
across the anode surface by the electrons carrying the pendent of B at high I,. Because V is observed to in-

, current. If conduction were a dominant heat transfer crease with B, Ducati concludes that ff the ratio of the

mechanism, the magnitude of the coefficient would be enthalpy flux in the anode jet to the total enthalpy flux
t expected to be a strong fimction of both temperature remains constant, then V_ increases with B to keep the

and magnetic field, ratio V,,/V constant.

An attempt is made by Ducati to associate the coeffi- 4. Thermal effieiencies of alkali metal propellants.
cient _ with physical parameters that are important in The anode losses of the water-cooled cesium-fed engine
the discharge process. A simplified analytical model of (Fig. 12) operated at AVSSD (Refs. 20 and 24) were a
the discharge, applicable only for large specific impulse very weak function of the arc current and could not be
and strong magnetic fields where the radiation, _,V,,,, characterized by a constant voltage drop as were the

losses associated with the gaseous propellants. The ratiocan be neglected, is postulated to describe the energy
loss to the anode. It is assumed that the mass flow is of the anode loss to the arc current varied from about

75 V at 80 A to about 40 V at 180 A. The maximum
parallel to the field lines (i.e., the electrodes are magnet-

thermal efficiency obtained was about 40%.ically protected from the hot plasma) and that the cur-
rent flows downstream along the jet centerline to some
downstream position where it crosses the field lines and A somewhat better correlation of the anode losses of
returns to the anode in an annular shell, called the anode the cesium engine was obtained with the IB product

; jet, that is also parallel to the field lines. The voltage drop than with I (Ref. 24), This is hypothesized to be a conse-
along the anode jet is called the anode voltage drop, V_, quence of the electrothermal acceleration mechanism
alid the power released in the annular anode jet that was postulated to describe the operation of the
IV, is assumed to be divided between anode loss P, cesium-fed engine. Bennett (Ref. 24) suggests that the
and an increase in the enthalpy h_ of the mass flow m_ energy gained by the electrons in falling through the

• contained within the anode jet. With these assumptions, voltage differential across the field of the magnetic
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nozzle is sensed as anode heating. Then, since the volt- limit on the thermal efficiency is the overall efficiency.
age required to drive the current across the field lines The highest overall efficiency reported for lithium is
is proportional to the field strength, the anode loss should 90_ (Ref. 49).
be proportional to both the field strength and the cur-

rent. Thermal efficiencies for both potassium and lithium
were obtained at Giannini with the engine shown in Fig.

The accelerators operated with alkali metal propel- 16 (Ref. 15). The thermal efficiencies for both propel-
lants at EOS were radiation-cooled (Refs. 47, 49, and 51). lants were found to be independent of the magnetic
For most tests, anode losses were not measured and there- field for fields above 1000 G. As the are power was in-
fore thermal efficiency data are not available. For tests creased from 3 to 10 kW, the thermal efficiency varied
with sodium and potassium, an oil-cooled shield was used from 25 to 35_ for potassium and from 30 to 40% for
to capture radiant energy from the anode. The ratio of the lithium.
anode loss and the arc current, which is equivalent to the
effective anode voltage as used by John, increased with
increasing magnetic field strength for both sodium and ¢. Diagnostic Measurements
potassium. As shown in Fig. 34 (Fig. 6-32 of Ref. 47), the
depende'ace of the anode loss was more pronounced with Those measurements that are intended to yield de-
potassium than with sodium. The correlation of the loss tailed information on some aspect of the MPD engine
with the propellant molecular weight that is shown in operating mechanism, instead of primarily performance
Fig. 34 does not appear to be confirmed by the data data, are classified here as diagnostic measurements.
plotted in Fig. 6-34 of Ref. 47. In the latter figure, the Within this classification, the pu_ probe, used at Aveo-
anode loss per unit current varies from about 4 to 10 V Everett (Refs. 39 and 40), serves the dual purpose of
as the current is increased from 150 to 400 A at a fixed providing both detailed puz profiles and data on total

thrust. Most of the measurements are made in the ex-

field strength, haust plume. Because each measurement is generally as-
sociated with a unique experiment at each laboratory,

The maximum thermal efficiency obtained with po- the major findings of the diagnostic measurements aretassium was about 909_. Thermal efficiency dat_ were
not reported directly for sodium; however, f,,,., the described along with the method.

• data that were presented it appears that the n_lximum

value was about 70 to 809 (Ref. 47). Although thermal 1. Visual observations. Perhaps the single diagnostic
efficiency data for lithium were not obtained, a lower tool that has been used most extensively in the study of

MPD thrustors is the visual or photographic observation of

12 the exhaust plume. The apparent size of the exhaust

IL t t_,_ g_N_O plume, as judged from the extent of the luminosity of

!2 _l --q _ --1.27om/i the exhaust, has been used to estimate the magnitude of
I MK R,4 dB X

entrained gas (Ref. 21). The variation of the intensity of
the luminosity, across the jet diameter as well as axially,

- f fX_._,,×_X has played an important role in the development of the
> theoretical models that have been proposed to describe

_" s _.,. ,,x,--_× the acceleration mechanism (Ref. 50). The plume is gen-
a:t _ L _ _..i cl {_.pA_=137 m/s erally described as a central, highly luminous core sur-

4 _'a. RA 0B\ Z ] " rounded by an annular region of lower intensity that is

RA:ANOOERADIUS: 15cm separated from the core by a darker region. The outlines

2- M = MOLECULARWEIGHT of the luminous regions have been correlated with the
field pattern of the external magnet to demonstrate that

o l I i i J J j the plasma follows the magnetic field lines (Ref. 24). A
; o o.osoo o._6oo 0.240o o.32oo similar correlation has been made with current paths and

MAGNETICFIEL0 8, Wb/m2 the visual appearance (Ref. ,t4). Visu_,l observation of
deviations from an a_ially symmetric pattern have been

FIB.34. Effect of magnetic field strength on ¢nodo power used to indicate interactions with the test environment;¢

i_i loss for sodium and potassium (from Fig. 6-32 of Ref. 47) (Ref. 16). The visual appearance is considered to be of
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sufficient importance by the group at Giannini that pho- /_--__

tographs of the plume, along with the meters registering ///N TURNS ""
\

thrust, current, etc., are nbtained for each test (Ref. 16). ROGOWSKICOIL \,
/ PER UNIT LENGTH _'

2. Currentdensities, Currentdensitiesintheexhaust _ _ _\_._a lplume have been determined by measuring the current- _f ,

induced magnetic fields. These measurements have been _'-'__!:_ _

made with both solid-state Hall-effect sensors (Fig. 35) /
(Ref. 25) and search coils (Fig. 36) (Ref. 40). The search /
coils consist of a number of turns of wire and re-

spond to changes in the magnetic flux intercepted by

the coil, whereas the Hall sensors give direct and con- \_,_,,.z/! _f_/"x,"-.. INTEGRATING CIRCUIT
tinuous indications of the magnetic fields. The magnetic _ /,75 ", --, e r- 7
fields induced by current loops in the plasma exhaust /"¢...'-,_"'-_ ", ;,_---_

" / "/. w t ',
are measured with the search coils by terminating the / ", \ __] "T _I ---J I
are current. The use of search coils appears to be more . /v TURNS// .," \TERMINATING k,_6"-_-_t,_t^,
suited to the measurement of Hall currents than the use - _,ESJSTOR ..............

of Hall-effect sensors because the fields induced by the Be COIL .._- OSCILLOSCOPE

Hall currents are superimposed on the much larger ap- // r

plied fields and are therefore difficult to detect with !

o _ /AXIS OF
I ./1" SYMMETRY

Hall probes. The search coil may be a short segment, or I / I
it may be made in the form of a loop called a Rogowski

Be_
coil, as shown in Fig. 36. The Rogowski coil measures _ _"_ /
the total net curront passing through the loop, and the \ /
measurement is independent of the distribution of the ",, /'

current within the loop.

Fig. 36. Rogowskicoil used by Avco-EvP,_tt to measure
current loopsin the exhaust of the MAARC (Ref. 40)

BORON

NITRIDE a. Axial and radial current. Hall-effect probes have

SHIELD'_ been used by Cann (Ref. 46) to measure axial current

8rkNNB 0 az _ densities in argon and by Powers (Re[. 25) to measure
INSULATION _ _ \ / both axial and radial c,lrrent densities in argon, amino-

,..-,..- . - ..._...... \"_._. ". _, - _ nia, nitrogen, and hydrogen. Patrick and Schneiderman
o _ t__=,,._'_----_) (Ref. 40) used a Rogowski coil to measure axial currentsH2

.... " ............. ", - -'-""-_,, in ammonia and used a segment of a Rogowski coil, , ,

t III1[ 'BORON NITRiOE SHIELD ,--.--_ _') coil, to measure axial currents in hydrogen. Nearly

all measurements that have been reported ihdicate the

O_.qcl_ existence of a central current-carrying core surrounded 11111 by an _'.nnular ,ath that carries current in the oppositeLLO- X direction. The measurements (Ref. 46) also indicate that
6V DC , j PE ]

]l}[i i HALLSENSORJ y[ SCO / both of the two current.carrying regions closely follow

AMPLIFIE
SIGNAL.I 1 IA'B the applied magnetic field lines. Large differences in the

U magnitude of the current are reported (Refs. 25 and 46).

-_-J Cann (Ref. 46) found nearly 100_ of the arc current

LINEARHYDRAULIC in the plume at 12 em downstream of the anode and over
ACTUATORAND 25C/, at 28 cm downstream. The current der_sity distribu-

REFERENCEPOTENTIOMETER tio.n is shown in Fig. 37, which is taken from Ref. 47.

Fig. 35. Hall-effect sensoruse_ to measure current Powers (Ref. 25) reports less than 15_ of the art current

den$i_/in exhctust plume (Ref. 25) at 5 cm downstream for both ammonia and argon and
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T T rT I r r_ b. Hall current. No detectable Hall currents were ob-
z7.5 ,_ - 1 "'- -X- served by Powers (Her. 25), who e_timated that a posi-

I ol )d tive measurement would be obtained at azimuthal
/

/ 02 / current densities of 1 A/em'-'. This estimate of the probe
/ ,/zr (104A/m)/ sensitivity provides an upper limit on the magnitude of

/ / the possible Hall currents and is compared with mea-

sured axial current densities of from 20 to 120 A/cm'-' onzz.5 _ the centerline. However, search coils placed against the
_" _ Jr o l / 7 anode face indicate that Hall currents may exist in a

/' "_>oz., // / gon. Similarly, Patrick (Ref. 40)found no indication of"' / IBI
e: --. / Hall currents in the exhaust plume of the hydrogen-fed

I "/zr / "\ / engine. The sensitivity of the coils used by Patrick was
,'r /_oi T _ _.... /tu esti,_x,ted to be sufficient to detect a current density of
t_tu 17.5 0.1 A/cm'-'. Using pickup coils, Hess et al. (Refs. 56 and 57)

\ 181=ool< and Hassan (Ref. 61) observed measurable Hall currents
In.

o ""d" _Loz / near the exit of an argon-fed MPD engine. The mag-
--. I l_)- / nitude of the Hall current is reported to be less than

j,,-/ /"'a: ' -_-/ _ 20_4 of the total arc current (Ref. 56).t--
tO
Z

_o IZ'_ It i _-0._/I \/_ _ Lovberg (Ref. 72)found the discharge of a low-
tm

\IBI =003 pressure pulsed MPD engine, operated on argon, tola.l

o \I/f,o /,z consist of a current "spoke" that rotated with a fre-

quency of about 30 kHz. No indications of Hall currents
_ _ 0.3 / were observed. Larsen (Ref. 80) has also found indica-J d," /
I---- --- tions of a rotating current "spoke" in a steady MPD/ -,/ z
I , /\ lel=o.lo (wb/m) engine.

[ / / \

• _ 1 The principal errors inherent in the measurements of

/ ANODERADIUS--0635em current densities are associated with the disturbance of
]O (+) the plume by the probe. These errors are discussed qual-

o o.oz 0.04 o.o6 o.oe o.lo o.lz ol4 itatively in the references cited above. Powers (Ref. 25)
states that the measurements represent lower limits to

RADIUSr,m the current densities, whereas £atrick (Ref. 40) suggests
the possibility that no current flows in the undisturbedFig.37. Axial and radial distributionsof axial current

densityand applied magneticfield (fromFig.6-62 of plume and that all the axial current measured may be a
Ref.47). Contoursof constantmagneticfield resu_:o[ the probe.

strengthare alsoshown
3. Velocity mea_rements. Considerable effort has I

been devoted to velocity measurements in the MPD ex-from 20 to 40_,4 for nitrogen and hydrogen at the same
station. The current leakage rate between the cathode haust. Accurate velocity measurements are of particular
and anode jets is reported to be 30 A/cm at 5 cm down- importance in verifying the reported engine performance.
stream and i0 A/cm at 17.8 cm. A sharp pinch of the
cathode jet, characterized by a greatly increased current Velocity measurements in MPD engines have been
density in a smaller area, was obser',ed when the mug- made by means of u x B probes (Refs. 21 and 56),
netic field was increased from 750 to 1500 G. Patrick Langmuir probes (Refs. 56 and 58), phototracer tech-
(Ref. 40) found less than 5_ of the total arc current in niques, and the measurement of doppler-shifted spectral
the hydrogen exhaust at 7.5 in. downstream and only lines (Ref. 52). The errors associated with each method
152_ of the arc current in ammolda. The results obtained are large, and, for sorae methods, the influence of rue-
in ammonia indicate no current leakage between the tors known to affect thr, measurements is not fully evalu-
anode jet and cathode jet in the first 7 in. downstream, ated at present.
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Other methods are also being pursued, including the Electrostatic probes have also been used to measure

use of electrostatic probes to measure the velocity of the velocity of both ion density and plasma potential
both ion density and plasma potential fluctuations in the fluctuations in the engine exhaust (Ref. 81), For both

engine exhaust (ReF. 81). Another promising method uti- methods, two probes are placed a known distance apart,

lizes an electronic shutter and Faraday cup arrangement with the line between the probes aligned parallel with
to measure ion velocities directly (Ref. 80). the exhaust axis, and the signals from both probes are

recorded as a function of time. The velocity of the ion

a. u × B probes. Plasma velocities are determined density fluctuations is determined by recording the satu-

with u × B probes by measuring the voltage induced rated ion currents, and the velocity of the potential flue-

between two probes as plasma of velocity u crosses an tuations is determined by recording the probe floating
: applied field B. The probes and magnet coils are gen- potential. The "signatures" of the traces obtained from

erally arranged so that a line between the probes and the upstream and downstream probes are similar but are

the vectors u and B are mutually perpendicular. To mini- displaced in time by an amount proportional to the

mize the effects of noise, contact potentials, and potential velocity of the fluctuations and the distance between
gradients existing in the plasma, alternating magnetic the probes. Results obtained by these methods will be
fields are used. Measurements in the exhaust of MPD published in the near future (Ref. 81).

engines have been reported by John (Ref. 21) and by
Brockman et al. (Ref. 56). Agreement with velocities cal- c. Phototracer techniques. Phototracer measurements

culated from thr_lst measurements with experimental of exhaust velocities of a lithium-hydrogen bipropellant

scatter of up to 50% is reported. A description of the accelerator are reported by ]acobs and Cann (Refs. 52

i_ probe used at AVSSD, and its use in a more well-defined and 53). This method consists of measuring the time of
plasma, is given by Malliaris (Ref. 82). flight of local fluctuations in the plasma light intensity

-_.' past two photomultiplier tubes placed a known distance
".._ The perturbing effects of the are currents that may apart in the axial direction. A lens is used with each tube
_: extend downstream to the probes are not known, to limit the radiation received to that emitted from a

well-dc_ined region, of about 2 cm in diameter, acrossb. Langmuir probes. Plasma velocities have been de- the exhaust jet. The light fluctuations are associated with

• i_ termined by Brockman et al. (Refs. 56 and 58) from the electron density fluctuations, which are assumed to
_ comparisons of the saturated ion current collected by a travel at the local plasma velocity. Radial profiles were

,_ probe aligned parallel with the flow direction and that obtained by making the measurements at a number of
collected by a probe, of the same area, aligned perpen- positions off the jet centerline at a fixed axial position.

i dicular to the flow. A further discussion of this method To measure the velocity of individual species, optical

is given in Ref. 83. The measurements were made in the bandpass filters were inserted into the light path to

exhaust plume of an argon-fueled MPD engine. For some limit the radiation received by the photomultiplier tubes
operating conditions, the velocity determined from the to the emission from a single species for each measure-

probe was in fair ._greement with the velocity inferred ment.
from the thrust measurement and indicated "excess" ve-

locities equal to about 1.25 times that expected from The centerline velocity was found to increase from
the arc voltage for the conditior_ of electrostatic accelera- r.bout 2.2 × 104 m/s at the exit plane to about 5.0 x 10_

i tion of the ions. The estimated uncertainty of the probe m/s at a position 118 cm from the exit plane. At the
measurement is reported to be about 25%. At other ll8-cm position, the axial velocity was essentially uni-

) operating conditions, the agreement with the thrust form from the centerline to a radius of 5 cm and then

measurement was very poor. decreased rapidly out to 10 em. The velocities of the
lithium atoms and ions were found to be nearly the same

The use of Langmuir probes to measure velocities and generally greater than that of the hydrogen. Agree-

requires knowledge of the electron temperature and ment with the velocities inferred from the thrust and

consequently is subject to all the errors associated with mass flow measurements was within 20%. A special

the measurement of electron temperatures with Lang- method was required to interpret the data because a
muir probes. The use of similar probes to measure flow large range of velocities was observed. The method used

velocities is also discussed by other authors (Refs. 84 was to examine a few hundred observations and to plot

and 85). the frequency of observing each veiocity as a function of
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the tir_e of f".ight of the light fluctuation between the the cathode tip, the measured pressure is associated with

photomultip!ier tubes. From the distribution so ob- a chamber pressure similar to that of a conventional
tained, the average velocity and the most probable ve- thermal arc jet. For those designs in which ti'e cathode

]ocity were determined. The wings of the distribution tip is flush with the anode face or extends dowa_.stream

curve, which has a fairly sharp peak, indicate the exis- of the anode, the measured pressure has a less definitive
tence of velocities, both larger and smaller, that differ meaning. One result of these measurements is the obser-

from the most probable velocity by a factor of from 4 vation that although a low pressure at the cathodt; (as

to 5. Indications of a radial profile of the velocities were compared with that existing ip conventional arc jets) is
obtained by making the measurements at a number of required to apply very large currents, greater stability of

off-centerline positions at a fixed axial position. The error the arc is afforded if the pressure is above a few tort.
associated with the velocity determination is given as

about 20_. The method used to evaluate the error was Because the pinch generated by the self-magnetic

not given, fields is expected to manifest itself as an increased pres-
sure along the jet centerline near the cathode tip, a

The velocities obtained from the phototracer tech- number of experiments have been conducted with a pres-

tuque, the doppler shift method (see below), and the sure tap located at the cathode tip (Refs. 7, 18, and 28).
thrust and mass flow measurements are stated to agree The.;e measurements yielded some of the earliest indi-

to within a factor of 2 (Ref. 52). cations of electromagnetic interaction (Ref. 17), and the
result, of one such expel'ment is shown in Fig. 38, which

d. Doppler shift of spectral line. Both axial and azi- is taken from Ref. 9. As the arc current was increased,

muthal velocities have been determined from doppler with no applied magnetic field, the chamber pressure
shifts of ionic spectral lines by the group at EOS (Ref. increased to a maximum value and then decreased, while

52). Atomic lines were not used because the line shift the cathode tip pressure continued to increase. Fig. 39,

was obscured by the stark broadening. The rotational taken from Ref. 27, shows that the tip pressure decreases

velocity measurements were made on a lithium-nitrogen when a magnetic field is applied. The results obtained
bipropellant accelerator and were confined to a narrow from cathode tip pressure measurements are discussed
region of the cathode jet where ion lines were visible, further in Section IV-B-1.
Lithium ions were not observed, but data were obtained

from N a number of impurity ions. The results in- 5. Spectroscopic measurements. Because of the exist-

dicated a rotational velocity of about 4000 m/s at a ing nonequilibrium conditions, spectroscopic measure-
radius of 1.9 mm at an axial position 5 cm downstream ments have not been used for quantitative studies of

of the exit. The axial velocities of lithium ions in a plasma properties in MPD devices. Rather, the speetro-

lithium-hydrogen accelerator were reported to be scopir r, ea.surements have been used chiefly to identify

(3-4-_2) × 10_ m/s. This result is compared with an species. However, an estimate of "he electron tempera-

average exhaust velocity of 5 × 104 m/s calculated from ture, on the basis of the identity of higbl.y ionized spe-
the thrust measurement, cies, has been made. Thus Brockman eta,. (Ref. 56) have

concluded that the electron temperature ranges from
The amount of shift was determined by comparison 10,000 to 40,000°K in the exhaust of an argon-fueled ac-

with a number of mercury lines, and the large experi- celerator because spectral lines from excited argon atoms

mental error is associated with variations in the scan and both singly and doubly ionized argon were ob-

r_,te of the monochromator used for the measurements, served. Additional discussions of the spectroscopic inca-
This source of error is expecto,! to be largely climinated surements at NASA Langley may be found in Ref. 86.

by using a lithium hollow-cathode discharge lamp :,s the

comparison source, instead of the mercury lamp. Spectroscopic observations cf the exhaust plume of the

AVSSD engine (Fig. 1) operated on ammonia have re-
4. Pressure measurements. Pressure measurements vealed spectral lines of H, N, NH, and N" as well as

somewhere in the discharge region are generally made weak molecular b_nds of l_itrogen. A comparison (Ref.

for those experiments designed primarily to obtain per- 66) of the intensity of the different species, at tLe high-

formance data. For some -agine designs in which the est value of specific impulse obtained for each magnetic
cathode is withdrawn from the anode exit and a defin- field strength used, indicates that the degree of ioniza-

able throat (usually in the anode) exists dowl,stream of tion increases with increasing field strength. At a field
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Fig. 38. Variation of the cathode tip pressureand the arc
chamber pressure as a function of the applied arc Fig. 39. Variation of the cathode tip pressure and the arc

current. The observed decrease in chamber chamber pressure of the AVSSDengine with increasFng

pressure was one of the earliest indications applied field strength (Ref. 27)
of electromagnetic interactions (from

Fig. 10 of ROf.9)
near the exhaust plane of an argon-fed MPD device (op-

erated without an applied magnetic field) were reportedstrength of 1400 G, the spectra were dominated by very

intense N +radiation and the hydrogen Balmer series with by Ke;ly (Ref. 87). The spectroscopic observations were

no indication of molecular spectra. At 1000 G N' and H made air, n7 n p]ame diamet._r and indicated a tempel,,-
ture of about 18,000*K. In later exper!ments (Ref. 88) onspectra were still dominant, but the intensi_y ot the spec-
the same engine and at comparable operating conditions,tra of N and Nil had increased o_er that ,)bselved at

1400 G. The only intense lines at 600 C were the hydro- lateral profiles of the intensities of the argon II lines

gen Balmer series, and the Nil lines were more intense were obtained and inverted through the use of Abel's
transformation to obtain the radial distribution of the

than the N" lines. Although these n_ea,:'urements cannot
be used to obtain a quantitative determination of the local emission. The results indicated a relatively flat

degree ot ionization, the results demonstrate that corn- temperature profile, over the region of strong ion line

plete ionization did not occur at the operating conditions emission, of approximately 17,000 to _0,000*K. The tern-
that existed, perature so determined was tentatively equated to the

electron temperature on the basis of the apparent Boltz-
Spectroscopic de#erminations of the ion excitation tem- mann distribation of the excited levels of the argon ions.

perature, using the relative intensities of argon II lines, However. other measurements indicated that highly
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nonequilibrium conditions existed in the plume. It is also Ilowever, the MAARC was operated on a thrust stand in
noted that the exhaust plume was only slightly ionized the AVSSD facility (see Part V, Section I-A-l),

(h.ss than 10',;) and therefore not comparable to the

conditions that probaldy existed in the plume of most of Thrust density profiles of a nitrogen-fueled engine
the devices discussed in this survey, similar to the X-2C engine (Fig. 1) were measured by

Malliaris (Ref. 28) ',,'ith a blm,t-tipped impact-pressure
6. Thrust density. Thrust density profiles in the ex- tube. The measurem;,i,ts were made at an axial position

haust of MPI) engines have been measured both with 0.5 in. downstream of the anode exit plane for various

impact-pressure tub,'s and with small thrust targets. A values of the arc current with no applied magnetic field.
.schematic of the thrust plate, or pu: probe, used by Pat- For the conditions of the experiment, the c_)llision mean

rick (Refs. 39 and 40) to obtain the performance data free path was estimatett to be smaller than the probe

reported for the MAARC is shown in Fig. 40. An ex- diameter (0.5 in.), and for most operating conditions a

_mple of the' data obtained with the pu'-' probe is shown detached bow shock was obse: "ed. The static pressure at
in Fig. 41, taken from Ref. 40. Total thrust is obtained the probe was assumed to be equal to the ambient tank

from each thrust density profile by integrating the ex- pressure. The off" profiles obtained by Malliaris reveal
pression increasing peak values at the jet centerline, relative to

the average value of puT, as the arc current was increased

_: from 1000 to 2500 A. This resu!t was interpreted to in-

T = 2= J pu"r dr (22) dicate increasing acceleration by self-magnetic field_.
" The thrustor was mounted on a thrust stand, and simul-

where R is the radius at which the thrust density is taneous measurements of the total force were made and
negligible. As may be seen from Fig. 41, the magnitude compared with the integrated thrust density profiles, !

of the applied field has a pronounced influence on the Very good agreement was obtained.

put profiles. At higher vah_es of the applied magnetic

field, the profile was found to be strongly "pinched" 7. Mass ]lux. Mass flux probes were used by Patrick
toward the cenh,rline, with an accompanying decrease (Refs. 39 and 40) to measure pu profiles in order to de-

termine the amount of entrained gas in the accelerator
in total thrust. This indicates the existence of an opti-

mum value of chc at,'p_ied magnetic field (Ref, 40). The exhaust and to calculate density and velocity profiles

measured reactive force on the engine was not directly when used with the result obtained with the pu" probe.

compared with the results obtained with the pu'-' probe. A schematic of the mass flux probe is shown in Fig. 42.

s
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Fig. 40. Schematicdrawing of the probe used to rneasuru Fig. 41. Profi|_sobtained with the pu=probe in the
the thrust profiles in the MAARC experiments exhaust of the Avco-Everott MAARC operated

(from Fig. 5 of Ref. 40) on hydrogen (from Fig. 31 9f I%f. 40)
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Fig. 42. Schematic diagram of the pu probe used in the MAARC (from Fig. 9 of kef. 40)

:-,_ The results obtained with ammonia are more difficult A l/thium-deposition probe for the d_.-rmination o£
' to interpret than thnse that have been (,L:.amed with the local lithium mass flux in _e exhaust of the alkali
..;_- hydrogen, because of the generally unkno,_n composition metal accelerator has been made b_' EOS (Bef. 52). The
'_ of the exhaust products as they recombine to form N_, m_asurement is based upon the time rRe of chenge of
_ H_, and NH:,. The possibility of relating th,_ composition electrical resistance of a _.x;ntinuouslydefoe,sited layer o[

of the exhaust to the pu probe measurements was men- li_hiu,n metal upon a._ insulating subst. _t_,.No data had
tioned (see fief. 40). been repor:.-d at the time of this writing;.

• $:.
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Part IV. Theory

I. Introduction quencies and cross-sections for the various rate processes,
as wel i, ,_ the interior electromagnetic field configura-

The theory of the acceleration processes that occur in tions, must be assumed or estimated.
the MPD arc and the mechanism by which the energy
is transferred from the electric fields to the plasma are

poorly understood at the present time. A comprehensive The approach to the development of an analytical
theoretical analysis is much too difficult to accomplish model of the acceleration process has followed one of
because of the very complicated and nonlinear interac- two paths. One is to examine the trajectories of the indi-
tions of the fluidmechanic and electromagnetic forces vidual particles in a postulated environment of the MPD
and such rate processes as ionization and interparticle exhaust and from this to infer the collective motion of

energy transfer. Unfortunately, the existing experimental the particles that produce the experimental observations.
data are inadequate to be. used as a basis for the con- The other, which generally follows a macroscopic ap-
struction of a realistic analytical model because most of proach, is to construct a model based on one or more
the measurements were obtained from tests designed to acceleration mechanisms that are described for idealized

yield performance data. In general, the gross operating conditions and proposed as the dominant, although con-
characteristics of total arc voltage, thrust, and electrode siderably modified from the idealized description, mech-
losses were obtained as a function of the controllable anism in the MPD engine. None of the proposed theories

variables of propellant type and feed rate, arc current, demonstrate sufficient agreement with the experimental
and the strength of the applied magnetic field, Although observations to be generally accepted by the various
an increasing emphasis on diagnostic measurements is groups actively working with the engine. This is perhaps
evident, the most frequently used diagnostic tool is the best exemplified by the present existence of theories in
visual observation of the exhaust plume. As a result, the which the dominant acceleration process is either elec-

parameters necessary for a theoretical analysis, such as tromagnetic or electrothermal, as well as the debate con-
particle densities and temperatures and collision fre- cerning the role (and even the existence) of Hall currents.
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l
It should b(. noted that the experimental observations from the electric fit.ld to tile heavy particles. Ill the elee-

on which tile theories are t;ased were obtained from on- trothermal process, energy is gained from tile field by

gines that, although simil:_r in the general configuration, tile electrons, which carry nearly all of the current, and

do have different geometrics. It is very difficult to ewdu- transferred to the heavy particles by collisions to pro-
ate tile significance of these differences, although the duce a very-high-temperature plasmt_. Because the pri-

geometry apparently does affect the engine performance, mar)" energy addition in the electromagnetic process is

This is evident, for example, frem the frequently reported tile result of a directed body force, tile high temperatures
two-mode operation which, in at least one instance (Ref. associated with electrothermal expansion can be partially

37), was found to depend on a factor associated with the avoided.

engine geometry. Furthermore, the propellants were gen-

erally different. Thus an electrothermal m_del has been For some high magnetic field condit",ms, in which the

proposed for operation with cesium (Ref. o4) and electro- ions are postulated to carry the applied ,'ucrent. the ions
magnetic models for operation with lithium (Refs. 44, 47, gain kinetic energy directly from the electric field. An

and 51). On tile other hand, both electrothermal (Ref. 15) ion can gain a significant amount of kinetic energy di-
and electromagnetic mechanisms (Refs. 14 and 15j have rectly from the electric field only if the electrons are

been proposed as dominant processes in hydrogen accel- constrained from moving along the electric field by the

erators. Another important complication that deters a action of a magnetic field. In a collisionless plasma, in

hasic understanding is the unknown degree to which in- which there is no component of the magnetic field paral-
teractions with the test environment modify the experi- lel to the electric field, the electron motion is a revolution

mental observations. Some effort (Refs. 26 and 49) has about the magnetic field lines superimposed on a drift in
heen devoted to predicting the arc characteristics if en- the E x B direction (Ref. 90). The conduction current is

trainment of ambient gas into the acceleration region then carried by the ions and, because of the large mass

occurs, of the ions, large electric fields are required to accelerate

the ions to the velocities that are necessary to conduct
Generally, the ionization process is not included in the the applied current. The ion motion is also a rotation

proposed models. Rather, it is assumed that the neces- about the magnetic field line superimposed on a drift in

sary amount of ionization, usually complete first ioniza- the E × B direction; however, the ion gyro radius is
lion, has already occurred at the point where the analysis much larger than that of the electron, and if the dimen-
of the acceleration process begins, ttowever, there are sion across which _he current is to be conducted is small

analyses that are concerned primarily with the discharge compared with the ion gyro radius, the ions essentially
region and with the arc operating characteristics. Two of follow the electric field lines.
these analyses (Refs. 29, 39, and 40) are described in

Section II-C-2. h_. addition, a preliminary discussion and For strong fields and near the collisionless limit, the

some initial results of an analysis, in which rate processes electron trajectory is displaced in the direction parallel

play a dominant role, of the -tischarge region is reported to the electric field an average of one gyro radius when

in Ref. 29. A more complete description of this analysis an electron collides with another particle. _lqaus, frequent
will be published in the near future (Ref. 89). electron collisions result in an electron conduction cur-

As noted above, both electromagnetic and electrother- rent along the electric field, an__ _ measure of the effec-
tiveness of the magnetic field iIL preventing electronmal acceleration mechanisms have been proposed to

describe the thrust production of MPD engines. The conduction current is the ratio of the electron gyro fre-
thrust in the electromagnetic mechanisms is the result of quency to the electron collision frequency. This ratio,

Lorentz forces that act to accelerate (or compress) the which is frequently expressed as o,r, where o_is the gyro
propellant, and in the electrothermal mechanism the frequehcy and r is the average time between collisions,

is the Hall parameter. When the Hall parameter is muchthrust results from the expansion of thermally heated

plasma. The expansion of the electrothermally heated greater than unity, the electron motion is affected more

plasma is postulated to occur through a magnetic nozzle by the magnetic field than by collisions, and the elee-
in which electromagnetic forces act to channel the trons drift in the E X B direction to produee the Hall
plasma flow. current. If o,r is much less than unity, many collisions

occur in the time it would take the electrons to complete

One factor that determines which of the two processes one gyration and the electrons move along the potential
is dominant is the method by which energy '_ transferred gradient relatively unimpeded by the magnetic field.
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When collisi_ms are frequent, the energy gained by the rameters, the integration can be carried out for only eer-

electrons may be effectively randomized and transferred tain special cases for which detailed descriptiol_s of all

to the ions as thermal energy. Thus the magnitude of o,r local conditions are not required. In view of the diffi-
is an indication of which process may be expected to be culty of obtaining general analytic solutions, the various

m6,t important. On a macroscopic scale, the power dis- mechanisms have been examined in a qualitative manner
sipated per ,._,dt volume of plasma as thermal energy is to obtain some insight into the arc operation and, for

given by 1"/_, wh_,c _r is the plasma conductivity. The certain idealized conditions, to predict some of the en-

electromagnetic powt_ per unit volume is given by gine operating characteristics.
V. (J × B), where V is the plasma velocity. A comparison

of these two terms would ,,ield information as to which In a cylindrical coordinate system, the macroscopic

energy transfer process, electrothermal or electromag- force components are in the axial direction to produce

netic, is dominant. The local values of the parameters the required thrust directly, in the radial direction to
needed for this calculation are not generally known, confine and compress the plasma, and in the azimuthal !

direction to impart rotational kinetic energy. In the dis- i
cussion that follows, the unit vectors in the three direc- !
tions are indicated by e:, e_, and e0, respectively. A

II. Electromagnetic Acceleration Mechanisms schematic diagram of an MPD accelerator and the cylin-

Electromagnetic acceleration mechanismz have been drical coordinate system is shown in Fig. 43. The relative

described both on a microscopic scale, in which the tra- importance of the different components in producing

jectories of the charged particles are examined, and the thrust depends on the relative magnitude of the

more commonly, on a macroscopic scale, in which the applied a,'c current and the applied magnetic field.

collective motion of the plasma is considered. The mo- These components will be described (1) for arc operation
tion of individual particles in the environment that may with a large applied current and no external field and

be expected in the discharge region of the MPD arc has (2) for operation with small current and a strong applied
been discussed by ]ahn (Refs. 14 and 15). For a cam- magnetic field.

pletely ionized hydrogen plasma, the orbits of the elec-
trons and ions are examined as _, function of the Hall A. MPD Engine Operation With No External

parameter and of the relative magnitude of the ion gyro Magnetic Field

radius to a characteristic dimension, the interelectrode When the MPD engine is operated with no applied

spacing of the engine. The current conduction and thrust magnetic field, the electromagnetic accelerating force

production processes are then deduced from the ex- results from the interaction of the applied current v¢ith

pected collective motion of the particles for a postulated the self-induced magnetic field. The components of the
model of the discharge for which the particle density and electromagnetic force on a unit volume of plasma are
temperature profiles are assumed and a simplified cur- J,Boe, and J,Boe:, where J,, and J_ are the local axial and

rent density distribution is used. Because the Hall pa- radial components of the applied arc current and Bo is
rameter and the ion gyro radius depend on the opeiating the azimuthal magnetic field induced by the applied

parameters of arc current and the externally applied current. The radial force component compresses the

magnetic field strength, the analysis can be conveniently plasma and thereby increases the pressure along the cen-

divided into two operating conditions: operation with or terline. Useful thrust is obtained from this component

without an externally applied magnetic field, by the expansion of the propellant with the reactive

force exerted on the engine as a pressure force on the
On a macroscopic scale, the orientation of the tampa- cathode tip. The axial component, J,B,e,, produces use-

nents of the J × B body force has been used to classify ful thrust directly.

the electromagnetic acceleration process into a number

of identifiable mechanisms. In principle, the total elec- I. Maeroscopie description. A simple analytical ex-

tromagnetic force exerted on the propellant can be de- press[on relating the thrust F, produced by self-induced
termined by integrating this force over the volume of electromagnetic forces and the total arc current I has

the discharge region. However, because of the lack of been derived for aecelerato_ operation w_thout an ex-

knowledge of the local plasma properties and the inabil- ternally applied magnetic field (Refs. 21, 47, and 91).

ity to relate, for example, the current density distribution This expression, which does not depend on either the
within the plasma to the controllable are operating pa- current distribution within the plasma or the local plasma
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i Fig.43. Schematicof anMPDengine
properties, but does depend on the current distribution plasm_ properties. Near _he cathode tip, the Hall param-
at the electrode surfaces, is given by eter is large, and the electrons tend to spiral axially

( _) outward with little cross-field migration. Electron con-

_oI_" r," duction across the induced magnetic field lines occurs
F, = _- 0.75 + In (23) at some downstream position where o_Tis smaller and

collisional effects become more important. The extent of

the current protrusion into the downstream plume de-
for a uniform cun'ent distribution at the cathode over pends on the strength of the induced field, and, there-
an area equal to fire2, al_.dby fore, on the magnitude of the applied arc current. The

trajectories of the ions also depend on the magnitude of

_I'_ (0.50 + In ra) the applied current. At Iow current levels, the ion gyroF, = _- \ _ (24) radius is large compared with the electrode gap, and the
ions are very weakly affected by the magnetic fields. At

if the current enters the cathode through a thin annular high current levels, the ion gyro radius is reduced and
ring of radius rc. In both expressions, r, is the anode there can be significant bending of the ion trajectories,
radius at which the current enters, particularly near the cathode tip, where the induced

magnetic field is the largest. Th;.s process tends to pro-
tect the cathode from destructive ion bombardment and

This mechanism was first discussed by Maecker (Ref. is suggested by Jahn as a possible reason that very high
91) and has been applied to MPD thrustors by John (Ref. currents may be drawn from the electrodes in MPD de-
18) and others (Refs. 9.8 and 47). It is frequently referred vices. In an application discussed by Stratton (Ref. 92), it

to as the "Maeeker effect," or by the terms "pumping" is suggested that the axial turning of the ion orbit is the

and %lowing," as originally used by Maecker, to dis- mechanism by which the thrust is produced. This re-
tinguish the radial and axial components, respectively, quires large magnetic fields, and, as a consequence, the

electrons are constrained to spiral outward along the jet
t. Paetlcle v@wpoint. In the analysis presented by centerline and the _rrent is conducted across the elec-

Jahn (Ref. 14), the electron motion through_ut the dis- trode gap by the ions. One consequence of the mech-
charge region is examined as a function of the local anism suggested by Stratton is that the arc voltage must
values of the Hall parameter _v that are calculated for an be sufficient to accelerate the ions to the final exhaust
assumed current density distribution and for assumed velocity.
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The thrust production mechanisms that are associated induced forces is independent of the distribution of Jz

with the various values of o,r are discussed by Jahn in a and is given by Eq. (28):
qualitative manner. Jahn points out that the integrated

effect of the thrust-producing interactions can be easily f-':

derived from the macroscopic approach and is given by F = 27r/,, ._P(r) r dr = _t----L°12 (28)the expression presented here zs Eq. (23) or (24). 87r

3. Experimental results. The total thrust exerted on John (Ref. 18) and Malliaris (Ref, 28) have correlated

the accelerator includes a c_ntribution from aerod_alamic the observed accelerator performance with Eqs. (23) and

forces in addition to the electromagnetic forces and is (27). The experiments were conducted in accelerators of

usually expressed (Ref. 18) as the sum of two terms: similar geometry; however, John used a weak external
field, with hydrogen as the propellant, whereas Malliaris

F_ = CFAtP_ + F, (2,5) used no external field, with nitrogen as the propellant.
John assumed the thrust coefficient to be unity, but _

where CF is a thrust coefficient, At is the anode throat Malliaris found poor correlations between the experi- '_

cross-sectional area, and Po is the arc chamber pressure, mental results and l'redicted performance ff a value of _

The electromagnetic thrust due to self-fields, F_, is given unity for Cr was used. Consequently, Malliaris deter- .[_
by Eq. (23) or Eq. (24). Direct comparison of experimen- mined CF experimentally from the data obtained at low ,;;

tal results and the predicted thrust is contingent upon current levels where the electromagnetic contributions 7_
separation of the electromagnetic and aerodynamic con- to the total thrust were small. The empirically determined "_.
tributions to the total thrust, value of CF wa:; found to be a very weak function of cur- _:_

rent at low current and was assumed to remain constant

Part of the thrust expressed by Eq. (23) is the result of at the higher current levels. The thrust coefficient did _

a radial compression that produces a pressure increase depend on the feed rate, and a different coefficient was :
on the cathode tip. An expression may be derived (Ref. used for each of the several feed rates of the experi-
28) that relates the area across which the current enters ments (see Part V, Section II-B-1).

the cathode, with the pressure at the cathode tip. This

area, which is equal to _r_ is referred to as the cathode There were some differences in the results reported by

spot (Ref. 18). For negligible gas flow in the radial di- John and by Malliaris. These diffe: et:ces can possibly be
rection, and in the absence of external fields, the radial attributed both to the presence of an external magnetic

component of the Lorentz force is balanced by a radial field in John's experiments and to the difference in the
pressure gradient given by thrust coefficient. John found F, to depend on the cur-

rent to the 1.6 power, whereas Malliaris found that the

?p thrust correlated with I z according to the predicted rela-
- _ = J,Bo (26) tion and could be expressed as F, = 6 I_ g (force) with

_: _r I expressed in kiloamperes. Malliaris found r_ to be a
_ weak function of both fi_ and I that varied from 4.0 to

_ For an assumed uniform distribution of J_ at the eath- 5.7 ram. Equation (24) was evaluated using 5.0 mm for
ode tip, Eq. (26) may be integrated, after relating Bo to r_ and the anode throat radius, 6.2 mm, for r_, and was

J: by Maxwelrs equations, to yield found to be F, = 7.3 12 g (force). (For the same values

of r_ and r_, the predicted coefficient of 12, evaluated by

LxP= _tt°l" (27) Eq. (23) for uniform current distribution at the cathode,
47r'-'r_ is about 9.9.) At I equal to 2500 A, the electromagnetic

contribution to the total thrust varied from 14_ at a
_; where AP, the cathode overpressure, is the difference in nitrogen feed rate of 40 mg/s to 60_ at a feed rate of

_ pressure at the cathode tip and in the arc chamber. The 10 mg/s. John reportc_ smaller values of rc that varied
_ cathode spot radius is calculated from Eq. (27) using from 2.3 mm at 1000 A to 3.5 mm at 2500 A but was un-

_' measured values of AP and the arc current, and then able to correlate the experimental data with as simple a
_. used to compare the experimental and predicted values relation as Eq. (23). John also reported a 40% decrease

_, of the coefficient of I_ in Eq. (23) or (24). The contribu- in the measured thrust when the pressure tap was lo-
tion to the thrust from this (radial) portion of the self- cated at the cathode tip, whereas Malliaris found no
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noticeable difference in the thrust when the engine was identified and discussed by Hess (Ref. 54), Ellis (Ref. 93),

operated with or without the pressure tap. and others (Refs. 94 and 95). Some of the high points
of these discussions, plus the analysis from the particle

The influence of an external magnetic field on the cath- viewpoint presented by Jahn (Ref. 14), are described in

ode tip overpressure was also investigated by Malliaris the following sections.

(Ref. 27). At fixed arc current and feed rate, the tip

pressure was found to decrease with increasing magnetic I. Macroscopic description. Both the applied magnetic
field while the arc chamber pressure increased as shown field a'ad the applied current have axial and radial corn-

in Fig. 39. At values o_ B greater than about 1500 G, the ponents only. The Lorentz force associated with :ne

cathode overpressure was negative for all values of I and applied current is in the azimuthal direction and may
increased in magnitude as the current was increased, be expressed as the sum of the two terms ]_P..e, and

]:B_e_. This force is in the same direction for both the

Malliaris (Ref. 27) suggests that the decrease and re- electrons and the ions which try to move across the mag-
"_1versal in sign of _P as B is increased is the result of the neti(: h.,d Fnes, in opposite directions, under the influ-

following mechanism: The incoming propellant is ionized ence. of the local electric field. The torque exerte-1 on

upstream of the cathode tip, and, because of the geom- the plasma as a result of this force can be evaluated
etry of the electrodes, is forced into the interelectrode (Refs. 16 and 42) because the integral involving the

region with considerable radial velocity across the axial Lorentz force is independent of the current density dis-

componer.t of the applied magnetic field. The motion of ,ribution within the plasma as well as the local plasma

the plasma across the magnetic field lines induces an properties and is given by
azimuthal current 1, that is proportional to the field c

strength, the plasma conductivity, and the radial velocity Torque = / r × (l X B)dv (29)
component. The resultant I,orentz force, J_ × B=, is pro-

, portional to B _ in the outward radial direction and is

: hldependent of the direction of the applied field. Thus, where r is the radius of the volume element dv on which

in the presence of an external magnetic field, a force the electromagnetic force acts. The integral depends on
exists to oppose the compression of the self-induced the currcfit distribution at the electrode surfaces, but
fields. In the experiments conducted by Malliaris, this has a minimum value given by (Ref. 16)
force is sufficient to produce negative cathode overpres-
sures at all current levels if the external field exceeds

I _c.

about 1500 G. Torque [,_,, = - 2 (30)

The experimental results reported by MaUiaris demon-
where I is the arc current and _,_ is the magnetic fluxstrate the difficulty of separating the various contribu- contained in the minimum annular area between the

tions to the total measured thrust. The results obtained
cathode and anode. This minimum value is obtained for

with an applied magnetic field indicate that a simple the particular current distribution at the electrodeaddition of the individual contributions is evidently in-
correct, surfaces in which the current enters the cathode through

a thin annular ring of a radius equal to that of the

B. MPD EngineOperation With a Strong Externally cathode and leaves the anode at the anode throat. Any
Applied Ntagnet_t Field other current distribution, such as a uniform distribution

over the cathode tip, would result in a greater quantity

When the MPD engine is operated with a strong ex- of flux being cut by the current and, consequently, in

ternally applied magnetic field, the arc voltage is in- a greater torque.
creased and the engine is g_nerally operated at a lower
current than when no magnetic field is applied. In the For a nonviscous plasma, the torque can be equated

iimit that the magnetic field induced by the applied cur- to the rate of change of angular momentum of the pro-

rent is much less than the magnitude of the applied pellant and to the reactive torque on the engine itself.
field., the acceleration is by forces that result from the The mag_.itude of the r_st,ttional kinetic energy of the

interaction of the cpplied magnetic field and either propellant depends on th._. current distribution within

the applied or induced current. Two thrust-prodl_cing the plasma and has been calculated for assumed distri-
mechanisms that result from these hlteractions have been butions (Refs. lfl and 50).
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To produce useful thrust, the kinetic energy o._ rota- electron-ion drag that accompanies the flow of Hall
tion must be recovered as directed kinetic energy in the currents. Thus, electron-ion collisions result partly in

axial d;rection. It is suggested (Ref. 50) that this occurs dissipation (heating) and partly in the transfer of

iJl the expansion through a magnetic nozzle in which azimuthal momentum. If a significant portion t;f the

the tangential v(locity must decrease as the radius of current is conducted by electrons, the voltage require-
the rotation increases to conserve angular momentum ment to achieve a given acceleration, which is imposed
and that the decrease in tangential velocity must be when only ions conduct the applied current, is relaxed.

accompanied by _'n increase in the velocity in the axial Furthermore, the applied current and the propellant
direction to conserve ]:inetic energy. The process of feed rate are uncoupled.

converting rotational kinetic energy to directed kinetic
energy in a magnetic nozzle has been discussed by, for A second mechanism that has been proposed for MPD

example, Rosciszewski (Ref. 96) and Treat (Ref. 15). engine operation w_th a strong applied magnetic field
is Hall acceleration. For this mechanism, the indued

From a more detailed examination of this mechanisan, Hall currents discussed above interact with the applied

a minimum arc voltage has beer, predicted (Ref. 57) for magnetic field to pre_luce force components JoB_e: and

certain limiting operating conditions as a result of the IoB..e_, which yield directed thrust and containment,
"trapping" of the electrons, by the magnetic field, into respectively. An accelerator in which this mechanism is

circular orbits about the jet centerline. Because of their dominant is called a Hall current accelerator, and a i
low mass, the electrons are accelerated more easily than number of accelerators (Refs. 32, 42, and 57) have been

are the ions, and the resulting azimuthal flow of elec- designed to maximize the containment and acceleration

trons, relative to the ions, forms current loops that close effects of the Hall currents. Like the spinning mecha-
on themseh,es and constitute the induced Hall current nism discussed above, tlall acceleration also requires that

J_. In the limit of few collisions, i.e., large o,r, there is the arc voltage be sufficient to accelerate the ions to

little cross-field migration of the electrons, and large their exhaust velocity, and the ions are the principal

electric fields are required to conduct the applied arc current carriers.
current. Appreciable current condl,c*ion by the ions is

then possible. If the ions carry all tSe arc current, the Although a rigorous calculation of the distribution of

electrical energy is transferred directly to the ions from Hall currents has proved to be a very difficult task, some !
the electric field. In terms of the observable arc charac- qualitative obse_'vations (Refs. 14, 50, and 62) on the

teristics, the consequences of current conduction by the magnitude of the induced Hall current have been made.

ions are, first, that the total arc voltage must be The maximum azimuthal velocity that the electrons can
attain is the drift velocity', which is equal to the localsufficient to accelerate the ions to the velocity necessary

to produce the observed thrust, and, second, that the value of the ratio E/B. Because the ions drift in the same

propellant feed rate and the arc current are coupled, direction, the ion motion tends to decrease the Hall
This coupling occurs because the feed rate must be current. If the ion velocity also reached the maximum

sufficient for the ionized propellant to carry the applied value, which is the same for both the ions and the
current, electrons, Hall currents would cease to exist.

This mechanism has also been discussed for conditions 2. Particle viewpoint. Jahn's analysis (Ref. 14) of MPD

at which both the electrons and the ions conduct the arc operation with an external B field is, like his analysis

applied current (Ref. 47). From the macroscopic point of arc operation with no applied field, for a fully ionized

of view, the identity of the current carriers is of no hydrogen plasma with an assumed particle density and
consequence when the effects of the J × B body force temperature profiles. The magnetic fields induced by
are evaluated, ttowever, it is of interest to examine the the are current are assumed to be small relative to the

mechanism by which the energy gained by the electrons applied fields, and the local values of the Hall parameter
is transferred to the ions in the form of kinetic energy, and the ion gyro radius are calculated for a specified

In a linear device the electrons cannot "outrun" the ions magnetic field pattern.
in the flow direction because a charge separation which

would result will produce local fields to pull the ions When a strong external field is applied, the Hall
along. Cann (Ref. 50) has suggested that the mechanism parameter is larg: near the anode as well as near the

by which the energy is transferred to the ions is the cathode tip, and th,_ region of large wr exists further
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downstream than when only self-induced magnetic which would r( .:ult from including neutral particles and
fields are present. As a consequence, the current loops considering the magnetic field gradients, a more real-
extend a greater distance downstream before collisions i, tic model, such as might be deduced from more
become effective and the electron conduction current complete diagnostic measurements, should be available.
can cross the magnetic lines. Beea,'_se the applied field
has only radial and axial components, the direction of For exhaust plume conditions very similar to those
the electron drift is azimuthal, and, for a sufficiently postulated by Jahn, Rosciszewski (Ref. 96) reasoned that
strong field, the ida gyro radius near the electrodes is azimuthal currents result from the fact that ions, having
much less than the electrode gap. The ion motion is a much larger gyroradius, fall into the region closer to
also an azimuthal drift in the same directior as that the axis. Therefore they have a larger angular velocity
of the electrons. For a completely ionized hydrogen than the electrons, and a net current in the azimuthal
plasma, Jahn (Ref. 14) concludes that both the ions and direction results.
the electrons can approach the limiting E/B velocity
and therefore the Hall currents are negligible. 3. Simplified analytical models and comparison with

experimental remits. A simple formula relating the
From these considerations the macroscopic description thrust of the MPD engine to the controllable operating

of the electron current is two rotating coaxial shells of parameters when a magnetic field is applied, comparable
spiraling electrons with the electron current that em- to the formula obtained when only self-induced fields
anates from the cathode region flowing down the are present (Eq. 23), has not been derived. While the
eenterline cylinder, crossing the ma[_etie field line at expression for the minimum torque exerted on the
some downstream position by collisional processes, and plasma, Eq. (30), is of general validity, the method and
returning to the anode in the outer shell, again in a the efficiency of the conversion of the tangential
region of high o,r. Ions also conduct current across the velocities into axial velocity is still speculative. The
field lines, but for the particular conditions considered, effectiveness of Hall acceleration depends critically on
Jahn concludes that the ion conduction would occur at tt,e magnitude and distribution of the Hall currents. The
approximately the same downstream position ,_:; th_ l,,ck of a convincing analytical description of the Hall
electron cross-field conduction, and, consequently, would c.urrents is made obvious by the speculation of the very
not appreciably affect the distance that the current existence of Hall currents in anything but negligible

;' extended into the downstream region. Since the ions amounts. The general applicability of the limiting con-

_ carry the mass of the system, the total effect is swirling ditions, discussed earlier, of ion current conduction and
motion of the gas as a whole, the subsequent voltage requirements is evidently not

supported by the experimental observations.
In the absence of both self-f_eld effects and any sub-

stantial Hall currents, there is no mechanism in Jahn's Detailed calculations on analytical models are few
analysis that imparts streamwise momentum to the and, when attempted, are greatly simplitied by the
plasma. Thus, the analysis leaves unanswered the ques- numerous assumptions necessary to make the problem
tion of how useful thrust is obtained. To account for tractable. "llaree such models for the MPD engine have
the observed thrust, Jahn suggests that the concen- been examined by the group at EOS (Refs. 44, 47, and

_, trie, swirling cylinders of plasma act as extensions to 51). Some detailed calculatious on an electromagnetic
the material electrodes and may provide a better en- model that describes primarily the ionization process and

i vironment for electrothermal or self-induced magnetic its influence on the operating characteristics have also
acceleration been made the at Avco-Everett (Refs. 39 andand, further, that the magnetic nozzle by group
improves the exhaust profile and the electrothermal 40). Before these models are discussed, some of the
recovery efficiency, experimental observations pertinent to the properties of

the models are listed.

The limitations of the analysis, as noted by Jahn, are
that gross assumptions of the plasma properties, current a. Experimental observations. Most of the available
distributions, and field configurations were necessary experimental data on the MPD thrustor were obtained

*._ for the simplified model which was applicable only for from tests designed to yield performance data, namely
a completely ionized plasma. Jahn suggests that before the specific impulse and overall efficiency. However,
more complicated calculations are made, such as that an increasing emphasis on diagnostic measurements,
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which are discussed in Part III, Section VII-C, iias (12) Evidence of swirling of the exhaust plume has

produced some valuable information. In spite of the been reported.

many differences in the performance _t the various (13) The modification of many of the observations

engines, using the same or different propellants, there above by extraneous interactions with tht test en-

are a number of characteristics that, to some degree, vironment is suspected.
appear to be fairly common. These similarities, as well

as some _Jxceptions and reservations, are listed below, b. Analytical models. The first of the three models

(1) The overall efficiency increases as the specific proposed by EOS (Ref. 44) that are discussed in this
impulse increases, report emphasizes pure Hall acceleration as the major

thrust-producing mechanism. From the visual appearance(2) The measured thrust increases with _ncreasing arc
current, of the exhaust plume of the hydrogen-fueled engine, !

shown in Fig. 4, plus some diagnostic measurements in-

(3) The arc voltage increases with the applied mag- dicating that current loops extend into the plume, Cann
netic field, concluded that the accelcratic,n occurs in the down-

(4) The thrust depends on the magnitude of the stream region of the discharge, outside the engine itself. _"

applied magnetic field at low fields but is inde- The main feature._ of this model are given below and are
pendent at some higher values. Optimum field sketched in Fig. 44.

strengths, above which the performance is de-

graded, have also been reported (Refs. 40 and 65). One primary objective of the calculations was to ob-
tain expressions for the local values of the Hall currents

(5) The thrust cannot be correlated with the arc and the radial magnetic fields. Although a full set of

voltage. In particular, velocities greater than that equations was written to describe the process, an ap-
which would result from accelerating the ions proximate solution was obtained for one special case

through the available voltage drop have been only. The assumptions and conditions used in the model
inferred from the thrust measurements, were the following:

(6) Feed rates that are insufficient for singly ionized (1) Ionization of the propellant occurs very near the

propellant to conduct all the applied current have electrodes by inelastic electron-neutral collisions.
been observed.

(2) Current loops extend into the downstream exhaust

(7) The arc voltage (a_d the rate at which the voltage and follow two distinct regions that coalesce at
increases with increasing magnetic field) depends some downstream lo_.ation. These regions consist

on the type of propellant, of a central cylindrical luminous c_re, callpd the

(8) There are wide differences, ranging from no de- cathode jet, and, sun ounding the cathode jet, a

pendence (Ref. 21) to very marked dependence luminous annular region called the anode jet.

(Ref. 40), in the reported influ,..nce of the propel- (3) The current carriers in the cathode iet are elec-

lant feed rate on the thrustor performance, trons. The current ca_.Tiers in the anode jet are

(9) The general appearance of the exhaust jet is a predominantly ions. _ae anode jet is assumed to

bright central core surrounded by a luminous an- be a cylindrical shee' with a uniform axial current.
nular region. The boundaries of the luminous re-

gions are closely aligned with the field lines of the (4) Electrons that attempt to cross the field lines are

externally applied magnetic field, trapped and flow as azimuthal flail currents; con-
sequently, mos'. of the current is conducted across

(10) Axial current loops extend into the downstream the field lines l_y ions,
region of the plume. The experimental evidence of
the. magnitude and the extent of the penetration (5) The interactioa of the Hall currents and the ap.

are conflicting (Refs. 25 and 46). plied field pr,_duce most of the measured thrust.
This interacti,_n occurs predominantly in the an-

¢"._ Most attempts to measure the Hall current have ode iet,
)_. l.Jed negative results. An exception (Refs. 56,

57, :nd 61) is the measurement of Hall currents, (6) Most of the propellant flows downstream via the

near the anode, in the _'xhaust of argon-fed engines, anode jet.
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The 0 complement of Ohm's law (Ref. 42) (assuming order to obtain more realistic expression for the depen-
axial symmetry, V = 0, B_ = 0. and _¢1 < < 1) is used dence of the tlall current on the applied magnetic field.

to relate the Hall current in the anode jet to the applied Relations were obtained only for certain limiting condi-

current and the magnetic field: tions tt_at could not easily be related to the operation of
the de,,Jce. However, the expressions that were found

¢_ indicated th_ possibility of optimum values of the ap-

J, = - TB--_._ (J.,Br - JrB:) (31) plied magnetic field.

where ¢, is the Hall coefficient. (The Hall coefficient is ]'he experimental observations were not in agreement

also expressed as o,r; see Part V, Section I.) with t_e predictions of the simplified model on two
major points. The first was that, at some operating con-

Additional simplification was afforded by the assump- ditions, the measured voltages were not sufficient to

tion that lr is zero, an assumption justified by the au- accelerate _ingly ionized ions to the velocities inferred

thors on the basis of the visual appearance of the exhaust from the tt.rust measurements. Similar observations had
plume. Equation (31) then becomes been m_.de at other laboratories, and the calculated ve-

locities were called "an.-malous" or "excess" (Ref. 57) in

(V-fir) deference to the assumed Hall acceleration mechanism.I_ = - _" J: Br (32) At EOS (Ref. 49) "anomalous" velocities were observed

with lithmm at values of specific impulse above 2000 s.

where, since Jr = 0, L- is given by A related phenomenon, also "anomalous" for pure Hallacceleration, was the observation that the metered feed !
rates were insufficient for singly ionized propellant to !

I (33) conduct all the applied current. Provided all interactions i
J_ - 2_.Ra8 with the test environment can be ruled out, both of these |

e_ ditions indicate that at least part of the current is |
where I = total arc current carried by the electrons and, further, that some of the 1

R,t = anode jet radius energy gained by the electrons from the electromagnetic
fields is transferred to the ions in a form that is eventu-

8 = anode jet width ally recovered as directed kinetic energy. _

An approximate solution was obtained for acom- The second point of disagreement concerned the de-
pletely diamagnetic plasma. For this limith;y case, the pendence of the thrust on the magnetic field. Although
plasma conductivity is assumed to be infinite. The Hall the B _ dependence, predicted by the model for infinite

current is confined to the outer surface of the plasma cond'_ctivity, is believed to express only a maximum lim-

contained in the anode jet and is of sufficient magnitude iting thrust, most qualitative considerations for Hall ac-
to induce magnetic fields that completely cancel the ap- celeration suggest at least a first-order dependence of

plied field in the interior region. The solution was found the field on the thrust. The experimental measurements

to be indicate that there is e.n optimum magnetic field for a
number of propellants.

! Thrust= K(_rR".t)'B"_/'-\ (34) Embodied in the second model proposed by Cann
i \ 2/_o/ (Refs. 47 and 50) is a mechanism that purports to ac-

count for the "anomalous" velocities. Two of the assump-
where K varies bet_ een 0.681 and 0.863 depending on tions made for this model that differ from those of the

the assumed distribution ,'f the Hall currents, and B_ previous model are those given below, and the main fea-

is the magnitude of the applied field in the absence of tures of the model are sketched in Fig. 45.
itall currents. This expression is believed to be an upper

limit on the thrust obtainable by Hall acceleration. (1) The applied magnetic tield is purely axial in the

region of the discharge. Fringing of the field pc-

Attempts ¢eere made to relax the assumption of infi- curs downstream of the point where the anode jet t

nite conductivity and the assumption that Jr is zero in and the cathode jet merge.
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Fig. 45. An analytical model of the magnetic swid mechanism. Electrons carry

part of the current across the magnetic field lines in the anode jet and aid in

"spinning up" the ions by collisions. The rotational kinetic energy is

recovered in the magnetic nozzle
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(2) The anode jet diameter decreases, instead of re- velocity, 1, and w,, respectively, along the anode jet, by
maining constant as in the previous model, with geometric relations.
distance downstream.

Application of the azimuthal momentum equation

(3) The electrons are not assumed to be "trapped" by yields the total torque exerted on the plasma as given by

the magnetic fields and may therefore conduct Eq. (29). The torque is then equated to the rate at which
current in the anode sheath, angular momentum is imparted to the propellant, and i

(4) Acceleration by the interaction of the Hall currents the azimuthal velocity Ve of the fluid leaving the dis- !
and the applied field is not assumed to produce charge region through a thin annular region of radius Rc l

most of the thrust, is determined as
!

One important consequence of the first assumption is BI (R_ - R_)
that although Hall currents may exist, there is no Hall Vo = (37)
acceleration, because the radial component of the ap- 2 rh R,

plied field, B,, is assumed to be zero. Iri the previous
model, Br, and not B:, was important in determining 1o where rh is the propellant feed rate.

(see Eqs. 31 and 32). In the revised analysis, 1, is

necessarily finite as a consequence of the assumption The arc voltage is determined, in part, by the fraction
that the anode jet diameter decreases in the downstream of the total current that is carried by the electrons. If

direction, and Br is zero as a consequence of the first all the current is carried by the ions, sufficient voltage is
assumption above. Thus, 1o results from the interaction required for electrostatic acceleration of the ions to the

of Jr and B_. final velocity. On the other hand, if part of the current

is carried by the electrons, some of the energy gained by
The electromagnetic forces on the plasma in this the electrons is transferred to the ions and the arc volt-

model, in addition to the self-field effects, which are age may therefore be smaller. In this way the anomalous

assumed to be small, are in the radial direction, given velocities may be explained.
by 1oB_er, and in the azimuthal direction, given by

LB_e. Thus, the electromagnetic force imparts rota- Cann proposes that the m chanism by which energy /
tional kinetic energy to the ions instead of axial kinetic is transferred from the electrons to the ions is by the _
energy as postulated in the previous model. In contrast electron-ion drag resulting from the flow of electrons

to the views expressed by others (Refs. 14 and 21) that that constitutes the Hall current. The calculations are
the Hall currents are near zero for a fully ionized plasma made with the aid of several assumptions of plasma _,

in the MPD engine, Cann believes that the ions cannot properties and the assumption that the currents will ,_i

reach as high an azimuthal velocity as do the electrons adjust to minimize dissipation and, further, that the _
and so Hall currents will always flow and are necessary discharge will operate at a minimum voltage. In this _.

to balance the centrifugal force on the rotating ions. For model, the energy gained by the electrons in the electric :_

Bo = 0, and assumed zero net radial force on the anode field is partly randomized and the rest is transferred, by _
sheath, Cann (Ref. 47) obtained the following expressior, collision, to the ions as rotational kinetic energy. By this _

from the radial momentum equation: process the electrons are strongly heated, and by the i_,

time they reach the anode they have sufficient energy to _:_
aP = f ]oB_dr (35) ionize the propellant easily. Much of the electron energy

is lost to the anode as anode heating. !_
where zxP is the pressure difference across the anode

sheath and 1_ is given by Some results of the calculations are the following:

1, = _dr - o_B (36) (1) As a result of the requirement that the dissipation

in the anode jet (energy lost to electron heating)
whcre _ is the plasma electrical conductivity and u is be a minimum, the product of the thickness and

the radial component of the plasma velocity. From the conductivity of the anode jet adjusts so that

Fig. 45, it may be seen that both 1, and u are related to 1o is equal to 1,, the current density along the

the streamwise quantities of current density and mass anode jet.
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(2) The electrons carry from 70 to 90_ of the applied device (the X-ATRON, an EOS proprietary item) that is
: current, designed to strongly heat a plasma. The heathlg that

(3) The thrust depends linearly on the arc current occurs in the cathode jet of this device is believed to be

and is ne,-rly independent of the magnetic field similar to the heating mechanism of the Alkali Metal
strength. Plasma Hall Accelerator (ALPHA), which is the present

designation of the EOS accelerator. The analysis of these

In the most recent model (Ref. 51), which is roughly jets is presented below.

illustrated in Fig. 46, the anode jet (or anode sheath) is
assumed to be of very low density and the cathode jet (1) Anode Jet. Cann states that the collisionless anode

of relatively high de,_ity, in which collisional effects sheath is theoretically possible, but it is not be-

dominate. The analysis was initially made for another lieved to be typical of the actual operation of Hall
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current accelerators. It is not clear from Ref. 51 The total accelerator potential drop (exclusive of
whether this observation is for the laboratory tests the electrode sheath drops) is found by deterrnin-
only or whether it also includes the expected oper. ing the value of r, where the cathode and anode
ation in space. Nonetheless, the analytical model jets coalesce, at which the sum of the anode and
of the acceleration process is based on a collision- cathode potential drops is a minimum.
less anode sheath.

The analysis of the anode sheath proceeds by (2) Cathode Jet. The cathode jet of this model is com-
posed of a high density, fully ionized plasma in

first deriving an expression for the azimuthal ve- which the applied current is carried by the elec-
loeity of the ions and then determining the poten- trons. The plasma, which is confined by the inter-
tial required to electrostatically accelerate the ions action of the applied magnetic field and the
to the final velocity. The assumptions for this induced azimuthal currents, expands in the radialmodel that are similar to those used for the second

direction as the result of diffusion across the field

model discussed above are that the applied mag- lines. Because of the frequent collisions within the
netic field has only axial components in the inter- cathode jet, all species within the cathode jet are
action region, that the propellant that flows in the heated. As a result of the expansion of the plasma
anode jet is fully ionized and is introduced through
the anode at the maximum radius of the anode jet, across the field lines, the current has a radial corn-
and that the rotational kinetic energy is recovered ponent that interacts with the applied field to

cause the cathode jet to rotat'_. Both the rotational
in a magnetic nozzle. The major differences are kinetic energy and the thermal energy are recov-
that the plasma in the anode sheath of this model ered in the magnetic nozzle.is collisionless and that the ions conduct all the

applied current in the anode sheath.
The analysis of the cathode jet is presented for

The azimuthal velocity of the ions in the a, "de a simplified model for which it is assumed that the
sheath is found from the angular momr.ntum intt- flow is quasi-one-dimensional with uniform cur-
gral and is given by rent and mass flow distributions across the jet

cross-section. The rotation, at a fixed axial posi-
- tion, is assumed to have a constant angular veloc-

Vo = rO = eB (R2a r2) (38) ity, i.e., a rigid-body rotation. These assumptions2 m,r
are formulated as shown in Eqs. 40:

Equation (38) is identical to Eq. (37), which was
derived for the ion spin model, in which electrons pw = rh/_rRz (40a)

conduct most of the current, in the limit that
singly ionized particles conduct all the current, iz = I/TrR2 (40b)

This may be seen by replacing the current I of
Eq. (37) with the expression for ion current, B = B,- constant (40c)
I = rhe/m_.

v. = r (40d)
Because the electrical energy is transferred di-

rectly to the ions as azimuthal kinetic energy in where R is the radius of the cathode jet and r is
the eollisionless anode sheath, the potential drop any radial position within the cathode jet.
required to produce any given velocity may be
calculated directly. For the condition that both the

axial and radial velocities are zero at radius r, and The angular velocity ,o(z) is determined from

that the particles are introduced at rest from the the angular momentum equation given by Eq. (41):
anode at potential _k._,the potential drop !s given
by

eB (R_a- r")2 d--"z pw(rV)2rrr dr + h B Parrdr = 01 .,
4,., - _ = _ moV, = (39)8m, r" (41)
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Equation (41) is integrated with the aid of ode and cathode jet potential drops, as given by
Eqs. (40) to yield the angular velocity: Eqs. (39) and (44), respectively. The value of r at

which the cathode, jet and the anode sheath co-
BI (R2 - RZ_) alesce is taken a.'. the value of r, which is called

,)(z) = 27nR'- (42) Rc,_t, that makes the total potential drop a minimum.

where _o= 0 when R = Ro the radius of the cath- The amount of energy added to the cathode jet
as thermal energy is found from the energy equa-ode attachment zone.
tion, Eq. (45). The axial and radial velocities are
assumed to be negligible. ThusThe radial potential gradient is determined from

the ion radial momentum equation, in which the

radialclcctric fieldis equatedto the centrifugal d [27_1 kTlforce on the ion plus the Lorentz force resulting dz _ = (energy input) - (change ofazimuthal kinetic energy)
from the rotation in the applied field, and, finally,
the radial pressure gradient. For the analysis, the (45)
pressure gradient is assumed to be negligible.

The electrical energy input is determined with the
Thus, aid of Eq. (44) and is given by

_ qJ maV_
-- = BV + (43)

:_ _ r er d f>.
_ Energy input = ix " ¢ dAJ*_ dz
_, and, with V = _ • r,

d [ lo_BR2 maI_2R2 1i _Br_ ma_r z - dz 4 +
¢b(r)= _ + _ 4e

2 2e (46)

E too,("-"")1-- 1 + _ The change of azimuthal kinetic energy is found
4rh _ r" with the aid of Eqs. (40) and is given by

(44) Change of azimuthal d f V _

kinetic energy = "_z J p w _ dAThe elec_ical conductivity is assumed to be

large and, therefore, the axial potential gradient d I fit _2 R2 ] (47)is negligible. Because of this assumption, the mag- - dz 4
netic field lines represent equipotential surfaces,
and the total potential drop is the sum of the an- The result of the integration is shown in Eq. (48):-i

_ 2_ kT (2), kT) (BI'_ _ ER_-R: (m'I)(.R_-R')] (48,.: _, 1 m--'_= y- 1 m--_ '""' + \4m/ (R_ - Rz_) + \e--_m/r2 r 2

o

_'. In addition to the quasi-one-dimensional analy- ables in a way that would verify the existence of a
",_ sis described above, Cann has initiated an analysis, particular electromagnetic acceleration mechanism has

based on the principles of the one-dimensional not been accomplished. The method used most fre-
model, to determine the radial distributions of the quently to correlate the thrust is to plot the thrust as a

variables, function of the product of the magnetic field and the
arc current. This method would appear reasonable for

_._ c. Correlation o_experimental data. The correlation of the ion-swirling mechanism since the torque exerted
experimental data with the controllable operating vari- on the plasma has been shown to depend on the amount
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of magnetic flux that is crossed by the applied current, one-dimensional analysis that requires only the voltage
As demonstrated by the analytical studies reported by characteristics as an empirical input. Changes in the
Cann, the dependence of the currents, including the area of the flow channel are considered, but radial varia-

Hall current, can be a very complicated function of tions are neglected. The analysis proceeds by writing the
the magnetic field and it is not unreasonable to suppose conservation equations of mass, momentum, and energy

that, at least for some limited range, Hall aceelera- for each of four species considered (H_, H, H _, and e)

tion would depend on the IB product. One example of and the appropriate Maxwell equations. Transport coeffi-
-crrelating thrust with IB is described very briefly in the cients and reaction rates are deduced from the available

following paragraph, experimentally determined cross sections. The applied
boundary conditions are _he cold incoming o-as and the

In an attempt to separate the thrust that may be at- requirement that the flow of each species in the exhaust

tributed to interactions with the applied magnetic field proceed through its sonic point in a regular manner. The

from the total thrust, John (Ref. 19) has assumed that the preliminary results indicate that the discharge is largely _;
measured thrust Fr could be expressed as the sum of confined to a region very near the electrodes and does
three terms: not extend significantly into the downstream exhaust

stream. The strong expansion in the supersonic region,
Fr = CrP,,At + F, + F, (49) immediately downstream of the nozzle throat, results in a lrapid increase in the value of ,,,r for the electrons and

where the first two terms on the right-hand side repre- quickly terminates the discharge. _

sent the contributions from aerodynamic forces and the _o
self-induced fields, respectively. The third term repre- The processes that occur in the supersonic region have

sents the contribution associated with the applied field yet to be analyzed.

which was, tentatively, identified as Hall acceleration.
The magnitude of the first two terms was estimated from C. Thrustor Operating Characteristics
the results obtained when no external field was applied,

as described in Section II-A-3 above. The quantity F, 1. The e]fects of entrainment and the minimum- :_
was then plotted versus the IB product, which was the energy principle. In an analysis of the MPD are charac-

assumed form of the dependence of the Hall thrust on teristics, Cann (Ref. 49) has proposed that the discharge

the applied current and magnetic field. A reasonable will attempt to operate at a minimum voltage by adjust-
straight-line correlation of F, with IB was found with ment of the mass of propellant that is accelerated. Themass flow rate accelerated, which is called the effective
hydrogen for field strengths up to 2 kG and arc current
to 1600 A. The correlation with ammonia was less satis- mass flow rate rh_, is thus distinguished from the mass

factory, and, in addition, the value of FH obtained with flow rate rh that is actually fed to the engine. One keyassumption made by Cann to determine the effective
ammonia was lower, by a factor of nearly 4, than that mass flow rate is that the mass ionized is equal to the
obtained with hydrogen at identical values of the IB mass accelerated.
product. John concluded that the magnetic field plays
a much smaller role in the acceleration of ammonia than

in the acceleration of hydrogen. In the discussion that follows, the analysis presented
by Bennett (Ref. 26) is followed more closely than that

4. Another analysis. In the analyses described above, presented by Cann. The energy balance on the discharge,
written in a simplified form that nevertheless illustrates

rate processes play a very minor role in the theoretical the principle in_ _,ved, is given by
analysis of the MPD thrustor. It is generally assumed that
the required rates are sufficient to produce the postu-

rh_ T_
lated conditions of the proposed mechanisms. A third ap- IV = P, + _ eV_ + (50)
proaeh, in which rate processes do play an important role, m, 2_'_
has been initiated at Avco-Everett (Ref. 29). This analy-

sis is for thrustor operation with an applied magnetic where the first term, Po, is the power loss to the anode,

field and with hydrogen as the propellant. Preliminary the second term represents the power expended in ioniza-
results have been published, but only a qualitative tion, and the third term is the kinetic energy flux. If both
description of the analysis was available at the time P_ and the thrust T are independent of rh_, the value of

of this writing. The method is described as a quasi- _h_ at which the power to the engine, IV, is a minimum
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is found from the condition d (IV)/dfit_ = 0 to be utilization of the propellant is poor wben the injected

feed rate exceeds the critical mass flow rate. If rh < the,, i

// fit_ '_ '/_ the discharge will still attempt to ionize and accelerate ,
fitel_,, = T \ 2"-_] (51) an amount equal to fit,._ by entraining ambient gas or by

utilizing electrode material, or both, if these sources of
When the value of ,h_ given by Eq. (51) is substituted potential propellant exist. If the possibility of entrain- ',
into Eq. (50), the last two terms on the right-hand side ment does not exist, i.e., if the engine exhausts to zero

are foundtobeequal: pressure surroundings, and if the electrodes are not

eroded, the discharge cannot operate at the minimum

_, T '_ T ( 2eV,_ i/z voltage. Then, fit = rh_, and the power transferred aseV, - - (52)
m_ 2fit_ 2 \-'-_"_ ! kinetic energy, T"-/2rh,, exceeds the frozen-flow loss,

(_,/m,)eV_; the overall efficiency may exceed 50_.
Thus, at the condition of minimum power, the electrical

energy transferred to the propellant is equally divided It is clear that if Eq. (50) is applicable, and if the dis-
between kinetic energy and that required to ionize the charge bypasses all excess propellant, the arc voltage will

propellant. The maximum thrust efficiency at this operat- remain constant as the propellant feed rate is increased
ing point is limited t9 50_. to a value greater than rh_ (as given by Eq. 51). Fur-

thermore, the arc voltage will remain constant as rh is

In Cann's analysis (Ref. 49), the internal energy of the decreased below the, if the discharge entrains the neces-

electrons is included in the energy equation and the sary amount of gas to make rh, equal to that necessary
anode loss is given by a term that is a function of fit. for minimum power operation. As a consequence of
Cann relates both the thrust and the anode loss to the arc the assumption that both Po and T are independent of

current and formulates an expression for the arc voltage, rh_, the observed arc voltage must increase, if no ambient

The minimum voltage (and the value of fit, at minimum gas or electrode material is available, as fit is decreased.
voltage) is found by differentiating the expression for the It follows that a necessary condition to indicate elimina-

arc voltage, at const rh,, with respect to I. Because the in- tion of entrainment is an increase in the arc voltage at
ternal energy of the electrons is included in the energy very low feed rates. Bennett (Ref. 26) did not make any

balance, the expression for fit_ at the current level that assumption concerning P, because the energy balance
yields the minimum voltage is slightly different from Eq. was written exclusive of the electrode losses. Cann used

(51) and is given by an empirical expression relating P, to rh and, further, did
not make an explicit assumption concerning the depen-

fit_!,,,=T!2 I m_ (__)l} _r-" dence of T on rh_. (T was assumed to be a linear function

_/2 (53) of the current I. ) Nonetheless, both authors conclude that
eV_ 1 + n,, the arc voltage will increase at low feed rates if no en-

trainment occurs.

where the term no (rho/rh) _/_ is the ratio of the electron From a general consideration of the energy equation,
internal energy to the ionization energy. The expression it may be concluded that either the observed thrust must

obtained by Cann that is equivalent to Eq. (52) shows decrease or the ,'rc voltage must increase when the feed
that the energy transferred to the gas is equipartitioned rate is reduced to very small values, at constant current,

between (1) kinetic energy and (2) the sum of the in order to conserve ev.ergy. This may be seen by inspec-
electron internal energy and that required to ionize the tion of Eq. (50) for an assumed condition of constant

propellant. In a later report (Ref. 52) the value of fit, thrust-to-power ratio for arbitrarily small values of rh,.
given by Eq. (58) is called the critical mass flow rate !-

the,. This nomenclature will be followed in the subse- Both Cann and Bennett continue the analysis to predict i
quent discussion, some of the operating characteristics of tl_e thrustor. Thus 1

Cann assumes that the engine operates in a regime where

Cann postulates that the manner by which the mass thrust is independent of the magnetic field, that is, that the !
flow is adjusted to the value by Eq. (58) is the follow- thrust may be expressed by T -- KI, where I is the arc

ing: If th > fit_,, the discharge bypasses the excess and current and K is not a function of B. Consequently, in

continues to operate at the minimum voltage. Thus, the the expression derived from the energy equation, the arc
overall efficiency is always less than 50%, and the mass voltage is independent of the magnitude of the magnetic
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field. Furthermore, Cann assumes that all of the current where C., is the empirical constant relating T to the IB

is carried by ions instead of electrons. These assumptions product, Eq. (55), A comparison of the predicted
do not alter the primary conclusiol,s af the critical mass

flow model, namely, that there exists a critical mass flow (__) _/_rate, as given by Eq. (51) (or Eq. 53) and that at this Ca
flow rate the power will be equally divided between the

ionization energy and the beam kinetic energy, and the measured slope, dV/dB, is presented as Table II
of Ref. 26, which is given here as Table 5.

From experimental observations, Bennett concludes

that the arc voltage and the thrust may be expressed by Evidently, the data for which the voltage can be rep-
the e,;,pirical relations given by Eqs. (54) and (55) resented by Eq. (54) were obtained either at mass flows

respectively: greater than that required for minimum power opera-
tion, Eq. (51), or for c_)nditions at which entrainment

V = C_ + C..B (54) occurred because, from the analysis presented, the volt-
age becomes a function of m when the mass accelerated

T = C.JB (_5) ,.'s less than that given by Eq. (51).

As a result of the analysis of the critical mass rrtodel Hassan (Ref. 59) suggests that it is not necessary to in-
discussed above, the minimum power, exclusive cf the yoke the concept of the minimum energy principle to

electrode loss, is given by explain the operating characteristics of the MPD engine.
Hassan's analysis also includes a "critical m _ss flow rate,"

(2eV_) 1/_ but in an entirely different concept. A major difference(IV)mi, = T \,,_/ (56) in Hassan's analysis and the analyses described above is

that the thrust is assumed to be a strong function of the

The minimum voltage may be found by combining the feed rate. The feed rate at which the engine thrust is a

empirical relation for thrust, Eq. (55), and Eq. (56) with maximt_m, at fixed power input, is defined as the "critical
the result mass flow rate."

/ 2eV.\l/_. 2. The influence o, the ionization process on the

V = C:_B {k-_ -_) (57) arc voltage. On the basis of the experimental observa-
tions, Patrick and Schneiderman (Ref. 40) suggest that

two basic acceleration modes are possible. One is an
Thus, the slope of the V-B characteristic, dV/dB, is ob- electrothermal process in which Hall currents flow to

served experimentally to be C...of Eq. (54) and predicted give body forces directed radially inward to reduce anode J
by the minimum energy principle to be losses. The other mode is the interaction of the azimuthal

Hall currents with the radial component of the applied

Ca _ field to produce thrust in the axial direction. The ion-
swirling mechanism, as well as supersonic heating,

Table 5. Comparison of the observed and predicted slopes
of the voltage-magnetic field chnracteristics_

Predicted Measured

(_2eV, _'/' C,. (dr�rill),..,. (dr�rill) .....
Propellant \ m, /, newtons• _l V * _: V • ih'

m/, A weber weber weber

Hydrogen $5 X 10' 48 × 10"3 260 230

Ammonia 2.6 X 10' 4.7 X 10 : 120 130

Lithium 1.24 X 10_ 1.9 X 10-: 24 50

'Tokenfrom Table II of Ref.26.
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followed by expansion, is also considered. The Hall mechanism by which neutral particles are accelerated. On

acceleration mode is characterized by a higher voltage the basis of the measured thrust, input power, and me-
than the electrothermal acceleration mechanism, tered feed rate, Patrick has concluded that, to conserve

energy, the accelerated gas can be as little as 5% ionized.

An interesting aspect of the theory advanced by Patrick The charge-exchange mechanism is postulated as the
is the mechanism by which the arc voltage is fixed in the metl_od by which the neutrals are accelerated.

tlali acceleratio,a mode. Patrick proposes that the ioniza-
tion mechanism is by ion-atom collisions for which the The results obtained by Patrick (Ref. 40) are similar

ions have gained the necessary, energy by acceleration to the results obtained by Bennett (Ref. (213) and Cann
through the potential drop in the region where the (Ref. 49) from the minimum energy principle. From Eq.

crossed electric and magnetic fields produce azimuthal (51) and the relation for thrust, T = 1hU, Bennett
motion, i.e., the ion-swirling mechanism described in found the _elocity of the exhaust at the minimum power
Section II-B-1 above. After the ion is accelerated to the condition to be

velocity at which the ion kinetic energy is equal to the / 2eV_ \ _'"-

ionization energy, which is called the critical speed U_, U = [\---_ /] (60)an ion-atom collision will produce ionization. One as-

sumption in the derivation, which includes combining the
energy equation and the azimuthal momentum equation, Thus, the plasma velocity at minimum power is identical
is that the ions easily slip past the neutrals and therefore with the critical velocity, Eq. (59). It may be noted that

the energy equation as written in Eq. (50) cannot be ap-may attain the local E/B drift velocity. The expression
•- E/B -- U,. is then integrated to give the total arc voltage plied to the mechanism proposed by Patrick because

Patrick postulates that appreciable quantities of atomsas

V = V,, + (U,B)t (58) may be accelerated. Bennett (Ref. 26) po.lnts out thatmore detailed diagnostic measurements, at conditions

where V. is a constant that represents, in part, the voltage with no entrainment, are necessary to distinguish be-

drop associated with the electro&vs, and t is a character- tween the possible modes of operation.
istic length of the order of the electrode radius. This

concept of the ionization process is attributed (Ref. 40) A derivation of a linear relationship between the arcvoltage and the applied magnetic field, which does not

t,_ a suggestion made by Petschek to explain the "bt_rning invoke the ion-atom ionization process, has been pub-
velocity"-"critical speed" relationship obse_,ed by Alfv_n lished by Has,an (Ref. 57) for a quasi-one-dimensional

(Bef. 97) and others (Refs. 98 and 99) in an ionizing model of the discharge region. The analysis, which was
plasma in the presence of a strong magnetic field (homo- made for a constant-area duct with a uniform axial

oolar devices). The ion kinetic energy equals the ioniza- applied magnetic field, is based on the conservationtion energy at the velocity given by the relation e'luations of the plasma species and relates the ionization

_/: fraction to the electron temperature by means of the Saha/0w k

U, - (_''-1 (59) e,ntation. Ion slip terms are considered through the use
\ rr._ / of a generalized Ohm's law. Some of the assumptions and

approximations made for the model are the following:
Patrick postulates that part of the current applied to

i the MPD engine flows in the interelectrode region where (1) The plasma pressure, density, and axial velocity are
ionization occurs. The arc voltage is determined by the all constant over the region of the discharge.

ion-atom cc.llision process of ionization. The rest of the (2) The radial current density is given by the following
current then flows in the downstream region, where Hall

_ expression:
l_ acceleration can occur. Patrick concludes that to produce
_" high exhaust velocities, a propellant with a large ioniza- 1

tion energy is required, i.e., U, must be large, to produce 2.-rr_
high arc voltages so that the radial electric fields in the

._ ' where I -- total currentdownstream acceleration region can be as large as pos-

sible for a given magnetic field intensity, r --- radial position

Another feature of the model proposed by Patrick is I = length of the discharge in the flow di.
the prominence given to the ion-neutral charge exchange rection
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(3) There are no axial components of the current, core. The main features of the model proposed by John
are the following:

(4) The electric: field is purely radial.
(1) The propellant, injected through the cathode tip,

is ionized almost immediately.

IlL Eloarothermal Acceleration Processes (2) Magnetic pressure prevents radial expansion of the
A. Introduction cathode jet.

"_ As discussed in Section I above, electrothermal accel- (3) The current is carried everywhere by electrons. In

eration depends on both effective randomizahon of the some downstream regions the electrons cross the
electrical energy by electron-ion collisions and effective field lines and return to the anode along a mag-

containment of the plasma during the expansion process, netic field line.

Tile expansion is proposed to occur through the so-
called magnetic nozzle formed by the applied mag, mtic (4) The luminosity of tile outer zone (anode jct) is theradiation from ambient cesium atoms that are ex-

field. The properties of a magnetic nozzle, particularly cited by collisions with electrons returning to the
where collisions are frequent, are ill-defined at present, anode. The anode jet is not involved in the accel-

One measure of the effectiveness of a s_ai;c magnetic eration process.
field to contain a fully ionized gas is the ratio of the

magnetic pressure, B"/(2 #,,), to the plasma kinetic pres- (5) The cathode jet contains all the ces;um, which is
sure P. The condition heated to a very high temperature and expands

i thermally through the magnetic nozzle.

B _ (6) The energy _ traosferred to the plasma by ohmic
+ P = consta1:t dissipation.

where P is the plasma pressure, has been derived The arguments advanced to support the mechanism
(Ref. 90) for a collisionless plasma of infinite condut'tiv- above are that the experimental observations are not sat-

ity. This condition cannot be approached in the electro- isfactorily explained by the electromagnetic processes,

thermal model of the MPD thrustor, particularly in whereas the observed characteristics are compatible withthe region where energy is effectively transferred by an electrothermal process. These observations are the
_' collisional ")rocesses. Consequently, the condition following:

II_ B'_/(2 #,,) > P is necessary but not sufficient for contain-
(1) The cesium feed rate is much too low for singly

ment. Another assessment of the containment is to eom- ionized particles to carry the applied arc current.
pare the rate of particle diffusion across the field lines Because the necessary multiple ionization required
with the estimated axi21 flow velocity (Ref. 16). If the

if ions conduct all of the current (30- to 40-fold) is
axial velocity is much greater than the cross-field diffu- unlikely to occur, it is concluded that electrons,
sion velocity, effective containment is indicated. not ions, carry the current. Furthermore, because

the ions are not strongly tied to the field lines, the

II. An Electrothermal Model for a Cesium-Fed Engine anode current would not be expected to follow

the applied field lines as other measurements
The hypothesis that the plasma acceleration in MPD (Ref. 46) have indicated. In the electrothe_xnal

ares is the result of thermal expansion of heated plasma model, the electrons carry the current; therefore,
has received renewed interest because of the inability of the feed rate and the applied arc current are not
the more complicated electromagnetic mechanisms to
correlate the observed engine characteristics with the coupled.

controllable parameters in a satisfactory manner, John (2) There is insufficient voltage drop in the plasma to
(Ref. 20) has proposed an electrothermal model to de- accelerate the ions by the electric field to the indi-

scribe the operation of a cesium-fueled MPD arc jet, and outed vek_cities; furthermore, the arc voltage is not

Treat (Ref. 15) has suggested that the electrothermal a function of the specific impulse. If electrons

i process is also applicable to operation with hydrogen, carry the cun'ent, and many electrons flow forThe visual appearance of the cesium jet was the typical each mn accelerated, there is no limit on the spe-
central, luminous core surrounded by an outer luminous cific impulse imposed by the arc voltage,
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(3) The measured thru ,t is insensitive to the applied u,-u, nip (et__,x.): ( E_ )rlagnetic field strength. In the electrothermal u, 4m,. -1-t-,,.r-'
model, the function of the exterior magnetic field

is to establish the nozzle. After the nozzle is where u, and up are the average protoz, and electron

formed, the nozzle shape, and therefore the ex- energy, respectively, mj, and m,. are the proton and clec-

pansion process, should be relatively insensitive to tron masses, and ), is the mean free path for momemum

changes in the field strength; consequently, the transfer. The radial electric field is taken to be Ej,, the
thrust should be independent of the magnitude of field component perpendicular to the magnetic field, and

the applied field beyond a minimum wdue neces- the axial electric field as the parallel component.
sary to form the nozzle.

In the region away from the jet centerline, where the

(4) The experimental ol)serwdion that the arc voltage axial field is expected to be small, for the assumed con-
increases as the field strength _s incTeased is corn- ditio,s of
patible with the elec "othermai model because the

voltage required to force the electrons across /_ = 20V/cm
the field line is expected to be a function of the
field strength, n, = 10" cm-<

T¢= 2× 10'°K

John concludes that magnetic confinement is possible B = "2,500G
by showing that the magnetic pressure greatly exceeds

the expected aerodynamic pressure, and that the mag- Treat ol)tained
netic Reynolds number, calcu!ated using estimated plas-
ma properties and flow conditions, i_ much larger than ), = 0.07 cm

unity. John also concludes that because of the magnetic

effects of increasing the pressure, there "ill be numerov.s eEx 2' _ 0.7
collisions to transfer energy to the ions. To obtain the u,

predicted thrustor performance as a function of engine
operating parameters, calculations were made on a sim .... _ = ,t3

pie model for which many assumptions and approxima- _md, from Eq. (61),Lions were used.

l.l e -- Up

C, An Eloctrothermol Model for Hydrogen = 02

i A number of the arguments used in the discussion

al)ove to demonstrate that electromagnetic processes In the region near the centerlinc, where the domlnaat
were not dominant apply also to observations made on term in Fq. (61) may be E, i_stead of EL, Tre,a ,,a3n-

eludes that the electrons are likely to continue to gain! engL_es operating with propellants other than cesium.
+ One of the major points of the discussion above is that energy from the field faster than they lose energy by

electrons, and not ions, carry the current because of the c_)llision until they ieave the reg:.or of strong parallei

low nural)er density flux of the ions. Although this argu- eh'ctric field. Therefot'e the c_)ndition du,/dt - O, which

ment is not generally applical)le to opt, ration with hydro- was used to el)Lain Eq. (61), does not apply in this re-
gen, Treat (Ref. 15) has proposed that electrothermal glen, and thermaliz;_qon must occur downstream of the

process its the dominant acceleration process for open,- discharge. For T, -= 2 X 10_ and n¢ = 10 '_ cm _ Treat
Lion with hydrogen, obtained

t,,_ -" 7.7 X 10-_ s
Following the derivation given l)y Allis (Ref. 100).

Treat has used the Langevin txluation. _vhich describes where t,,, is the characteristic time of equipartition of
the motion of a single electron, to obtain :m expression energy its used by Spitzer (Ref. 90). Then, assuming the

for the average electron energy, relative to the average mass velocity equal to the sonic velocity in a proton gas,

proton energy, in a full)" disstx, iated and ionized hydro- Treat calculates a characteristiu length for equipartition
gen plasma. This expression, derived for a uniform and o! 0.9 cm. Thus, equipartition o! the proton and electron

constant electric and magnetic field, is given by Eq. (61): energy should he obtained in _everal equipartition times,
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or within about 3 cm downstream of the region of energy IV. Summary
addition even if a very strong ;_onequilibrium state is

The electromagnetic acceleration mechanism of anproduced by the discharge. For an electron temperature
MPD thrustor operated at large applied currents and noof lff' °K and a density of 10t4c_a-3, the calculated equi-

partition length is 10 cm, and a nozzle of about 30 cm externally applied magnetic field has been described hi
terms of the Lorentz force that results from the inter-

would be required to complete the transfer of excess
electron energy to the ions. Lower electron densities action of the applied arc current and its self-induced
would also require greater length for equipartition, magnetic field. Simple analytic expressions for the elec-

tromagnetic thrust, which has been shown to be inde-

The effectiveness of the containment of the plasma by pendent of the current density distribution within the
the magnetic field is estimated by calculating the diffu- plasma but t3 depend on the current distribution at

tile electrode surfaces, have been derived as shown bysion velocity"perpendicular to tile magnetic field using
the classical diffusion equation given by Spitzer (Ref. 90): Eq. (23) for a uniform current distribution at the cathode.

'Ja.(grad P)a. Additional insight into the details of the acceleration
vt, = (62) mechanism, such as voltage characteristics, current

B2 paths, and the identity of the current carriers, is afforded

where '1± is the plasma resistivity perpendicular to the by the microscopic description of the motion of individ-
magnetic field and p is the pr_ "sure. For assumed con- ual particles. The results of experiments designed to
ditions the same as those used to calculate the equipar- verify this mechanism have been published. In the ex-
tition times, and with r = 1 em, Treat calculated perimental studies, the measured thrust includes a con-

tribution from aerodynamic forces that is treated through
the use of a thrust coefficient which is either assure, , to

vo/v: = 2 × 10-3
be unity or determined empirically.

where v_ is the axial velocity taken equal to the speed
of sound at 2 × 10' °K. The mode of operation with an applied field is more

attractive for space missions for two important reasons:

The analysis described above is primarily concerned first, prolonged operation appears to be feasible only if
with the equipartition of the energy added to the plasma a field is applied to prevent localized, high-current-
by ohmic dissipation, and it is for this reason that the density regions on the anode surface; second, high per-
mechanism is described as electrothermal. Because of formance at the low power levels available from solar

the relatively small value for the diffusion velocity power panels is possible only if external magnetic fields
across the magnetic field lines, as well as the visual are applied. Most of the developmental effort has been

observation that the exhaust plume appears to follow the devoted to thrustor operation with an applied field.
field lines, Treat concludes that the containment of

No simple expression has been derived to relate thethe plasma by the magnetic field is effective, and, in his
thrustor operating variables to the thrust when a strongsubsequent analysis of the acceleration process, the as-
externa" field is used. A variety of simplified models that

sumption of zero plasma flow across the magnetic field
lines is made. In addition to adding thermal energy, the emphasize either electromagnetic or electrothermal pro-

cesses have been proposed to describe the acceleration
discharge produces a torque on the plasma as it crosses
the field lines. For an electrically neutral, nonviscous process. In the electromagnetic models, the predominant
flow, Treat shows that the torque, as given by Eq. (29), energy addition process is through J × B forces that ira-
is equal to the rate at which angular momentum is im- part directed velocity to the propellant without heating

it to high temperatures. The proposed models are similarpartod to the flow. In the region downstream of the
in some respects and very different in others. Some fea-disci,,rge, the rate of change of angular momentum is
tures common to most of the models are the following:zero; consequently, in the expansion that occurs in the

divergent magnetic nozzle, not only the thermal energy (1) Directed thrust is obtained by expansion of the
but also the rotational kinetic energy is converted into propellant in a magnetic nozzle. The only thrust-
useful thrust. Under-expansion, or plasma leakage across producing mechanism that does not make use of

the field lines, would result in the loss of both thermal the exte_al field in this manner is the pure Hall
and rotational energy, acceleration.
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(2) At sufficiently high magnetic fields, current loops (2) Distribution of mass in the exhaust and the spatial
extend into the exhaust plume. The current flows location of the thrust production. In the electro-

in the downstream region via two distinct zones thermal process, nearly all the mass is located in
and crosses the magnetic field lines in some down- the cathode jet, and the thrust is produced in the

stream region. The current carriers in one zone, cathode jet and the subsequent expansion in
the central core, are electrons, the magnetic nozzle. In most of the electromag-

netic models, the plasma is located in and aceel-
(3) The energy used to dissociate and ionize the pro- erated in the anode jet, and the cathode jet serves

pellant is not recovered, primarily as a current path only. The method of

It is generally accepted that all the known mechanisms propellant injection is sometimes predicated on
the process that is believed to be dominant.

contribute, to some degree, to the thrust of a real engine.

Each model, then, emphasizes one or more mechanisms (3) The role and identification of the ionization pro-as being dominant. Some major differences, and the con-

sequences thereof, are the following: cesses. No particular difference in the ionization
process is inherent in the acceleration mechanisms,

(1) Identity of the current carriers. In the electrother- since, in general, the models begin with the as-

mal process the current is carried everywhere sumption that sufficient ionization has occurred

almost exclusively by the electrons. In the pure prior to the position where the acceleration process
Hall acceleration and two versions of the ion-swirl starts. The ionization processes are discussed, how-

mechanism, the current is carried across the field ever, and generally stated to be the result of

lines by the ions. When the current is carried by electron-atom collisions. The exception is the sug-

ions, the arc current is coupled to the mass feed gestion of Patrick (Ref. 40)that ion-atom collisions
rate, and a minimum thrustor voltage, which is are responsible for the ionization of the propellant.

that required to achieve a given velocity of the This mechanism is proposed to explain the ob-
propellant, by electrostatic acceleration, is fixed, served dependence of arc voltage on applied field
In one description of the ion-swirl mechanism, strength and is postulated to be the mechanism by

part of the rotational kinetic energy imparted by which the voltage drop in the acceleration region

the tangential Lorentz force to the ions results is determined.
from electrons that conduct current across the

magnetic field. Because a number of electrons can The ionization and other rate processes do play
flow as current for each ion accelerated, the feed an important role in the analysis reported by

_' rate and the applied current are uncoupled, and AVSSD (Ref. 29). Only very preliminary results
'._ the voltage requirement is relaxed, have been reported at this time.
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Part V. Discussion

The prink_ry problems associated with the develop- feed rate and have identified the plasma accelerated at
ment of the MPD thrustor pertain to the question of the this condition as either electrode material or the ambient
reliability and validity of the experimental data. Of these gas contained in the vacuum chamber in which the tests
problems, the existence of entrainment and other inter- were conducted. The likelihood of entrainment in de-
actions with the test environment has received the most vices that could not be operated at zero feed rate has
attention. Entrainment not only invalidates the perfor- also been reported (Ref. 40). One of the c_nclusions
manee data but also alters many of the observable pa- reached in this survey is that much of the reported data
rameters that play an important part in a theoretical is questionable because of the probability of entrainment
description of the thrustor. Otiaer factors affecting both at the operating conditions of the experiments, and, fur-
the performance data and the theory are the large ther, that the probabilit7 of entrainment is increased as
amount of data scatter that is frequently present and the the strength of the applied magnetic field is increased
variation in the operating voltage, bofli fast "jumps" and as the power-to-feed ratio is increased. These con-
from one voltage to another and slow variations over a clusions are particularly applicable to those results oh-
significant range of voltages. Part of the difficulty of tained with gaseous propellants at "average" vacuum
attacking and solving these problems directly may be tank l?ressmes of from 0.1 to 0.5 torr. It is also concluded
attributed to the difficulty of making the diagnostic mea- that the available evidence concerning entrainment at
surements needed to verify the performance and identify very low pressures is inconclusive but is nevertheless not
the acceleration mechanisms, inconsistent with the argument that the effects of en-

trainment are reduced at the lowest pressures presently
attainable in the leboratory. Finally, it is concluded that

I. Reliability of Performance Data a greater degree of redundancy in the measurement of

A. Entrainment the critical parameters than presently exists is necessary
to establish confidence in the validity of the performanee

A nnmber of laboratories (for example, Refs. 17 and 21) data. The reasons for these condusions are discussed
have reported operation of the MPD thrustor at zero below.
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1. Gaseous propellants. The most comprehensive data The experimental results reported by Powers (Part III,
concerning entrainment that have been reported for a Section VII-C) show that about 20_ of the total arc cur-

single engine configuration are the data that were ob- rent extended to an axial position greater than about

tained with the hydrogen-fed X-2C engine designed by 7 in. downstream of the anode exit plane when the X-2C

AVSSD. These data include the very convincing evidence engine was operated on hydrogen at conditions similar
of the existence of entrainment (Part III, Section VI-A), to those at which the data discussed above were ob-

the results obtained at very low tank pressure at the tained. The current density measurements demonstrated

Space Environmental Facilitv of the NASA Lewis Re- that although an increase in the magnetic field strength
search Center (Part III, Sections VI-A and VI-B), and caused a compression of the area through which th. cur-

finally, the current density measurements reported by rent flowed and, consequently, an increased current den-

Powers (Ref. 25). The results obtained at AVSSD that sity along the centerline, there was no change in the
demonstrated the existence of entrainment can be briefly total axial current. No measurements were reported for
summarized as follows: hydrogen at zero applied field; however, in a nitrogen

plume, fcr which the results were otherwise similar to

(1) The X-2C engine can operate on entrained gases those obtained with hydrogen, Powers found that the
only. current flowing downstream of the engine decreased to

zero at zero applied field. Assuming that the current

(2) No detectable changes occur in the usually ob- flowing hi the upstream region and the current flowing

served parameters as the feed rate is decreased to in the plume are equally effective in accelerating the

zero if the tank pressure is held constant, propellant, Powers concluded that only about 10% of
the thrust is added in the plume. It is noted here that ff

(3) Reverse flow of the tan,, gases into the engine oc- all the ionization occurs in the upstream region, the

curs by way of the peripheral region of the ex- power utilized to ionize and dissociate the hydrogen

haust jet at very low feed rates, would not be available to accelerate the plasma.

From these results, it may be concluded that, at the Powers' results were obtained at a fixed hydrogen feed

particular test conditions and for the engine eonfigura- rate of I0 mg/s and at a single arc current of 1000 A and
tion involved, neither the onset nor the amount of en- therefore do not relate to current penetration as a func-
trainment can be detected from the parameters that are tion of the magnitude of the applied current, the feed
usually observed when the thrustor performance is

rate, or the total tank pressure. Results obtained with
! determined. Indisputable evidence of invalid results is

nitrogen, however, indicate that the magnitude of the
obtained only when the calculated overall efficiency ex-

ceeds the thermal efficiency, current is a very weak function of the feed rate.In order to determine whether the observations of flow The theoretical analysis presented by Jahn _Ref 14),

reversal into the engine, which are described in Part III, described in Part IV, Section II-B, pred_ct_ that, for a
Section VI-A, can be associated with the onset of a sig- completely ionized hydrogen plasma, the current pene-

nificant amount of entrainment, it is necessary to know tration will increase as the field is increased and that
where the acceleration takes place. For those experi- radial electron flow between the anode and the cathode
mental conditions at which no back-flow occurs, and !et will occur, by collisional processes, at s_;me down-

provided that all the acceleration occurs within the stream region where the Hall parameter becomes
intereleetrode region, the correct value of rh to use in smaller. No division of the current between the upstream

the calculation of the performance parameters would and the plume re_,ion, as observed by Powers, can be
be the metered value of the feed rate. For these eondi- inferred from Jahn's analysis; however, as mentioned

tions, the mixing of tank gases with the exhaust down- previously, the analysis is not concerned with the ioniza-

stream of the acceleration region would not affect the tion process. Powers' experimental observation that the
thrust measurement. On the other hand, if the accelera- total current at the 7-Ju. position is independent of

tion region extends into the downstream plume, any gas the magnitude (from 750 to 1501) G) of the applied field

that is entrained into this region and is accelerated as would seem to be inconsistent with the theoretical pre-

though it were part of the fee,J would produce mislead- diction of increased current penetration; however, the
ing results, extent of the current loops was not measured at positions
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further downstream, and therefore the extent of the cur- (2) The arc voltage increases only a few percent as

rent penetration cannot be determined from the reported the pressure is lowered.
measurements. One result of increasing the field was a (3) The thermal efficiency is not affected by the

pinching of the discharge. This effect was more pro- change in pressure.
nouneed ,m the cathode jet than the anode jet as evi-

denced by the small decrease, about 159_, of the anode (4) The size of the exhaust plume, as determined by
jet's outer diameter as the field was doubled from 750 to the visual observation of the luminous portion, in-

1500 G. Thus, although the experimental evidence ipdi- creases greatly as the pressure is lowered.

cates no increase in the total current flowing downstream (5) The data obtained at presst;res greater than

as the field is increased, the possibility of increased cur- 6 × 10-z tort are in excellent agreement with the
rent penetration, and therefore increased anode jet area, data reported by AVSSD.
still exists.

Provided the measurements are correct, the results

Another theoretical analysis that concerns itself with indicate that the increased thrust at low pressures

the question of current loops extending into the plasma (which, incidentally, had not been anticipated, Ref. 65)

was presented by Treat (Ref. 16). For certain experi- may be attributed to more efficient conversion of the
mental conditions, Treat shows that if energy is to be electrical energy (that is, energy transferred to the hy-

conserved, part of the current must flow in the down- drogen) to useful thrust. Because of the increased size

stream region. This conclusion, which is independent of of the luminous plume, Jones (Ref. 65) concluded that
the degree of ionization, follows from an examination the possibility of entrainment as a significant factor

could not be ruled out. As mentioned above, the size ofof the torque exerted on the plasma as a result of the arc
current crossing the applied field lines. In the interelec- the acceleration region, rather than that of the luminous

trode region, the kinetic energy transfer is a minimum region, is the important factor. No directly applicable
when the torque is applied at the maximum possible experimental results concerning the relation of the size
radius, that is, the anode radius. It tcollows that for cer- of the acceleration region to the tank pressure are avail-

able, On the other hand, Jahn's theoretical analysistain values of the power transferred to the gas, arc

current, and applied field strength, the production of suggests a greater current penetration at low pressures
rotational kinetic energy flux greater than the electrical because of the increased value of _ to be expected at

power transferred to the propellant would result unless low pressures. However, as noted previously, this analy-
sis was limited to a completely ionized plasma, and, aspart of the current extends into the exhaust and crosses

the field lines at a larger radius, discussed below, the condition of complete ionization of
the hydrogen was not realized at the operating condi-

tions used for the experiments at Lewis.
An argument given (Ref. 21) for operating MPD

thrustors at very low pressure is that less of the tank gas Another useful comparison of the results published by
will cross a unit area of the exhaust by rando,,_ thermal Lewis is the maximum degree of ionization, at the two

motion because of the decrease in the gas ,ensity. A pressure levels, that is consistent with the reported per-
smaller amount of total entrainment will tl_us occur at formance data. The values obtained from performance

low pressure provided the area of the acceleration re- data are average values. It is expected that the values so

gion does not intrease as fast as tile density decreases obtained are lower than the ionization in the core and

as the pressure i,, lowered. The AVSSD X-9,C engine was greater than that in the outer edges of the exhaust jet.

operated at the low-pressure Space Environmental Fa- From an energy balance, and using the efficiency values
cility at the NASA Lewis Research Center to test this reported, the maximum fraction of the _sas ionized can

hypothesis _,nd to simulate space conditions more closely, be found by assuming that all the energy transferred to

The results obtained at Lewis (Ref. 65) with hydrogen the gas resides in either directed kinetic energy or ion-

propellznt, which are included in Fig. 22 and indicate a ization and dissociation energy. This is equivalent to

large _ncrease in the overall efficiency at low pressures, equating the thrust efficiency defined by Eq. (6) to an
may be summarized as follows: expression for a frozen-flow efficiency that is similar to

that given by Eq. (7), but includes the degree of ioniza-

(1) The measured thrust increases significantly as the tion a. For hydrogen, and assuming that the degree of
pressure is lowered from 6 × 10-2 to 10-' torr. dissociation is identical with the degree of ionization,
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this expression is values of the specqfic impulse obtained at NASA Lewis
for the two pressure levels. Also included in Table 6 are

1 values of the ionization fraction calculated according to
rhv_ Eqs. (63) and (64) from the data published by AVSSD

'/r = '/r 1 at 6000 and 8000 s (Ref. 21). The values of the overall
-rhv _ + a (ion. + dissoc.) efficiency and thermal efficiency, listed in the table for
2 the AVSSD results, are not from individual runs but are

1 believed to be reasonably accurate average results based
= on the reported data. Note that the thermal efficiency

1 + a 31.72 (63) was found to increase at the higher values of the specific
I_ × 10-_ impulse.

If the calculated value of a is large, little error is intro- It may be seen from Table 6 that the degree of ioniza-
duced by equating both the dissociation and ioA_ization tion calculated from Eq. (63) for the low-pressure data
degree to a single value even though the hydrogen may increases from about 8% at 1000 s to about 40% at
be completely dissociated. On the other hand, if e: is 3500 s. However, if complete dissociation is assumed and
small and the gas is completely dissociated, considerable Eq. (64) is ,_sed, the calculated value of a is negative at
error is introduced by the use of Eq. (63). In the limit 1000 s. This demonstrates that there is insufficient en-
that the hydrogen is only partly ionized but completely ergy transferred to the hydrogen to completely disso-

dissociated, the expression equivalent to Eq. (63) be- ciate it, ever, at zero ionization, and yet produce the
comes reported thrust. The reported spectroscopic observation

(Refs. 65 and 66) of very weak molecular spectra and
1 abundant atomic spectra supports the use of Eq. (64)

rhv_ instead of Eq. (63) for the low-power conditions. It is

'/r = _ = I possible that a more realistic approach would be to
-rhv 2 + dissoc. + a (ion.) assume equilibrium. This has not been done here, other
2 than to note that the overall efficiency at 1000 s, assum-

1 ing a thermal efficiency of 60%, would be greater than
= 50% for frozen-flow expansion of hydrogen.

4.52 + 27.2 a (64)
1+

I_ x 10-6 One may intuitively expect the degree of ionization_t-,_
increase as the power is increased. The results shown in

The results of calculations using both Eqs. (63) and Table 6 for the data obtained at NASA Lewis with the
(64) are shown in Table 6 for 1000 s and the maximum AVSSD X-2C engine indicate that this trend is followed

Table6. Ionizationfractionin the exhaustof thehydrogen-fedX-2CMPDengine

Efficiency Calculated degree of ionization
SpecificPressure

P _orr impulse _;r Ion. = dissoc. = a Dissoc. = 100%

!,, s 70 ri,h 71r" (Eq. 7) (Eq. 61) (Eq. 64)

NASA Lewis

1 X 10-4 1000 0.17 0.60 0.288 0.03 0.078 -" _)75

3500 'J.30 0.60 0.50 0.28 0.40 0.28

6 X 10-s 1000 0.064 0.60 0.11 0.03 0.26 0.13
2900 0.21 0.60 0.35 0.21 0.49 0.4 I

AVSSD

0.$ 6000 0.46 0.68 0.68 0.53 0.55 0.48
8000 0.62 0.72 0.86 0.67 0.33 0.22

J
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at the low pressure and is also followed at the higher ported by Patrick (Ref. 40) for a feed rate of 0.05 g/s.
pressure but at a slower rate. When the data reported Because of the difference in the geometry of the clec-

by AVSSD for the same engine are considercd, it is seen trodes, much of the data obtained with the X-2C engine,

that the trend of increasing degree of ionization with in- discussed above, does not necessarily apply to the

creasing specific impulse is followed up to 6000 s, but MAARC. Some significant differences in the operating
that the degree of ionization decreases to a relatively low cl*aracteristics of the two engines have been reported.

value at 8000 s. The reasoning that the degree of ioniza- For example, unlike the X-2C engine, the MAARC

tion will increase as the power is increased, as well as could not be operated at zero feed rate; furthermore, the
the lack of any concrete experimental evidence of the performance of the MAARC was found to be very sensi-

existence of a low degree of ionization at the high-power tire to the feed rate, as may be seen from Fig. 22. The

conditions, supports the argument that the reported per- calculated efficiency dropped sharply as the feed rate
formance at the highest values of specific impulse is of was reduced from 50 mg/s to 10 mg/s.

questionable validity and unreasonably high.

To determine the effect of entrainment, Patrick placed

The experiments reported by Powers (Ref. 25), for a quartz shroud 61/4 in. in diameter and 6 in. long at the
which hydrogen was used as the propellant, were all exit plane of the MAARC. Tile shroud reduced the mea-

conducted at an arc current of 1000 A; therefore, direct sured thrust, at a feed rate of 50 rag/s, by almost 40%.
experimental evidence of current penetration as a func-

Using a /_o probe, which is described in Part III,
tion of the magnitude of the applied arc current is not

Sec. VII-C, Patrick found that less than 5% of the applied

available. However, because current penetration appears current flowed downstream of the shroud. The magnitude _._.to be associated with the effects of the applied magnetic
field, and since the effects of the field should be greater of the current at a fixed axial position did not change ,_.

at the higher degree of ionization, it is not unreasonable when the shroud was removed. Because of the small _.

to suppose that the acceleration region in the downstream amount of current flowing in the plume at the exit ._
plume becomes larger as the power, at a constant value plane of the shroud, Patrick concluded that very little :'-;

of the applied field, is increased. This line of reasoning entrainment (of the type that could influence thrust
also supports the argument that the data indicating high measurements) could occur with the shroud in place. _'

values of the specific impulse are the most likely to be _,
affected by entrainment. The amount of thrust reduction as a result of viscous ._

drag on the quartz shroud was not measured and, there- _z

Although extrapolation of experimental results is ad- fore, no meaningful assessment" of the amount of thrust

mittedly of questionable merit, the conclusion one would reduction attributable to reduced entrainment can be _.
draw from an extrapolation of the low-pressure data made. However, if it is assumed' that the reduction of the

reported by NASA Lewis is that the curve for overall thrust is the result of reduced eatrainment only, the data _
efficiency versus specific impulse would cross the data may be adjusted on the basis of this assumption. By way

reported by AVSSD at about 4000 s (see Fig. 22) A con- of illustration, replacl_:g T by 0.6T in both the expression

tinuation of this extrapolation to higher values of specific for the specific impl:lse, Eq. (2), and the expression for _
impulse suggests that the calculated efficiency of the the overall efficiency, Eq. (3), changes the point repre- '_
thrustor operated at very low pressures would be lower senting the highest performance reported by Avco- _.
than the values reported by AVSSD at values of specific Everett from approximately 85_ at 4600 s to 31% at ;
impulse grcater than 4000 s. if the data reported by 2700 s. This adjusted point lies very dose to the line

AVSSD are indeed affected by entrainment, lower per- drawn through the data for 50 mg/s. In fact, the adjust-
formance would be expected if entrainment were signifi- ment of any point on the curve, by the procedure above, 'f
cantly reduced at low pressure. The data obtained at for any fractional decrease in the thrust, will move that _

,i-

NASA Lewis are inconclusive in demonstrating the ab- point on a p_,th that very nearly coincides with the curve _

sence of entrainment at low pressure, partly because of drawn through the data, towards the origin of the plot.
the limited range of the operating variables that were

in_ estigated; nevertheless, the data are not inconsistent All the thrust measurements at the Avco-Everett facil- 7_

with the contention that entrainment is reduced at very ity were made with a thrust plate, or pu2 probe (see Part ._
low tank pressures. III, Section VII-C). The MAARC was also operated on a _

The highest overall efficiency to be obtained with a thrust stand at the AVSSD facility. Some results of the i'

hydrogen-fed MPD thrustor (the MAARC) is that re- tests made on the test stand are shown in Fig. 47, taken
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7 , v 1 _ _ _ ciency at 4600 s, was given in Ref. 40. However, using the
50 mg//s H2 maximum value of the thermal efficiency that was men-MEDIUM WATER-COOLED COIL

6 X THRUST PLATE DATA (55-66kW) tioned (Ref. 39), which was 87_, and using the per-
o THRUSTSTANDDATA(6OkW) formance figures given a!)ove (85_ at 4600 s j, an

estimate of the degree of ionization of less than 2% may
5 be obtained from Eq. (6f_). Since the dissoc;ation energy

x represents about 14_ of the total frozen-flow loss, laost
'gx o x x of the hydrogen must have been accelerated as molecular

4
% hydrogen to produce the measured thrust if the thermal

! efficiency was not greater than 87_.

3 1 The solid hne drawn through the Avco-Everett data

1
(Fig. 22) connects points that were obtained at constant

z x power and constant feed rate (Ref. 40). The thermal
efficiency was observed (R_;f. 40) to be relatively con-

i i t l l L L stant at a fixed power level as the magnetic field was
60 80 ioo izo 14o 16o 18o zoo increased to produce the higher values of the thrust;

THRUST,g therefore, the increased overall efficiency was tb,e result
of increased thrust efficiency. With the total power in the

Fig, 47. Comparison of thrustsobtained from thrust stand propellant constant, the increased thrust must be accom-
measurementsand thrust density profiles panied by a decrease in the maximum possible average

(from Fig. 34 of Ref. 40) ionization fraction as calculate _ by Eq. (47). Thus, if

no experimental anomalies were present, the reported
from Ref. 40, in which the thrust measured with the thrust data indicate that increasing the magnetic Leld resulted

plate is compared with that measured with the in decreasing the ionization le,_el to almost vanishingly
thrust stand; the comparison is a plot of thrust versus small amounts. This trend clearly conflicts with the spec-

the IB product. Identical values of the IB product con'e- troscopic observations of the exhaust of the AVSSD X-2C
spond to identical values of both I and B. As pointed out engine operated on ammonia. Connolly (Ref. 66) found
by Patrick (Ref. 40), a large discrepancy exists not only the intensity of the N + spectra to increase and the inten-

in the magnitude but also in the functional dependence sity of the N spectra to decrease with increasing applied
of the measured thrust on the IB product. For the data magnetic field (see Part III, Section VII-C-5).

shown in Fig. 47, the performance obtained from the
thrust stand was about 1630 ± 100 s (which is very close With the exception that the X-2C engine was not op-
to the data reported for the X-2C engine operated with erated at zero feed rate with ammonia, the series of

large external fields) whereas the performance obtained experiments that were conducted with hydrogen were
from thrust profile measurements with the pu' probe also conducted with ammonia. Axial current loops in the

appears to be well correlated with the IB product and plume were observed at AVSSD and the overall effi-
varies from about 2:300 s at 20_ to about :3900 s at 60_. ciency obtained by NASA Lewis generally increased as

The operating conditions for the tests on the thrust stand the tank pressure was lowered. The thermal effie_.eney
were identical with those for which the thrust target was was insensitive to the pressme level. Two exceptions to

used. Although the reasons for the discrepancies are n:,t the similarities with hydrogen were that (1) the per-
known, it is suggested (Ref. 40) that the difference is formance obtained with a field of 1400 G did not increase

most likely due to difference in the mode of operation of at low pressure, and (2) an unpredictable tendency of
the MAARC at the two facilities, the discharge to undergo a transition between two dis-

tinct voltage modes was observed for all operating condi-
The ionization levels present in the exhaust of the tions at the Lewis facility.

MAARC, which were calculated for a number of typical

experimental points and listed in Table 3 of Ref, 39, The data published in Ref. 65 included some for which
varied from 5.6% at the higher thrust efficiencies to 75_ the calculated overall efficiency exceeded the thermal
at low thrust efficiency. Neither the ionization fraction efficiency. However, all the ammonia data were too large

nor the thermal efficiency for the highest performance because of an error in the measured feed rate and were

point reported, which was better than 85_ overall effi- corrected in Ref. 68. The feed rate initially reported was
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too small by a factor of 2.04 (Ref. 68); consequently, the in Table 7. The test conditions at high pressure that ex-
values of both the specific impulse and the overall effi- isted for the experiments at AVSSD could not be exactly
ciencies were too lar" ._by the same factor. This correc- duplicated at the Lewis facility because the maximum
tion removed the discrepancy of the overall efficiency current available at Lewis was about 500 A, whereas the
exceeding the thermal efficiency. It is apparent that the minimum value used at Avco was 600 A. The two voltage
consequences of the error in the measured feed rate are modes were not observed st AVSSD; consequently, the
very similar to an error that would result from entrain- placement of the data in the colur,an of Table 7 labeled
ment into the acceleration region. TI'._fact that the error "low-voltage mode" is arbitrary.

could escape immediate detection, as witnessed by the
initial publication of the data, illustrates again the dfffi- From the table it may be seen that, if the performance
culty of detecting entrainment from the usually observed data are correct, the ammonia could not have been fully
parameters, dissociated at the low tank pressure when the accelerator

was operated at 1000 s in the low-voltage mode. Spectro-
By the method discussed above for hydrogen, some scopic observations of the atomic spectra of both nitrogen

additional information may be obtained from a calcula- and hydrogen support the calculation of low ionization
tion of the maximum possible degree of ionization that is at nearly all conditions.
consistent with the performance data. The equation
equivalent to Eq. (64), for which 100N dissociation is The values of the thrust efficiency listed in Table 7 for
assumed, is given by Eq. (65), for which the values of the AVSSD data were taken from a smooth curve drawn
the dissociation and ionization energies given in Table 1 through a plot of thrust efficiency versus the specific ira- t
for ammonia are used. pulse. The thrust efficiencies were calculated according

to Eq. (6) from the published data (Ref. 19). For a feed
1 rate of 58 mg/s these data indicate that the ionization

_r = _ = (1.48 + 6.52a) (65) fraction decreases as the specific impulse increases. The
single entry at a feed rate of 29 mg/s represents the data

1 + I_ X 10-6 obtained at the maximum reported specific impulse. The
calculated ionization fraction was generally higher at the

The calculated values of the ionization fraction for some lower feed rate; however, there were considerable dif-
representative conditions, at both the high and low volt- ferences in the values of the thrust efficiency at the
age modes, and at the two pressure ranges, are included different arc current levels. For example, at 2400 s, the

Table7. Ionizationfractionin theexhaustof theammonia.fedX-2CMPDe_tgine i

High-voltage mode I..=,,v_o_l,go me_e
Test conditi:_ I,, t ....

NASA Lew|sn

P : 2 × 10-' ( 1000 0.16 0.48 0.33 0.08 0.18 0.42 0.43 --0.024

to 5 X 10-s torr t ':J00 0.34 0.48 0.71 0.26 0.34 0.42 0.81 0.056

P = 0.40 to _ 1000 0.10 0.48 0.21 0.36 0.10 0.42 0.24 0.26
0.017 torr ) 2800 0.28 0.48 0.58 0.63 0.28 0.42 0,67 0.38

AVSSDe

1090 0.20 0.38

2OOO 0.50 0.39
m _--" 58 mg/s 3000 0.78 0.16

3200 0.84 0.07

m = 29 mg/s 3800d 0.78 0.40

t'Thevaluesusedace the correcteddata publishedIn Ref.68.

rAvetag,tvaluesof 7;T takenfrom a smoothcurvedrawn thrOugha plot of Yir, calculatedfrom publisheddata, versusfa.
dHighetreportedI, obtainedat 1400A.

' i
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thrust efficiency for the 29-mg/s data varied from less data (Fig. 4, Ref. 66) show that the highest thrust effi-
than 0.45 at 1400 A to more than 0.65 at 800 A. This ciency was obtained with the lowest field strength, in
variation in the thrust efficiency corresponds to a varia- agreement with the qualitative spectroscopic observations
tion in the value of a of from 0.86 to 0.25. The values of (see Part III, Section VII-C-5). Precisely the opposite
the thrust efficiency calculated from the data obtained trend is indicated by the data reported by AVSSD. This
at a feed rate of 58 mg/s were less sensitive to the arc is shown in Fig. 48, where the data for the ammonia feed

current level, rate of 29 mg/s (Table A-5 of Reg. 19) is displayed as a
plot of thrust efficiency versus the specific impulse, with

The data obtained with the X-2C engine at NASA the strength of the applied magnetic held as a parameter.
Lewis indicate a very definite correlation of the degree From this figure it is seen that, unlike the low-pressure
of ion;zation of ammonia with the strengtb of the applied data obtained at NASA Lewis, the highest thrust
magnetic field for fixed values of specific impulse. These efficiency, corresponding to the lowest ionization
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Figure48. Thrustefficiencyvsspecificimpulsefor theAVSSDammonia-fedX-2Cenginefor a numberof appliedmagnetic
_ field strengths.Thesedata indicatethat bothhigh thrustefflcienciesandlow ionizationfractionsareobtainedat

highfield stnmgth
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fraction, was obtained with strong applied fJ.lds. The basis of this comparison, John concluded that, at least to
superimposed curves of the frozen-flow efficiency were first order, the difference i. the overall efficiency of the
calculated from Eq. (65). two propellants can be attributed to the differences m the !E

thermal and frozen-flow efficiencies. This conclusion was

In a comparison of the data obtained with hydrogen based on the assumption that the expansion efficiency is
and that obtained with ammonia, John (Ref. 19) has essentially the same for the two propellants. It is noted
shown that there is reasonable agreement between the here that if entrainment was indeed a factor in deterrnin-
ratios of tl,e calculated frozen-flow efficiencies and ing the thrust of either, then the comparison would
the measured thrust efficiency of the two propellants. The require that it too was essentially the same for the two
comparison was made for values of the specific impulse propellants.
that varied from 2000 to 5000 s. The values used for the

performance of ammonia at 4000 and 5000 s were, pre- The recent data obtained at AVSSD with the X-TC
sumably, extrapolated from the measured data. On the engine were used to produce Fig. 49, in which the thrust

o0 !

- = . a =0.50

0 7 _ _ a=l.O0o
0.6 " _ ....

_o
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ILl ,#
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_, 0 2 50 _~V 2.08 _,_,
I"1 1.66 --;

0.2 ' - -___
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0 <> ,25

0 o.85 .._

t_NH$ =
O.t #
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SPECIFIC IMPULSE,s

RO.49. Thrustefficiencyvsspecificimpulsefor the&VSSDammonia-fedX..7engine.Theobviouscorrelationbelweenthe
field stmng_!:andthe thrustefficiencyionizat!cmfraction shownin Rg.48 it notopparentfrom the data shownhem
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efficiency is r, lotted as a function af specific impulse, with the ammonia-fed X-2C engine was obtah,ed from
Only the restfits reported for an ammonia feed rate of ,_6 tests conducted with the highest values of both the ap-

ing/s, for which most of the comparisons in Ref. 29 are plied magnetic field and arc current. The curve of overall

made, are in(ludcd in Fig. 49. efficiency versus the specific impulse obtained at low
pressure at the NASA Lewis facility tends to cross the

.Most of the discussions contained in Ref. 29 were lim- data reported by AVSSD for thrustor operation at 58

itcd to the fixed feed rate of 36 mg/s because of the mg/s. However, this tendency is less obvious when the
unknown effects of the test ey,,'iron,nent and the belief data obtained at Lewis are compared with the data ob-
that the observed trends in the voltage and thrust would tained at 29 mg/s.

be maintained at a lower back pressure. The flow rate of
._;6mg/s was chosen for the comparisons and discussions The data obtained at low test pressures indicate in-
because this flow rate appeared to be a reasonable corn- creasing ionizatiort fraction with increasing specific im-

promise between avoiding the interactions with the test pulse as one mig" • intuitiw*ly expect. The data obtained

enviromnent that were observed or suspected for the at high pressure d9 not follow this trend, and some
lower feed rates and not requiring excessively high input display the reverse trend of decreasing ionization w_"a

power to achieve a desired specific impulse at the higher increasing specific impulse. It is concluded that these
feed rates, It was stated (Ref. 29) that the absolute i,e.nds support the contention that entrainment is less
vabws of the specific impulse and thrust for the 36 mg/s likely to affect the thrust me_suremeats in the low-

feed rate may be in error because of possible interactions pressure test facilities.
with the test environment.

2. Condensable propellants. "l_ere are fewer experi-

The correlation of the thrust efficiency with the mag- mental data concerning entrainment in the exhaust of
netic field, displayed by the data obtained with the MPD thrusters operated on alkal;, metal than for either

X-2C engine (Fig. 48) is not apparent in Fig. 49. A much hydrogen or ammonia. The series of Hall current aecel-

higher ionization fraction is indicated for nearly all of the craters designed by EOS has been tested at different
data obtained with the X-7C engine than with the X-2C pressure levels with lithium, potassium, and sodium.
engine, and the tendency of decreasing ionization fraction However, because it was not pcssible to vary _he tank

with increasing specific impulse (Table 7) is not apparent, pres.atre systematically by increasing the densit. of the
When lower feed rates were used, however, the effects of alkali metal vapors, the variation in the _3ressure was

experimental anomalies became indisputable when calcu- accomplished by bleeding a noncondensable gas, usually
lated o_'erall efficiency exc,_eded 100f/, ; e.g., 210 r/, at argon (Ref. 49), into the tank. The results with all three

._6,000 s (Ref. 29). ,ropellants indicated that there was no change in the
'hrust as the tank pressu:e was varied from 10"* to 10"s

The results obtained with ammonia at Avco-Everett torr (Refs. 47 and 49). As the pressure was increased
were similar to the rest,lts obtained with hydrogen (Ref. above about 5 × 10 a tort there was a very substantial
40). Axial current loops were measured in the exhaust decrease in the thrust, with a minimum at about 2 ",<10 -_

plume, and the thnlst was reduced by about 40_ when ton', followed by an increase to a max;mum at about 0.1

the quartz shroud wa_ used. One difference was that ton'. It was also noted that the voltage of the accelerator
when the .M,AARC was operated on the thnlst stand at was strongly affected by the addition of the noncondens-
AVSSD with ammonia as the propellant, agrc, ment of able bleed material (Ref. 49).
the results at the two faeihties was obtained for some

operating conditions. One of the accelerators, Model LAJ-AF-6D (Fig. 15)
was operated on lithium in the io, engine cham_,n" at

On the basis of the factors considered iv the foregoing EOS at a pressure of 10-T ton, (Ref. 50), Compared with

discussion, it is concluded that entrainment cannot be the results obtained at the more normal operating pres-
ruled out as a factor in the operation of ammonia-fed sure of about lff _ ton,, the low-pressure results indicated

MPD thrusters. Ahhough the ax ailable data and the no significant change. Because of a imssible increase in
range of operating conditions covered are less than for the size of the interaction region, Cann has noted that
hydrogen, there are similarities in the data obtained with the resul.s are not conclusive.

the two propellants. Thus, at high pressures, the highest

overall efficiency (which corresponds to the lowest value The possibility of entrainment in the plume of alkali
of the calculated ionization fraction) that was obtained metal acceleration, even at very low pressures, has been
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diseqssed by Cann (Ref. 51). This observation is based data were obtained with strong applied magnetic fields
on the possibility thaL once condensed on a surface, the and at high current levels, support for this argument is

condensed phase may he released as a vapor, either be- afforded by the (qualitative) theoretical considerations
cause cf thermal effects or as the result of continued that the danger of entrainment is increased because of

bombardment by the high-velocity exhaust beam. the increased penetration of the current loops iuto the
plume.

Tiw buffered cathode models, operated with a lithium-

nitrogen bipropellant, were also operated at different A reliable definition of the proper test environment
tank pressure,, (Ref. 51 ). As before, the tank pressure does not exist. However, in spite of the fact that the tests

was varied by bleeding argon into the tank. When the at low pressures are inconclusive, the data obtained at
wessure was varied in a transient manner, the results low pressure are probably more reliable than those ob-
were similar to those described above; however, when tanned at higher pressure. None of the dat_ obtained at

the bleed was controlled to produce similar steady-state low pressure are inconsistent with this argument.

pressure conditions, radical departures from the above
results were observed. Instead of remaining constant, the B. Interactions With the Vacuum Tank Wal_s

thrust decreased to a low ",symptoqc value as the pressure The possibility of interactions between the electro-

was lowered from 10-" to 10-_ torr. Models of slightly magnetic fields and the vacuum tank walls and of
different geometries were used in the transient and

subsequent errors in the thrust measurements has been
steady-state tests; consequently, the results are considered discussed by a number of authors (Refs. 15, 49, and 51). _,tentative and not conclusive of either a difference in the

Because of the strong, easily observable effects of the |
operating characteristics of the two engines or a dif- applied magnetic field on the measured thrust when the !
ference because of the different methods employed to vacuum tank, or thrustor component parts, are con-
vary the pressure, structed of magnetic materials, the tanks are usually ,

No current density measurements have been performed made of aluminum or stainless steel. Less obvious, how-
ever, are the effects of interactions of an electrically con-

in the exhaust of thrustors operated on alkali metals; ducting tank wall with the current loops in the engine
howevel, these measurements are planned (Ref. 52).

From other observations, Cann (Ref. 49) has concluded exhaust plume. "i
that current loops do exist in the plume of the Hall

Ducati (Ref. 15) has observed arcing to the walls atcurrent accelerators and extend far downstream of the
positions that could be correlated with the visual bounda-

accelerator exit. ries of the exhaust plume. Ducati has also observed a

deflection of the jet and has associated this phenomenon

i 3. Summary. Conclusive evid_'- :e that entrainment can with interactions with the wall as well.cause experimental data to be completely invalid has Cann (Ref. 51) has also observed arcing to the tank
been reported by AVSSD at zero and near-zero feed rates walls and views this occurrence as a manifestation of a

_,. _ ydrogen-fed engines. Other observations, although

qot conclusive, indicate strongly that entrainment has mechanism by which the wall acts as a short circuit for
affected much of the reported performance data. Thus, the current flowing in the anode and cathode jets. The

solution suggested by Cann is to increase the length of
I although the acceleration of a very weakly ionized gas the tank so that the current loops do not extend to the

to very high exhaust velocities has not been proved im- tank walls.
possible, it is reasoned here that until unambiguous evi-

dence supporting the performance data is available, The use of insulating tank walls, or insulating coatings
and/or until a reliable theory (which, it appears, will

await the appearar. _ of the unambiguous evidence) on the walls, has been suggested as a means of minimiz-

indicates that the necessary neutral-acceleration mecha- ing the interactions (Ref. 15).

nism is feasiHe, the data should be cons"dered question- C, Voltage Mode Variations
able. Since, except for specific impulse values of less
than about 2000 s, the hydrogen data indicating the In addition to entrainment and other interactions of

highest performance and the highest efficiency also indi- the thrustors with the test environment, the observation
cate the lowest ionization fraction, it appears that the that a number of accelerators can operate in more than

"best" data are the most suspect. Furthermore. since these one voltage mode and, further, that the transition from
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one mode to the other can occur in an unpredictable durance tests, which were conducted at a constant set-
manner detracts from the confidence one can safely ting of all controllable parameters, the arc voltage, as
assign to the reported performance, well as the thrust, varied slowly over a wide range.

The overall efficiency of the AVSSD X-2C engine A very large variation in the thrustor voltage at a fixed
operating on ammonia apparently was not strongly value of the magnetic field was reported by John (Ref. 21)
affected by the voltage mode at which the thrustor op- for a cesium-fed engine. Individual data points were
erated (Ref. 65). This is not true (Ref. 49) of the not published, although the current and feed rate ranges
lithium-fed accelerators designed by EOS, which have were reported to be from 70 to 180 A and 3.5 to 6.0 rag/s,
been observed to operate over a wide range of voltages respectively. Since John attributes the variation to data
with accompanying large variations in the thrust and the scatter, there apparently was no correlation between
overall efficiency. This is illustrated in Fig. 50, on which these variables and the arc voltage.
some of the data obtained with two of the EOS engines
are plotted. Figure 50, on which the reported data ob-
tained at a single operating condition for each of two of II. The Effect of Feed Rote on Thrustor
the engines are plotted, also illustrates the reason for the Performance
wide area shown on the performance plot of Fig. 26. The
data at the left of the figure were obtained with Model In many of the earliest experiments with MPD thrus-
LAJ-AF-2 (Fig. 14) at the operating conditions noted tots, the observed invariance of the performance with the
on the figure. For the points shown, all the controllable propellant feed rate was cited as evidence of the predom-
operating variables were held constant, but the arc volt- inantly electromagnetic nature of the acceleration process
age was observed to vary from 8(] to 58 V and the mea- (Refs. 19 and 47). This conclusion was consistent with
sured thrust from 28.4 to 89.4 gf. The second set of points the argument that the thrust was derived from I × B
was obtained with Model LAJ-AF-4 (Fig. 14) at the forces and that these forces are independent of the
operating conditions noted on the figure. During the en- propellant feed rate. Some exceptions are to be noted.
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The results obtained by Patrick (Ref. 40) with the efficiencies than do the results obtained at feed rates in I

MAARC operated with hydrogen showed a very pro- the 4-to 8-mg/s range. I
nounced dependence of the specific impulse and the
overall efficiency on the feed rate (see Fig. 22). Brock-

man (Ref. 56) has also reported data that show a strong IIh Status of Theoretical Studies
dependence of thrust on the feed rate.

A. Summary of TheoreticalProblems

The results obtained at AVSSD with the ammonia-fed Because of the complexity of the processes that occur

X-2C engine were for only two feed rates, 29 and 58 mg/s. and the coupling between these different processes to

and indicated no dependence of the observed perfor- produce thrust, a comprehensive theory describing the _
mance on the feed rate. The AVSSD X-7C engines, on mechanisms and defining the performance capability of

the other hand. have been operated over a much larger MPD thrustors has not been achieved. The analyses that
range of feed rates that varied from 0.7 to 68 mg/s of have been made are devoted to one or more isolated lea-

ammonia (Ref. 29). At the higher feed rates, from :36 to tures, _enerally uncoupled from other processes to sim-
68 rag/s, no dependence on the feed rate was observed, plify the analysis, that are thought to be important in

in agreement with the earlier results. However, at the determining the overall pelformance. Some of the pro-

lower feed rates, a very strong dependence of efficiency cesses that hz,ve been investigated are the ionization
on the feed rate was observed. The discussion of the process, fluid dynamic interactions, electrode phenomena,

effects of the feed rate presented in Ref. 29 was directed the effect of magnetic field configuration, and finally and

toward a comparison of the results obtained at (nearly) probably most important, the energy addition and accel-

constant input power with the X-7C-4 engine, which has eration mechanisms and the attainment of axial ion
a 0.6-in. anode. This comparison, Table XI of Ref. 29, velocities. The relative effectiveness of the different
shows that both the arc voltage and the measured thrust acceleration mechanisms that have been identified is a

are at a minimum at a feed rate of 16 mg/s and that ob- strong function of the local plasma conditions, the elec-
viously anomalous results were obtained at the lowest tromagnetic field configurations, and the distribution of

feed rates where the indicated overall efficiency ex- the current densities. These factors are poorly defined at

ceeded 100_. If the comparison is made at a constant present, and the existing theoretical descriptions depend
value of the specific impulse, the observed performance heavily on numerous assumptions.

is consistently lower for the lower feed rates. This trend At the present time, the level of understanding of the
is clearly evident in Fig. 10 of Ref. 29, and may be seen basic phenomena is not sufficient to allow a critical eval-

from Fig. 25 of the present report, uation of the reported performance data, to extrapolate
the performance obtained in the laboratory to that which

Recognizing that the reported results may not be may be expected in space, or to aid appreciably in the
representative of the performance in a hard vacuum, design of an "optimum" engine. Thus, the full potential
John (Ref. 29) concluded that there appears to be a and the limitations of the MPD thrustor are not known

minimum mass flow for efficient MPD operation and that at the present time. The difficulties that have prevented

there is also a minimum power which must be used to the evolution of a realistic theory may be traced to the
obtain a given specific impulse at the maximum effi- complexity, of the different physical proeess-_ that take

ciency. To explain the observed dependence of the feed place, the questionable validity of much of the perfor-
rate, John hypothesized that at high mass flows the in- mance data and, finally, the difficulty of making the
teraction with the test environment is negligible, and necessary diagnostic measurements with sufficient accu.
that at very low flow rates these interactions will domi- racy to verify the more critical assumptions that form

nate the observed results completely, the basis of the simplified models of the acceleration
mechanisms.

Somewhat similar results were published by Cann

(Ref. 51) for the bipropellant ALPHA operation (Fig. It is concluded here that little additional progress in
27). The results concerning the feed rate are somewhat the devel pment of a realistic theory is likely until the

obscmed because a number of different electrode con- ambiguities caused by the interactions wit_tl the test en-
figurations were used to obtain the data ._laown in Fig. vironment are either removed or adequately understood
27. However, it is apparent that the results obtained with and, in addition, until those measurements that are

a feed rate greater than about 10 mg/s indicate higher necessary to confirm the assumptions concerning the l_eal
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conditions are made with sufficient accuracy to be useful the thrust to aerodynamic effects when no (or a very
for the intended purpose, weak) external magnetic field was applied. For thrltstor

operation with a strong applied magnetic field, MaUiaris
B. Acceleration Mechanisms and EnergyAddition (Ref. 27) found that the concept of a thrust coefficient

Processes could not be used in the customary way. The pressure
distribution in the interelectrode region, as determinedThe acceleration mechanisms that have been discussed

involve the heating and thermal expansion of the prooel- by measurements of the cathode tip pressure and the ex-
lant plasma and [he effects of the interactions of current, pansion nozzle, appeared to be determined more by the
either applied or induced, with the magnetic fields, which interaction of the flow pattern and the applied field than
are also either applied or induced. Although all the pos- by the fluid dynamic effects alone. However, many of the
sible mechanisms are generally considered to contribute experimental data (Refs. 19, 40, 65, and 66), and particu-

larly those obtained at low specific impulse, for which
to some extent to the observed thrust, the analytical the performance parameters indicate a low ionization
models that have been proposed generally emphasize one fraction, suggest the possibility that a significant portion
mechanism as being most likely to be responsible for a
preponderance of the thrust, of the measured thrust may be aerodynamic, even when

strong external magnetic fields are applied.

1. Electrothermal processes. Th_ heating of the pro- Energy addition by 1oule heating and the subsequent
pellant is usuallv referred to as an electrothermal process randomization of the energy in a fully ionized hydrogen
and the expansion is described as an aerodynamic process
even though electromagnetic effects, such as the distribu- exhaust was discussed by Treat (Ref. 15). For assumed

values of the electron density, electron temperature, andtion of the arc attachment region at the electrode sur-
faces and plasma containment during the expansion and the local values of the electric field, Treat has calcu-
possibly some of the heating processes, may contribute Iated the length cf the magnetic nozzle, downstream of
significantly to the performance. A common method of the region of strong electric fields, that is required to
handling the data is based on the proposed similarity allow randomization of the energy. The conclusion
with the more conventional thermal expansion processes (Ref. 21_ that the energy addition process of the AVSSD
in which it is assumed that the thrust can be related to cesium-(ed engine was electrothermal was based on the

the arc chamber pressure through a thrust coefficient Cr. observed operating characteristics of the cesium engine.

An initial attempt (Ref. lg) to correlate part of the 2. Acceleration by self-lnduced magnetic _ields. The
observed thrust of an engine operated with a very weak principle of plasma acceleration by the electromagnetic

forces that result from the interaction of an applied cur-applied magnetic field with an expansion process was
made by assuming a thrust coef{icient equal to unity, rent and its self-induced magnetic fields has been known
Later experi_._ents; by both Malliaris (Ref. 28) and since 1955 when Maecker (Ref. 91) described and dem-

onstrated the effect for a free-burning atmospl_ _,rieare.Hiigel (Ref. 10l) demonstrated that a value of unity was
a poor approximation for the thrust coefficient. Although It was quickly recognized that a large part of the thrust
the thrust coefficient of more conventional flows is of a high-current MPD thrustor operated without an

greater than unity for adiabatic supersonic expansions, externally applied magnetic field could result from this
MaUiaris (Ref. 28) found that the use of a coefficient mechanism, and experiments were designed to demon-
equal to unity resulted in a calculated aerodynamic thrust strate the applicability of the mechanism.
that exceeded the total observed thrust for a number of

experiments and, therefore, that the thrust c_efficient The most common derivation (see Part IV, Section II-A)
of the relation between the current and the force ex-

must have a value of less than unity. Hiigel (Ref. 101) re-
ported Cr to vary from 0.4 to 0.8 for argon and from 0.9 erted on the plasma is from a macroscopic approach in
to 1.15 for hydrogen. The effect of supersonie heating which it is shown that the thrust produced is not depen-
(which would be to increase the apparent value of Cp) dent on the local plasma conditions. The source of un-
on the performance of an MPD thrustor operated with no certainty in this developmcnt of a quantitative expression

for the thrust lies in the dependence of the eleetromag-applied magnetic field was discussed by Hiigel for an
isothermal expansion, netic force on the current distributions at the electrode

surfaces. Nonetheless, considerable confidence is ex-
As indicated above, some limited success was obtained pressed in the c<)rrectness of the solutions obtained. This

through the use of a thrust coefficient to relate part of is perhaps best exemplified by the practice of defining
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the aerodynamic thrust as the difference between the tion of the electrical energy may be transferred to the
total measured thrust and the calculated electromagnetic propellant as rotational kinetie energy when an external
contribution, field is applied. The torque exerted on the plasma as a

result of the arc current crossing the applied magnetic

Although the macroscopic approach has been used fields has been calctdated (Refs. 16, 42, and 47) in a
successfully to relate the electromagnetic thrust to the generzl way and shown to be dependent only on the cur-
applied current, it cannot be used to predict the voltage rent distribution at the electrode surfaces. The rate at
characteristics. The voltage--current characteristic does which the torque is converted to angular momentum
depend on the local plasma conditions and has not been depends on some of the plasma properties, and has been

treated quantitatively. However, the qualitative relation calculated for a nonviscous, neutral plasma (Ref. 16).
between the voltage and the identity of the current car- Finally, the production of useful thrust by this mecha-
rier throughout the discharge, which is a strong function nism by the conversion of the rotational kinetic energy
of the local conditions, has been discussed by Jahn to axial kinetic energy depends on the effectiveness of
(Ref. 14). Stratton (Ref. 92) has discussed the limiting the "magnetic nozzle" in containing the plasma. This _
condition in which ions conduct all the current across mechanism is referred to as the ion-swirl mechanism.

the induced magnetic field and for which the voltage Although relatively small azimuthal velocities have been
must be sufficient to accelerate the ions to the final ve- measur,'d (Ref. 52) very near the exhaust centerline,

locity electrostatically, these measurements are not conclusive in demonstrating
the effectiveness of the mechanism.

3. Acceleration in the presence of an applied field.
The number of possible interactions when a strong field The role of the magnetic nozzle in transforming rota- _.

tional motion to axial motion was not invoked by Jahnis applied is greater and the interactions are much more _,
(Ref. 14) in his particle viewpoint analysis. Consequently, tcomplicated than when no field is applied. There are no

general relations between the thrust and the engine oper- the analysis was unable to reveal any thrust-producing i
mechanism for thrustor operation with a strong appliedating parameters similar to that obtained for operation

with no field. Because of the complexity of the processes field and small applied currents.

involved, the thrustor characteristics for each of a num- The arc voltage of the swirl mechanism depends
ber of possible mechanisms have been described for lira- strongly on the identity of the current carriers which, in
iting conditions and compared with the experimental turn, depends on the local plasma conditions. If collisions
observations. The postulated limiting conditions usually are infrequent, and the electrons are "trapped" by the
specify that the proposed acceleration mechanism was magnetic field, the ions carry most of the current and
dominant and that it could be uncoupled from all other the voltage is high. If electrons carry the current, the
processes that take place, torque exerted on the plasma remains unchanged but

the voltage drop may be smaller. A detailed analytical
The initial emphasis placed on the pure electromag- model, in which electrons carry most of the current and

netic acceleration mechanisms has lessened during the therefore are responsible for most of the torque, has been
last two years largely because of the inability to correlate described by Cann (Ref. 47).
the predicted engine performance with the experimental
observations. As one example, the inability to relate the 4. Analytical models. The theoretical analyses of the
measured thrust with the arc voltage (Ref. 47), as v,el] as electromagnetic acceleration mechanisms of the MPD
the negative results obtained from experiments designed thrustor have followed a number of approaches with
to measure Hall currents (Ref. 25), has caused a re- varying degrees of thoroughness. The acceleration mech-
evahiation of the role of Hall currents in Hall current anisms, when analyzed in some detail, are invariably

accelerators. In addition, some theoretical studies, such uncoupled from all other processes. This procedure ne-

as the particle analysis presented by Jahn (Ref. 14), have cessitates the assumptions of the local conditions at the
cast doubts on the possibility of significant Hall accel- point in the discharge where the acceleration process is
eration in devices with the geometry of the MPD assumed to begin. Tlae description of the acceleration
thrustor, mechanisms are generally qualitative and few attempts

have been made to obtain solutions that relate the

Although the role of the Hall currents is questionable, thrustor operating characteristics to the controllable op-
there aopears to be general agreement that a large frac- crating parameters, except for very idealized conditions.
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The group of workers at EOS have followed a course the Hall currents could interact to produce axial aceel- •
of attempting to calculate, among other parameters, the eration. In this model the electrons remained trapped in

current density distributions within the exhaust plume, the cathode jet, but the anode jet was assumed to be I
the accelerator voltage characteristics, and the depen- sufficiently dense to permit electron conduction across !

denee of the thrust on the applied magnetic field. The the magnetic field by collisional effects. Because the Idifficulty of a comp ehensive analytical solution and electrons could conduct part of the current, the voltage :_
the sensitivity of approximate solutions to both the as- requirement imposed by the assumption that only ions t
sumptions that are made and the processes that are carried current across the field was related. The geo- i

considered can be appreciated from a review of the evo- metric configuration of the anode and cathode jet,
lution of the different analytical models that have been sketched in Fig. 45, consisted of an anode jet of decreas-
proposed by EOS. The assumptions corfimon to all of the ing diameter and a low-density cathode jet. in which ._'
models are the following: little energy was released and virtually no thrust pro-

duced, of uniform diameter.
(1) Ionization is complete, i

(2) Ionization occurs by electron-atom collision. (A1- In the most recent model, the role and appearance of
though this assumption is made, it has no direct both the anode jet and the cathode jet have changed
bearing on the acceleration mechanisms per se, considerably. The cathode jet is assumed to be a rela-
inasmuch as the ionization is assumed to occur up- tively high-density region in which there is considerable
stream of the acceleration region.) energy addition, part of which is by electrothermal ef-

fects. Because of the high density in the cathode jet, the(3) Current loops extend downstream via two zones: a
central cathode jet and a thin annular anode jet, plasma diffuses across the magnetic field lines, and, as a
which coalesce at some downstream position, result, the cathode jet rotates and increases in diameter.

The rate of increase of the cathode jet is determined by
(4) The current carriers in the cathode jet are electrons, the rate of diffusion across the field lines. The anode jet,

on the other hand, is assumed to be a very low-density,

No direct assumptions of the particle densities or tern- collisionless region of uniform diameter. Thrust is pro-
peratures were made, but the effectiveness of different duced by the recovery of both the rotational and internal
processes, which depends on the plasma properties, was energy of the cathode jet in the magnetic nozzle and
assumed. In the first model, which emphasized Hall ac- from the electrostatic acceleration of the ions in the col-
celeration, the ions carried most of the current across the lisionless anode jet.
magnetic field lines because the electrons were assumed

to be trapped by the field and, therefore, flowed only z, The analysis proceeds by finding the condition at

Hall currents. The model was based on the assumption which the sum of the voltage drops through the collision-
that most of the thrust was the result of Hall aceelera- less anode jet and the high-density cathode jet is a mini-
tion, and the analysis was devoted to the determination mum. The assumed conditions of the cathode jet are '
of the Hall currents and the effects of the Hall current stated to be based on experimentalinvestigations which, 2
interactions. Attempts to solve the set of equations that however, are I.,ot identified further. The statement is
was written to describe the interactions were largely made that the low-density anode jet is not expected to
unsuccessful, and for this model an approximate solution exist in the working MPD ares.
was obtained for a completely diamagnetic plasma for
a region of the discharge in which the radial current dis-
tribution was everywhere zero. C. CommonAssumptions

Numerous assumptions have necessarily been made to
In the second model, azimuthal acceleration of the formulate the mechanisms that have been proposed.

ions was considered to produce most of the thrust, and Some of these have been assumptions of local conditions,
the Hall acceleration was assumed to be zero. The analy- such as the electron densities and temperatures, and the
sis was restricted to a region in which the applied mat- effectiveness of well-known processes are then evaluated
netic field was purely axial. The absence of any Hall for the postulated conditions. The effectiveness of the
aecehration followed from the assumption that the radial processes themselves, such as ion-neutral ionization pro-
component of the applied magnetic field was zero and, cesses and charge-exchange mechanisms, are also some-
consequently, there existed no component with which times assumed. Other examples of the assumption of
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effectiveness of processes include (1) the ability of a viewpoint (Ref. 14). The effectiveness of the magnetic
magnetic nozzle to contain the exhaust products and nozzle and the energy randomization process of the
(2) the existence of large azimuthal Hall currents at electrothermal mechanism discussed by Treat (Ref. 15)
specified locations in the discharge region, were also analyzed for a completely ionized plasma. On

the other hand, the critical mass flow theory proposed
Few of the assumptions are adequately verified by by Cann (Ref. 49) and discussed further by Bennett

experimental data. However, even with more detailed (Ref. 26) to explain the thrustor operating characteristics
and accurate diagnostic measurements than now exist, in the presence of entrainment (see Section IV-B-3) is
some questions will be likely to remain if the test con- critically dependent on the assumption that neutral par-

ditions do not adequately simulate the thrustor operation ticles are not accelerated and that they do not in any
in space, way absorb energy from the discharge. This assumption

clearly conflicts with the assumption made by Patric'_
In the following discussion, some of the more critical that neutral particles are very effectively accelerated by

assumptions are compared, and an attempt is made to a charge-exchange mechanism. The experimental data
relate the available experimental data to the validity of reported by AVSSD for hydrogen are in substantial
the assumptions for the experimental engines, agreement with the predictions of the critical mass flow ,

theory; however, the low-pressure data (Ref. 65) oh- ._
1. Degree of ionization and acceleration of neutrals, tained at NASA Lewis with the same engine and pro-

One of the assumptions that is made most frequently is pellant do not agree with this theory. All the tests
that the accelerating plasma is fully ionized. This as- conducted at Lewis were operated at a feed rate below
sumption appears tG be justified for '_-_eheavier propel- the critical mass flow rate defined by the theory. The
lants that have been tested, such as cesium and argon, critical mass flow model predicts that a thrust efficiency _"

for example, but is a very doubffu_ assumption for much of 50_ is attained at the critical specific impulse (the
of the data obtained with hydrogen and ammonia at the specific impulse at which the kinetic energy is equal to ,,
lower values of specific impulse. As mentioned earlier, the ionization energy) and that the ratio ¢f the thrust r

the experimental evidence of the degree of ionization is efficiency to the specific impulse is a constant at all i
frequently restricted to calculations of the average value values of the specific impulse less than the critical spe- '_
based on the measured performance parameters. In cific impulse. This constant for hydrogen, which has a
keeping with the conclusion that entrainment is more critical specific impulse of 5600 s, is therefore 0.5/5600 s-a. :,
likely to falsify data indicating high specific impulse The results obtained at Lewis at high pressure are in
(and obtained with a strong applied field), we suggest agreement with those reported by AVSSD, but the data
that calculations of the degree of ionization are also obtained at low pressure are in marked disagreement
more likely to be incorrect at the same conditions. How- with the predictions of the theory, particularly at low
ever, low degrees of ionization appear to be well sub- values of the specific impulse where the observed effi-
stantiated at some operating conditions. In particular, ciency exceeds the predicted value by nearly a factor
the performance data obtained at very low tank pressure of 3 at low specific impulse. (See Table 6.) That at least
by NASA Lewis with a hydrogen-fed engine indicates part of this thrust derives from the expansion through
not only low ionization but also incomplete dissociaticn the anode nozzle is possible. However, there is no known
of the propellant at a specific impulse of 1000 s (Ref. 65) way to separate the aerodynamic thrust from the electro-

These data are at least qualitatively substantiated by the magnetic thrust for an engine operated with a strong
spectroscopic observations of large amounts of atomic applied magnetic field.
line radiation as well as faint molecular spectra. Similar

data were also reported for ammonia (Ref. 6@). 2. Ionization mechanisms. The ionization process in -
MPD engines is usually attributed to electron-atom 6'ol-

The question of the acceleration of neutral particles
does not enter into those theories for which complete lisions; however, the ionization mechanism is generally
ionization is assumed. These include the description of tacitly assumed to have little or no influence on the ae-
the pure Hall acceleration (Ref. 44), the ion-spin mecha- celeration process. Cann (Ref. 47) has discussed the heat-
nism (Ref. 47)/and Jahn's analysis based on the particle ing of Hall current electrons to temperatures that are

high enough to effect ionization of lithium by thermal

Pl'his mechanism is also referred to as the "ion swirling" mechanism ehctrons. Those theories describing acceleration pro-
by otherinvestigators, cesses in fully ionized plasmas attempt to relate the
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operating parameters, exclusive of the effect of the volt- applicable only to thrustor operating conditions for
age drop through the electrode sheaths, to the accelera- which ior.ization is incomplete.
t'_on mechanisms and not to the ionization processes.

Detailed measurements that a:'_ needed to verify the

A notable exception is the ionization mechanism by mechanism postulated by Patrick have not been made.
ion-atom collision that has been postaflated by Patrick The physical process of very rapid ion-atom ionizing
(Rcf. 40). The experimental basis for Patrick's model is collisions is as yet poorly understood, and the application
the empirical relation of the arc voltage and the mag- of the limiting velocity concept to the conditions that
netic field strength, which indicates that the slope of exist in the MPD engine renlains questionable.
the V-B curves can be associated with the propellant
ionization potential. The similarity of the voltage depen- It may also be noted that the conclusions reached by
dence on the field strength of the MAARC to that of en- Patrick are not strongly supported by the data that were
gines in other experiments (Ref. 98) in which a "critical used to obtain the empirical relation between the voltage
velocity" of the ions has been observed is used to iustify and the field strength. Although the relation given by
the proposed mechanism in the MPD thrustor. This Eq. (58), V= Vo + U_Bt, is stated to be independent of
model suggests that a propellant with a high ionization the current, Fig. 4 of Ref. 39 shows that the voltage is a
potential should be used to achieve the highest possible strong function of the current at zero applied field
efficiency because the ionization process determi._es the strength and a weaker function of the current at finite
arc voltage and, therefore, the voltage available for field strengths. The variation in arc voltage with applied
the acceleration process. Since the ion velocity is linaited current would affect not only the value of Vo in Eq. (58)
by the ionization process, the proposed mechanism is but also the slope of the V-B curve. The figure cited
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above contains smooth curves that are drawn through The con_pt of a magnetic nozzle is a problem that

the data obtained at each of five _ield strengths that requires roach additional stuJy to determine its actual
varied from zero to 1250 G. The data were obtained at role in the MPD accelerator. The existing concept is very
a single feed rate of 50 mg/s. If the voltage represented qualitative, and few of the properties of the flow, such
by the smooth curves is used to determine the V-B as the location of a sonic peint (ii one exists) or the re-
curves, the relations obtained depend on the value of loeity profile, can be predicted. In addison, the behavior
the arc current. This is shown in Fig. 51, in which the of the nozzle "wall" in the presence of a swirling plasma
,_rc voltage, taken from the smooth curves, is plotted as has not been investigated. The influence of neutral par-
a function of the applied magnetic field for two different ticles, discharge instabilities, and the coupling with the
values of the applied arc current. Also included on the region of high current densities needs additional study.
figure is Eq. (58) with V,, equal to 45 V, Uc equal to

5.6 × 10' cm/s, and _ equal to 1 cm, as given by Patrick A review of the analyses of magnetic nozzles, in more
(Ref. 39). The slope of the line drawn through the data well-defined flow patterns, ha_ been published by
for 1400 A yiclds a value of U, of less than 2 × 104cm/s llornbegger (Ref. 104)
when Z is set equal to 1 cm.

D. ExperimentalVerificationofTheories
As discussed in Part IV, Section II-C, other analyses,

which used assumptions very different from those used 1. Performance data. The experimental evidence that
by Patrick, have also predicted a linear V-B relationship is used most extensively to assess the validity of thee-
as well as a "critical ,,elocity" t_at is related to the ion- retical descriptions of MPD thrustor operation are the
ization potential of the propellant. Additional criticism observed gross operating characteristics and the overall
(Ref. 102) _nd further discussion (Ref. 103) of the mecha- performance. These parameters include the dependence,
nism proposed by Patrick have been published recently, of the thrust, the arc voltage, and the electrode losses
Reference 103 contains a number of references related to on the independent variables of applied arc current, ap-

I

this subject, plied magnetic field strength, propellant feed rate, and ]

the propellant type. Effects of engine geometry can be
3. Plasma containment by a magnetic nozzle. Chan- expected and are f_equently discussed; however, theo-

ncling of the plasma flow through a magnetic nozzle is retieal justification for the r-.agnetic field and the elec-
proposed as the method hy which the thermal and rota- trode configurations that are used are largely qualitative
tional energy is recovercd as axial kinetic energy. The observations.
effectiveness of a magnetic nozzle in containing the
plasma has been assessed by showing that the magnetic If the comparison of the observed and predicted per-
pressure exceeds the kinetic pressure (Ref. 21) and by formance is to constitute a valid test of a theory, it is
calculating the rate of diffusion of charged particles obvious that the data used for the comparison must be
across the magnetic field lines and comparing this value obtained from tests that adequately simulate the condi-
with the anticipated axial velocities (Ref. 15). The per- tions for which the theoretical model was proposed. The
tion of the applied field that acts as a magnetic nozzle questionable validity of much of the performance data
is generally assigned to the region downstream of the was discussed in the previous section. It is evident that
region of large axial current loops, conclusions inferred from the operating characteristics

can be misleading if part of the measured thrust is a

Very few experimental data pertain directly to verffi- result of the acceleration of entrained or eroded mate-
cation of the effectiveness of the magnetic nozzle. These rial. An example of the general awareness of this prob-
data include the alignment of the luminous contours of lem is the emergence of an additional theory, the critical

mass flow model that pertains specifically to the effectthe exhaust with the undisturbed field lines of the ap-
plied magnetic field (Ref. 24) and the results of the of entrainment on the thrustor operation.
measurements of the momentum profiles in the exhaust.
The latter measurements indicate an increased "pinch- Certain features of MPD thrustor operation are com-
ing" of the plasma along the exhaust centerlines as the men to nearly all engines tested. For example, as the
magaetic field is increased. In particular, no direct mea- magnetic field strength is increased, an increase in
surtments of the required azimuthal current 1. have the arc voltage has been observed for all propellants

i been report4._l, tested and at all levels of the vacuum tank pressures
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used. Some other features, which are listed in Part IV, exhaust plume and of pressure measuremeht,_ within
Section II-B, are also commonly reported for most of the the engine itself. In addition, spectroscopic _bserva-
engines tested. Because of the wide range of operating tions of the plume radiation have been used to iden-
parameters, engine configurations, and test facilities and tify species present and thereby gain aver,/ qualitative
conditions used at the different laboratories, these corn- indication of the degree of ionization and the eleclaon
mon trends are probably valid indications of the true temperature. Spectroscopic temperature determinations,
thrustor operation, using the Relative Line Intensity method, have been

reported for a weakly ionized exhaust plume (see Sec-
Because of the complexity of the processes that occur, tion III-8-e); however, the reported values remain ques-

it is not likely that sufficient information to distinguish tionable because of the nonequilibrium conditions. Some
mechanisms can be acquired from observations Gf the of the reasons for the lack of data on the electron
gross operating parameters alone, even ff the absence of properties are (1) the MPD exhaust is in a highly non-
all anomalies in the performance measurements could be equilibrium state with significant pressure, density, and
assured, temperature gradients, (2) the presence of strong mag-

netic fields hampers the use of the Langmuir probe, and
By way of illustration, the operating characteristics of (3) the discharge of the hig' -powered engines presents a

the model proposed by Treat (Ref. 15), which is de- very hostile environment for physical probes.

scribed here as an electrothermal mechanism, and one The properties of some of the propellants, such as

of the models proposed bv Cann (Ref. 47), in which Hall lithium, also pose special problems that are not generally '
currents aid in "spinning up" the ions, could be very encountered in diagnostic measurements. Because the ex-
similar. Both models describe a swirling, fully ionized haust products condense on any cool surface, the tech-
plasma that is contained by the interactions of azimuthal niques required for most of the measurements on the
currents and the applied field and accelerates as it flows alkali metal plasmas are different from those for the gas-.
through a magnetic nozzle. In both processes, the elee- eous propellant plasmas. As a result, fewer diagnostic
trons carry either all or nearly all the applied current, data have been reported for MPD engine operation with
are strongly heated by the electric field, and transfer a the alkali metals than with, say, hydrogen or argon. How- ,
significant amount of momentum, gained from the elec- ever, a very ambitious program of diagnostic measure-
tric field, to the ions. Because the electrons carry current, ments on the lithium-fed engine has been outlined by
the voltage requirements of both processes are less than Jacobs and Cann (Refs. 52 and 58). This study includes
that which would result if the energy were transferred measurements of the total beam power, total beam angu-
directly to the ions. The most significant difference in lar momentum, mass flux and energy flux distributions,
the two models is the emphasis placed on the random- and magnetic field and cun'ent density distributions.
ization of the energy among the different species and the Velocity measurements, both by the doppler-shift method
subsequent recovery by thermal expansion for the one and by phototracer technique, have already been re-
and the emphasis placed on the role played by the Hall ported (Ref. 52).
currents for the other.

It should be noted that the application of the results

2. Diagnostic measurements. Diagnostic measurements obtained with one particular engine configuration and
are used in attempts to verify the performance data, to propellant type to the general class of MPD engines is a
determine the validity of the assumptions that have be_ very questionable procedure. From the published data,
made, and to provide reliable data for the construction it may be concluded that very significant differences can
of realistic models of the acceleration mechanisms. The exist for the different engines and for the different op-

different diagnostic tools that have been used are de- crating conditions. However, some general trends have
scribed in Part III, Section VII-C. Here we attempt to been observed and are worth noting. Some of these are
assess the usefulness of the measurements in accomplish- summarized below:

ing their intended purpose of verifying performanc_ data (1) An increase in the applied magnetic field strength
and the assumptions of local plasma conditions, tends to pinch the discharge and may increase the

centerline velocity. This tendency has been ob-

The diagnostic measurements that have been made served from measurements made with impact i
include determinations of current densities, plasma ve- probes (Befs. 28 and 40) and current density mea-
locities, and mass and momentum distributions in the surements (Bef. 25).

i
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(2) Two definable areas, which have been called the effort has been devoted to the velocity measurements and
cathode jet and the anode jet, are generally ob- a number of technique_ have been used. Unfortunately,
served visually. These areas are usually associated the accuracy of none of the techniques is sufficient to

with cmxent paths, accomplish either purpose. :i

(3) Some current flows downstream of the engine it- _
self. The magnitude of this current has been re- Those techniques in which the radiation from the !i
ported to vary from a few percen" to nearly 100_ plasma is utilized to determine the velocity have the
of the applied current. It has been suggested (Ref. obvious advantage over the use of physical probes of not '"_
40) that some of the measured current may be due disturbing the discharge. Preliminary doppler-shift mea-
to the presence of the measuring device itself, surements of the rotation of the exhaust of an engine :

operated _,ith a nitrogen-lithium bipropeUant (Bef. 52) ._
(4) No detectabl,' Hall currents have been observed indicated relatively low (4000 m/s) azimuthal velocities

in the high-specific-impulse devices. The only en- at a radial position of 0.19 cm. Axial velocities (Ref. 52)
gines in which detectable Hall currents have been of (3 -+-2) x 10' m/s, also measured by the doppler- _
measured have been operated with argon (Ref. shift method, were reported for an engine operated with ,,,Y_

56)' a hydrogen-lithium bipropellant at a specific impulse of _
5000 s. Because of the large error associated with the

With the exception of the lack of Hall currents, these velocity measurement, which indicates that the specific
observations are generally compatible _vith all the aecel- impulse is somewhere in the range of from 1000 to 5000 s,
eration mechanisms that have been proposed, it is apparent that considerable refinement in the method :_

is needed if the measurements are to be useful to either

Except for the possibility of a disturbance of the dis- confirm the performance measurements or verify an
charge by the presence of probes, the reported estimated acceleration mechanism.
accuracies of the techniques used for current density =_
measurements are relatively high. However, a comparison _
of the results obtained at the individual laboratories The velocity measurements by the phototraeer tech- ,_

reveals a number of differences in the magnitude of the nique (Ref. 52) indicate that the exhaust velocity in- i
measured current. The reported differences are not easily creases by a factor of two between the axial positions of
traced to the engine geometry, field strength, or other 5 and 118 cm downstream of the exit plane of the EOS
operating conditions, or to the propellant type. The in- accelerator, 'These data, which indicate that the accelera-
tegrated current densities reported by Cann and Lenn tion region extends into the downstream region of the _

plume, are in agreement, in this respect, with most of the(Ref. 46) for an argon-fed engine constituted a large
fraction of the total current, wt,ereas the measurements theories that have been proposed. The assigned error, ,_

reported by Powers (fief. 25) indicate that a very small about 20',_, is less than for the doppler-shift method, and ?
agreement with the velocities inferred from the thrust -_

fraction of the total cmxent extends into the plume of an and mass flow measurements is stated to be within a
argon-fed engine. Also, with both engines operated on _
hydrogen, less current was found in the exhaust of the factor of 2. Refinement of the technique is planned.

.1

Avco-l_verett engine than in the AVSSD engine. Because
of the more "open" electrode geometry of the Avco- The estimated accuracy (Ref. 56) of the velocity mea- ._
Everett engine, one would expect the current loops to be surements in an argon engine by the Langmuir probe
greater in that e, gine. technique is 25_i, Another method (Refs, 28, 55, and 82),

which also involves a physical probe, is the use of u x ii

Negative results were obtained by both Patrick and probes. Although the technique has been improved by
Powers in their attempts to measure Hall currents in applying an alternating magnetic field and thereby elimi-
hydrogen- and ammonia-fed engines. The only measure- nating much of the "noise" and the need for a Largefield,
ments of Hall currents in significant amounts were re- the behavior of the probe in the presence of strong ex-
ported by the group at NASA LangLey for argon-fed ternal fields of the MPD thrustor needs additional study.

engines (Refs. 55, 56, and 61).
In equilibrium plasmas, spectroscopic measurements

Velocity measurements constitute one of the most use- can be used to determine the electron temperature, the ;
fui methods of verifying the thrust measurements as well electron density, and the degree of ionization; however,
as some critical aspects of the proposed theories. Much the application of the commonly used spectroscopic
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techniques to nonequilibrium plasmas remains a ques- those obtained with argon. The measurements reported
tionable procedure. A determination of the degree of by both Brockanan (Ref. 56) and Powers (Ref. 25)

ionization, by the comparison of the intensities of an ion were obtained with the search coil located very near
line to that of an atom line, is particularly sensitive to the thrustor anode. The search ceils employed by Brock-

the requirement f_l equilibrium. Because of this, the man were embedded in a boron nitride sleeve located at
reported spectroscopi,: data obtained on MPD engines the evit plane of the anode. The coil nearest the ano,ae

are only qualitative and cannot be used for quantit;_tive was located 0.5 in. from the anode exit plane. The coil
calculations. For example, the relative intensities of, say, used by Powers was placed aoainst the nozzle to obtain

the strong lines of AI an,'l AII spectra can be used to the reported indications of Hall currents. P.:trick used a
infer that the degree o _ ionization is small, moderate, rectangular Rogowski coil aligned in a meridian plane

or large, of the exhaust. No signals were obtained at ax,y location
within the exhaust of the MAARC. In the earlier mag-

One advantage of spectroscopic observations over the netic annular arc (Fig. 8a) investigated at Avco-Everett,
calculations of the average ionization fraction based on very large Hall currents were measured for operation

the performance parameters is that some indication of with both argon and helium.
the variation of the ionization fraction over the plume

cross-section may be obtained. Thus, Cann (Ref. _) has No particular correlation between the magnitude of
observed strong emission from the pot_:ssium ions in the the measured Hall currents and the engine geometries is

core of the jet, but weak ion lines and strong atomic lines readily apparent. Both the Langley (Fig. 19) and the
in the jet periphery. AVSSD (Fig. 1) engines have a definite anode throat,

whereas the Avco-Everett engine (Fig. 8b) has a more
For many of the engines operate,] with radiation- c.,_en electrode configuration.

cooled engines, spectroscopic observations are the only

avail,,ble data concerning the degree of ionization Spec- The ,_vailal-,le evidence from the engines discussed

troscopic data concerning the degree of ionization in abov( _uggests that the dischar.-,e occurs very he,. the
ium engines, reported by Jacobs (Bef. 52), indicate anode and therefore that the acceleration occurred

i,at the ion lines are emitted almost exclusively from the within, at most, one or two anode diameters downstream

cathode jet and the atomic line radiation from outside of the engine exit plane. This destription is at variance
the exhaust beam. with the analytical models proposed by Cann (Refs. 44,

50, and 51) in which the acceleration occurs much far-

E. The Role of Hall Currents in MPD 11_nJstors ther downstream. No a,:tempt io n_easure azimuthal

One of the most perplexing aspects of this study ha:_ current in the exhaust of the EOq engine has been re.
been the evaluation of the role of azimuthal Hall cur. ported.

rents, both from a theoretical viewpoint and on the

basis of the reported experimental data, in the operation Another experimental measureme,it is of i_'aterest.Using

of MPD accelerators. Although a number of the aecel-, a pulsed engine, for which very low discharge pressures
eration models require the existence of azimuthal were possible, Lovberg (Ref. 72) found no indication
currents for thrust production, the direct experimental of Hal! currents. These measurements, which _"ere made

e_dence of Hall currents is meager and somewhat con- within the interelectrode reh,ion, indicate that the dis-

fusing. Comparatively large Hall currents have been charge consiste_ of a current "spoke" that rotated at
measured by Hess and his co-workers for argon-fed about 30 kHz. L,,:berg concluded that, because of the

engines, whereas negative results have been reported by lat!,_ ,,[ appreciable azimuthal current necessary for con-
Powers (Ref. 25) and by Patrick (Ref. 40) in their tainment, there would be si:[_aificant losses to the walls.

attempts to measure Hall currents in the exhaust of Although the engine inv_tigated by L,_vberg is de-
accelerators operated on hydrogen and on ammonia, signed as an MPD accelerate,r, there are some differences

Powers found a noticeable effect, but of very low between it and all the oth_Ir engines discussed in this

order, in argon when the search coil was placed report. B_ause the engine c_perates in a transient mode,
against the nozzle. This was interpreted (Ref. 25) as it was necessary to heat the cathode prior to the, discharge
suggesting possible Hall current-_ within the nozzle, to insure thermioni: emission. This requirement dictated

Indications of possible Hall currents were also obtained the shape o.c the cathode, which consists of a hairpin turn

with nitrogen; however, the signals were weaker than of a tungsten strip, as shown in Fig. 20. To simplify the
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measurements in the interelectrode region, the gap be- results from interactions of an azimuthal current with the
tween the cathode and the anode was made much larger, applied magnetic field. As discussed previously, there
about 3.75 in., than that used for most MPD engines. It have been no measurements of azimuthal currents in the
is noted that John (l:tef. 29) found the X-TC engine to downstream region that has been identified as a mag-
operate in a very erratic manner when the anode diame- netic nozzle.
ter was increased to 1.25 in. This comparison is not
meant as an evaluation of the ability of the pulsed engine
used by Lovberg to simulate the continuous MPD en- IV. MPD Magnet Systems
gines, but rather as an observation of some of the major
differences between it and those for which performance A. Magnet Systems UsedWith ExperimentalEngines
data are available. A realistic comparison of the MPD thrustor and the

ion el gine for ,me on space missions requires that the
In recent experiments with a segmented anode, Larson magnet used with t],e MPD thrustor be included in the

has obtained some very convincing evidence of a current comparison. One method of assessing the magnet require-
"spoke" in a steady-state MPD accelerator. The accelera- ments is to include the magnet power in the calculation
tot geometry is very similar to that of the engines de- of the overall efficiency. The "cost" of the magnet, in
signed at AVSSD, and the exhaust plume appears to terms of the reduction of the overall efficiency, depends
have the typical shape associated with MPD thrusters, on the strength of the field required and the thrustor
Larson found the current "spoke" to consist of a fan power level as well as on the magnet configuration. At a
shape comprising approximately 90 deg and to rotate at field strength of about 2500 G (Ref. 15), Dueati found
a frequency that wa_-greater than 50 kHz and that de- that the coil consumed about 4% of the total power of
pended on the thrustor operating parameters of applied 168 kW and therefore reduced the efficiency by about 2
arc current, applied field strength, and the feed rate. One percentage points at an overall efficiency of about 40%
of the objectives of Larson's study was to determine (Ref, 11). For lower bower levels and larger magnetic o
whether the observations made by Lovberg were typical fields, the cost is greater. For example, at an are power
of steady-state operation, of 20 kW and a field strength of 5000 G, Cann (Ref. 50) !

reported that the magnet consumed more than 50% of |
The pub'/shed theoretical considerations concerning the total input power. !

Hall currents are conflicting, particularly for a fully
ionized plasma. ]ahn (Ref. 14) concluded that the ions The magnets used in the MPD experimental studies are i
and electrons will rotate at very nearly the local F/B generally coils of water-cooled copper tubing. This con-
velocity in a fully ionized hydrogen plasma and therefore figuration was used because of the economy and ease of
there will be negligible Hall currents. The force requiled fabrication as well as the ease with which the magnet

to balanc_ the centrifugal force on the particles was not could be operated over a large range of field strengths.
T discussed. A similar conclusion was reached by J_,hn Because none of the magnets were designed for use on a

(Ref. 21 ). However, for very similar conditions, Roscis- space mission, it would not be realistic to use them in the
zewski (Ref. 96) concluded that Hall currents wou;d comparison with the ion engine.
flow (see Part IV, Section II-B-2).

B. FlightConfigurations
From a consideration of the generalized Ohm's law, i

Hassan (r,ef. 61) has concluded that Hall currents flow 1. Electromagnets. A number of preliminary studies 1
in the exhaust of the engines operated at Langley. Cam_ of magnet configurations that would be suitable for
(Ref. 47) argues that there must be Hall currents to spaee fli;;hts have been made. These studies include
provide the necessary containing force to counteract the the use of ,)ermanent magnets, electromagnets, and
centrifugal force on the rotating ions as well as to con- combinatior ; of these two types. The analysis of ROf. 29
tain the pressure forces. This argument is based on a is devoted to an electromagnet with a nominal field
consideration of the radial momentum equation and also strength of 1000 G. An eleetromagnet capable of pro-
applies to the existence of azimuthal currents in the ducing fields cf 5000 G is considered in Ref. 48, and
magnetic nozzle, where recovery of the thermal and the design of and some experimental results obtained
rotational energies is postulated to occur. In the absence with a permanent magnet are presented in Ref. 105.
of any appreciable induced azimuthal magnetic fields, The results of these analyses are expressed as the
the only containing force that is available is that which weight of the magnet plus the power supply that
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is required to supply a given field and not as the A = radiating surface = 2_r [(roZ- r_)+ roL]

reduction of the overall efficiency as was done above. -- 2_ (2a/3+ _ - 1)
The analyses include calculations of the magnet weight

and the power required to produce a given magnetic T "- coil surface temperature
field. The determination of the weight of the power
supply required is made through the use of an assumed The temperature dependence of the conductor resis-
specific weight of the power supply, tivity 0 must also be known to obtain a solution for the

Solenoidal electromagnets are generally analyzed with magnet power and the coil operating temperature.
the aid of the Fabry relation.

The analysis reported in Ref. 29, in which both copper

B_ = G (Ph/pr,)a/2 (66) and aluminum were considered, was based on the follow-

where ing approximations and assumptions:
,_= 1.0

Bz = axial magnetic field strength at the center of the
coil G = 0.2

G -- a geometric factor that depends on the coil ge- a,/3 - between 2 and 3

ometry ri - 1.0 in.

P - magnet input power B_ - 1000G
X- the fraction of the coil that is occupied by the

conductor Power supply specific weight - 501b/kW (22.6kg/kW)

p - the conductor resistivity e^_ -" 0.11 to 0.19

r_ -- inside radius of the coil eeu -- 0.6

The geometric factor G has a maximum value of about The results obtained show that the copper magnet will
0.2, and depends on coil geometry through two parame- operate at a surface temperature of about 800"C, will

: ters: a, the ratio of the outside to inside coil radii, ro/r_, require about 225 W of power, and, together with the
and/3, the ratio of the coil length to the coil diameter, power supply, will weigh about 85 lb. Because of its low

_ L/2r_. The factor G is a relatively weak function of a and emissivity, the aluminum magnet would melt before it
_ /3. The water passages of the copper tubing coils reduce reached a temperature high enough to radiate the input

the value of ), to about ½, but solid conductors, with the power. If the emissivity of aluminum could be increasedinsulation between windings occupying a negligible to 0.6, by, for example, plating with a material of high
-' value, have been assumed for the problem at hand, and emissivity, the aluminum magnet would operate at

the value of _,is taken as tmi.ty. 425"C, require 525 W, and, together with the power
supply, weigh about _ lb.

"_ The power dissipated in the coil must be radiated
away, either from the surface of the magnet or from an The required power, and therefore system weight, in-

:_ auxiliary radiator. For the self-cooled solenoid, Eq. 66 is _:ea_es rapidly with increasing field strength. The re-
_' solved simultaneously with the Stefan-Boltzmann equa- quired current is proportional to the square of the field

tion for the radiated power:
(see Eq. 66); however, the power increases more rapidly

_ P = _A_T' (87) than this because the conducter resistivity increases with
_ temperature, and an increased surface temperature is
"_ where required to radiate the additional power. Because the
_. resisti'Aty of aluminum increases more rapidly with tern-
: P -- power radiated from magnet perature than does that of copper, the analysis indicates

_'_ e _ surface emissivity of the coil that copper would be preferable for fields greater than
10130G and that aluminum would be preferable for fields

--- Stefan-Boltzmann constant less than 1000 G.
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It should be noted that the magnetic system weight in- In a recent report of the Hall accelerator performance

creases rapidly as the inner diameter of the coil radius (Ref. 51), Cann states that the magnetic field can be
is increased. From Eq. (66) it may be seen that the reduced by nearly a factor of 5, i.e., from 5000 to 1000 G,

power, and therefore the weight of the power supply, without detrimental effects on the thrustor performance.
required to produce a given field (with the conductor

resistivity held constant) increases directly with the in- 2. Permanent magnets. The use of permanent magnets
side diameter of the coil. The weight of the magnet, how- instead of the solenoidal electromagnets, particularly for

ever, increases as r_ provided the geometric factors _ and low thrustor power levels, has been considered (Refs. 48
/3remain unchanged, and 105). The studies reported in Ref. 105 included in- !

vestigations of simple, cylindrical bar magnets and a

It was shown in Ref. 29 that the required outer diame- magnet configuration in which a soft iron flux-return cir-
cuit is used. The design specifications of the study re-tel of a radiation-cooled anode increases with the arc

power level. For example, the maximum power of the quired a volume 2 in. in diameter by 4 in. long (into
AVSSD ammonia-fed X-TCR thrustor with a 2-in. anode which the MPD thrustor would be placed) in which the

was about 22 kW, whereas the maximum power of a 4-in.- magnetic field is approximately solenoidal and exhibits
diam anode was about 55 kW. no field-reversal points. The design field strength was

2000 G at the midpoint of this volume. The results for
three magnetically active materials are shown in Table 8

The magnet analysis assumes that the magnet can be for both 1000 and 2000 G.
adequately shielded from the heat radiated from the

thrustor itself. Table 8. Estimated weights of cylindrical bar magnets to
produce the field for MPD thrustors"

The analysis presented in Ref. 48 is for a field strength
of 5000 G and for a coil inside radius of 3 cm. For this M.9,et weight,Ib i

analysis, _ was assumed to be unity and the specific Magnet material 10o0 Gb 2000 Gb

weight of the power supply was taken as 10 kg/kW. The !
value of /3 was fixed at 3.0 and the analysis proceeded AIn;co9 9.5 168
by finding the value of _ at which the system weight, Alnico5 22.9 Z25 !which included the magnet plus the power supply, was

Alnico 8 23.5 Not possible
minimized. For copper, which produced a lighter system

than aluminum, the minimum system weight for a 5000-G ,R,,,, fromRef.105.
field was about 550 lb. ban-axis field strength 2 in. from magnet face.

Because of the different values of the emissivity and Alnico 9, an improved version of Alnico 8, was not
the specific weight of the power supply used in the two available in sufficient quantities to conduct the expert-
analyses, a direct comparison cannot be made. However, ments reported in Ref. 105. It was noted (Re_ 105) that

from a rough qualitative observation it may be seen that the thermal stability characteristics of Alnico 9 were not

if the emissivity of 1.0 as used in Ref. 48 is lowered to 0.6 well known at that time. Consequently, Alnico 8 was used
as used in Ref. 29 and if, similarly, the specific weight of for the experimental magnet with a flux-return circuit.

the power supply is increased from 10 kg/kW to over The experimental results were used to estimate a weight
20 kg/kW, the system described by Cann would be sig- of 467 lb to produce the design field of 2000 G. If Alnico

nificantly increased. Thus, a requirement of a field 9 were to be used, the calculations indicated a weight of
strength of 5000 G is accompanied by a rather severe 261 lb, which is greater than the 168 lb (see Table 8)
weight penalty, required for a simple bar magnet. E,_kert and Miller

(Ref. 105) suggest the use of a combination consisting

of a bar magnet, producing 1000 G, plus an eleetromag-Cann also considered an externally cooled solenoid in net solenoid to obtain the desired 2000 13.
which the power dissipated in the coil is removed to an
auxiliary radiator by a coolant. The results of this study

in,licate that the weight of the total magnet system, which C. Summary

includes the magnet, radiator, and power supply, was less Both solenoidal electromagnets and permanent mag-
than the self-cooled solenoid by a factor of 3. nets have been considered to produce the required field
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for MPD thrustors. All of the investigations have indi- mated magnet weight, 9.5 lb, was for a permanent bar
cated that a severe weight penalty is associated with field magnet made of Alnico 9 that is capable of producing a
requirements in excess of about 1000 G. The lowest esti- field of 1000 G at a position 2 in. from the magnet face.
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PartVI. Conclusions

The MPD thrustor continues to show potential as a this characteristic of MPD thrustors would be an advan-
very promising propulsion device for space exploration tage of considerable importance for missions requiring
missions. However, continued testing, in a suitable test much larger power levels. Reported thrust levels of more
environment, and further development are needed to than 100 gf are not uncommon for the experimental MPD
establish the full potential and to determine the limita- engines, whereas the nominal thrust of a 20-em-diameter
tions of the thrustor, ion engine is less than 10 gf. Qualitative theoretical con-

siderations have indicated that the MPD thrust should

At the present time, one useful evaluation of the MPD be proportional to the square of the magnetic field and
thrustor as a spacecraft propulsion system is to compare possibly from 102to 10_ times as large as the thrust den-
its capacity to perform specific missions with that of the sity of the ion engine. However, the experimental results
ion engine. Detailed mission analysis for a spacecraft indicate that the limitation on the thrust of a single MPD
propelled by an ion engine have demonstrated the ad- engine is associated with the maximum power that can be
vantages to be gained by using electric propulsion. An absorbed by the anode and, further, is not proportional
electric propulsion system thrustor must meet a number to the square of the applied field. The limitation is more
of requirements to be used successfully as a spacecraft severe for radiation-cooled anodes, which is a likely con-
accelerator. These requirements were discussed in Part I figuration for space missions, than for water-cooled

of this report, where some of the potential advantages anodes.
of the MPD engine were listed. The conclusions reached
in this study that concern the capacity of the MPD
thrustor to meet the requirements are presented below II. Favorable Current-Voltoge Operating
as a comparison of the MPD and ion engines. Included in Characteristics
the following discussion is a summary of the conclusions
that concern the present status of the experimental and The MPD thcastor operates at low voltage and high
theoretical efforts in the development of the MPD current, whereas the ion engine operates at high voltage
thrustor, and low current. Because solar electric power systems

are typically low-voltage devices, it is likely that less
weight would be required for the power-conditioning

h High Thrust Density equipment to match the power supply to the MPD
thrustorthan to the ion engine.A cursor] inspectionof

Although high thrust density is of minorimportancefor the solarpanel characteristicsrevealsa striking similarity
the solar electric power systems contemplated at present, with the "drooping" current-voltage characteristics of
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the electric arc welding machines that are widely used V. Thrust Level
to power the experimental MPD engines. Although no

As discussed in Part I, the required thrust level of astudies have been made to match the solar panel output
to the MPD engine, this similarity suggests that the single engine is closely associated with the throttling,
matching of the power supply could be made easily and redundancy, and thrust-vector control requirements, in

with a substantial saving in the power-conditioning addition to the basic requirement of the total power
weight requirements. Another favorable characteristic of needed to perform a specified mission. At very high
the MPD engine is the ability to control the arc voltage power levels, the MPD engine has a distinct advantage
to some extent by changing the strength of the applied because of its higher thrust density. However, at low
magnetic field. This could be used to advantage in ad- power levels, it is likely that the ion engine maintains an
justing the thrustor operating point so that it will remail advantage. Most of the experimental MPD engines have
near the condition at which the solar electric power sup- been designed to be operated at between about 20 and
ply delivers maximum power as the power supply volt- 100 kW. Smaller engines, some designed to operate at

nominal power levels as low as 2 kW, have also been
age changes. Nuclear power supplies are planned to

tested. With few exceptions, the reported performance ofdeliver constant power, at constant voltage, in contrast
the low-power engine..: has keen less efficient than thatto the solar electric system. However, it is likely that the

nuclear electric power system wiU also be a low-voltage of the larger engines. The ability to scale MPD thrustors
from one size to another, without degrading the perfor-

supply.
mance, remains one of the problems in the development
of MPD thrustors.

III. Lifetime
VI. Performance

At present, there _re not enough data from endur-

ance tests to predict MPD thrustor lifetime with any de- Because of the experimental uncertainties associated
gree of accuracy. Minimum lifetimes of around 10,000 h with the testing of the MPD thrustor, the performance
are required for the contemplated missions. Endurance of this engine remains questionable. Electrode losses,
tests of 50 and 75 h have been conducted with MPD which account for 30 to 50% of the input power, severely
thrustors, whereas ion engines have been operated con- limit the efficiency of the MPD thrustor. Frozen-flow
tinuously for over 8000 h. losses also contribute to the inefficiency of the MPD en-

gine, but the limitations imposed by these losses are not

_ well understood because of experimental ambiguities.
Specific impulse limitations cannot be predicted from

IV. Throttlabilily the available theoretical studies or ascertained from the

:' experimental results because of entrainment and other
_. The requirement for a throttlable engine is primarily

a consequence of the decreased power level of solar factors. A number of specific conclusions concerning the
_ experimental and theoretical development and pertain-

panels as the distance from the spacecraft to the sun
increases. To maintain a constant specific impulse, the ing to the demonstrated performance and basic under-
propellant feed rate must be reduced as the power de- standing of the MPD thrustor are summarized below.

, creases. The initial periormanee results indicated that The basis for these conclusions is discussed in Part V.
the MPD thrustor could be operated over a wide power (1) Much of the reported performance data of MPD
range and that there was no dependence of the feed rate thrustors is questionable because of the probability
on the thrustor performance. However, the more recent of entrainment or other interactions with the test
results indicate a decrease in the overall efficiency at environment. The probability of experimental
the lowest feed rates that were used. Nonetheless, it anomalies appears to be greatest for the data that
appears that operation down to at least 25% of full indicate the "best" performance.
thrust can be accomplished without serious degradation
of performance. The reduction of the ion engine efficiency (2) A suitable test environment for MFD thrustors has
as the thrust level is reduced is not well documented; yet to be defined.
however, the ion engine is probably less versatile in this (a) Evidence of the effect of entrainment on the
respect than is the MPD thrustor, measured performance cannot be detected
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from the usually observed performance param- nisms that have been classified as aerodynamic
eters unless the indicated overall efficiency ex- (the thermal expansion of electrothermally heated.
ceeds the thermal efficiency. However, the propellant by pressure forces) and various electro-
data indicating decreasing ionization fraction magnetic mechanisms. The acceleration mecha-
as the power is increased or as the applied nisms have generally bee_ treated separately and
magnetic field strength is increased probably are usually uncoupled from all other processes.
indicate anomalous measurements. Some recent effort is devoted to obtainin_ self-

consistent solutions in which the individual mccha-
(b) Entrainment of ambient gas into the thrustor nisms are not treated separately.

exhaust plume affects the calculated perfor-
mance only if the gas is entrained into the re- (a) A quantitative and satisfactory theoretical de-
gion in which the acceleration occurs. The scription of the thlust production by aerody-
danger of entrainment increases as the size of namic forces has not been formulated.

the acceleration region in the downstream ex- (I) For thrusto_ operabon without an applied
haust plume increases. The size of the accel- field, empirically determined thrust coeff_-
eration volume in the exhaust probably is a
function of the engine geometry and probably cients _'_less than unity are not consistent with
increases with increasing applied magnetic qual,, rive arguments based on the proposed

sirr,., Tty of the e,,:pansion in MPD engines to
field strength and with increasing power-to- th t conventional nozzles.
feed-rate ratio.

(c) The available evidence of the effect of entrain- (2) _'r_r t_a'ustor opcration with an applied
ment at very low test pressures is inconclusive field, '&c eon_'_ .. thrust coefficient, as
but is consistent with the argument that en- CLtstomarily used for conventional nozzle ex-
trainment is reduced at very low test pressures, pansions, cannot be applied to MPD thruste.rs

to separate the aerodynamic from the electro- ,_
(3) The highest overall efficiencies, at values of spe- magnetic contributions to the total thrust.

cifie impulse above about 1500 s, have been re- i
ported for lithium. At values of specific impulse (b) A general expression for the electromagnetic
less than 1500 s, the efficiencies of sodium and thrust production that results from the inter-
potassium exceed that of lithium. The overall action of the applied current and its self- !
efficiency of ammonia is slightly higher than that induced magnetic field has been derived.

of hydrogen, and the use of ammonia as a propel- (c) The theoretical description of the energy addi-
lant for MPD thrustors continues to be of interest, tion and acceleration mechanisms of MPD

(4) MPD thrustors have been operated both with and thrustor operation with an applied magnetic
without an applied magnetic field. The advantages field is poorly understood at the present time.
of operation with an applied magnetic field favor This is illustrated by the number of different,
this mode of operation for most practical applica- and sometimes conflicting, mechanisms that
tions. These advantages include: have been proposed. The proposed mechanisms

are based on numerous assumptions, of which
(a) Longer lifetime of the electrodes, only a few have been verified experimentally.

(b) Increased arc stability. In particular, the role of Hall currents in the
operation of MPD thrustors has not been

(e) More favorable current-voltage characteristics, clarified.
When a field is applied, the thrustor operates
at a higher voltage, and some independent (6) At present, the level of understanding of the basic
control of the voltage may be exercised, thrustor mechanisms and their dependence on the

thrustor operating variables is insufficient to:
(d) At lower power levels, more efficient operation

may be obtained if an external magnetic field _a) Permit a critical evaluation of the performance
is applied, data. ,

(5) The totzl thrust produced by MPD thrustors re- (b) Predict thrustor operation in the environment
suits from the combination of a number of mecha- of the hard vacuum of space.
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(c) Aid appreciably in the design of an "optimum" Vlh Summary

engine. In spite of the uncertainties associated with the MPD
(d) Select the optimum propellant for a specific engine, it may be concluded that, with the possible ex-

mission, ception of operation at values of specific impulse less

(e) Permit scaling of experimental engines to other than 3000 s, the ion engine operates more efficiently than
sizes, either larger or smaller, does the MPD thrustor. If the MPD thrustor is to be

competitive with the ion engine as a spacecraft propul-
(7) The formulation of a realistic theory of the many sion system, it is necessary that the weight savings

complex processes that occur in MPD thrustor gained from the reduced power conditioning' require-
operation is hampered by the questionable nature ment and other sources be sufficient to offset tile advan-
of much of the performance data because of the tage of higher overall efficiency that may presently be
possibility of entrainment or other interactions attributed to the ion engine. Before such a comparison
with the test environment, and by the small can be meaningful, it will be necessary to elimbaate ex-
amount of necessary and sufficiently accurate perimental uncertainties and establish the true perfor-
diagnostic measurements, mance of the MPD engine.

i
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